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No matter what happens in the world of human beings, it happens
in a spatial setting, and the design of that setting has a deep and

persisting influence on the people in that setting.

— Edward T. Hall (1966)





A B S T R A C T

The ubiquity of mobile devices and large interactive surfaces has
fundamentally changed how we use space in co-located collabora-
tion. For instance, groups of people can organize freely in a meet-
ing room with mobile devices providing instant access to shared in-
formation. However, these devices are also often inflexible for shar-
ing due to how they constrain people’s spatial relations. Such con-
cerns of human-computer interaction can be articulated through the
perspective of proxemics; the study of social use of space. Prior re-
search has operationalized proxemics for designing spatially-aware
interactive systems, and as an analytical perspective on socio-spatial
behaviour. However, there has yet to be developed a design perspec-
tive for collaboration technology that exploits proxemics beyond the
detection of spatial relations. This dissertation develops such a prox-
emics perspective, considering how social use of space is conditioned
by not only technologies, but also the arrangement together with
other artifacts and furniture available in the spatial setting. The per-
spective is explored and demonstrated via several proof-of-concept
prototypes (Slam-to-Share, Stick-to-Share, Show-to-Share, Table/Wall,
and KirigamiTable) that exploit interiors and support transitions be-
tween socio-spatial configurations in co-located collaboration.

Working experimentally with two technology paradigms (Cross-
Device Interaction and Shape-Changing Tabletops) and conducting
two empirical studies with proxemics analysis of co-located collabo-
ration, the dissertation makes the following contributions. (1) Articu-
lation of a design lens that considers digital artifacts as part of an ecol-
ogy of artifacts in the environment to configure social interaction: For in-
stance, prototypes are used to demonstrate how cross-device interac-
tions can configure socio-spatial relations between people for digital
sharing by exploiting interiors in interaction techniques. (2) The con-
cept of Proxemic Transitions, which is focused on trajectories in co-lo-
cated collaboration with transitions between different configurations
of people and artifacts. For instance, with prototypes of shape-chang-
ing tabletops, it is demonstrated how transitions between different
tabletop shapes support different types of collaboration. (3) An in-
spiration catalogue of digital artifacts that span a design space of
possibilities for spatial facilitation of social interaction: Characteristics of
input and output mechanisms demonstrated across the range of ar-
tifacts are synthesized into a set of design dimensions for impacting
proxemic relations. Together, these contributions are intended to sup-
port future research, analysis, design, and development of interactive
technologies for co-located collaboration and social interaction.





R E S U M É

Udbredelsen af mobile enheder og store interaktive skærme har fun-
damentalt ændret den måde vi bruger fysiske rum på når vi samar-
bejder. F.eks. kan grupper af mennesker organisere sig frit i et møde-
lokale med mobile enheder der giver øjeblikkelig adgang til delt in-
formation. Dog er disse enheder også ofte ufleksible for deling pga.
den måde de begrænser folks spatiale relationer. Disse overvejelser
omkring teknologi kan forstås ud fra et proxemics-perspektiv; studiet
af menneskers brug af det fysiske rum i sociale interaktioner. Tidligere
forskning har operationaliseret proxemics for design af interaktive
systemer med bevidsthed om fysiske omgivelser, og som et analytisk
perspektiv på social adfærd. Dog er der stadig plads til forbedring
og udvikling af et design-perspektiv for samarbejdsteknologi, der
benytter proxemics udover system-genkendelse af spatiale relationer.
Denne afhandling udvikler et sådant proxemics-perspektiv, der ind-
drager hvordan social brug af fysiske omgivelser er rammesat ikke
blot af teknologier, men også ved at indgå som del af en konfigu-
ration af andre artefakter og møbler, som er tilgængelige i rummet.
Perspektivet er udforsket og demonstreret via flere proof-of-concept
prototyper (Slam-to-Share, Stick-to-Share, Show-to-Share, Table/Wall
og KirigamiTable) som udnytter interiør og understøtter transitioner.

Afhandlingens bidrag er baseret på eksperimentelt arbejde med to
teknologi-paradigmer (interaktion på tværs af computer-enheder og
formforandrende skærm-borde) og udførelsen af to empiriske studier
med proxemics-analyse af samarbejde. Bidragene er som følger. (1) Ud-
foldelse af et design-perspektiv der anser digitale artefakter some en
del af en økologi af artifakter der rammesætter sociale interaktioner:
For instance, prototypes are used to demonstrate how cross-device
interactions can configure socio-spatial relations between people for
digital sharing by exploiting interiors in interaction techniques. (2) Be-
grebet Proxemic Transitions, der fokuserer på samarbejde på samme
lokation over tid, med interesse for transitioner mellem forskellige
konfigurationer af mennesker og artefakter. F.eks. demonstreres med
formforandrende borde hvordan transitioner mellem forskellige bor-
dformer kan understøtte forskellige typer af samarbejde. (3) Et in-
spirationskatalog af digitale artefakter der udspænder et design-rum
af muligheder for fysisk facilitering af social interaktion: Egenskaber for
input- og output-mekanismer demonstreret på tværs af artefakterne
samlet i et sæt af design-dimensioner der influerer proxemiske re-
lationer. Intentionen med disse bidrag er at understøtte fremtidig
forskning, analyse, design og udvikling af interaktions-teknologier
for samarbejde og social interaktion.
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S T R U C T U R E O F T H E T H E S I S

This thesis consists of two parts. Part I presents an overview of the
dissertation work, the connection between different research contri-
butions along with an inspiration catalogue of prototypes, and the
research method of applying theories of proxemics; the study of hu-
man use of space in social interaction. The thesis outlines a perspec-
tive on interactive technologies that considers how human social use
of space is conditioned by not only properties of technologies, but
also how these properties are constituted of the arrangement of other
artifacts in a spatial setting. This perspective is then used to generate
ideas for supporting co-located collaboration with novel interaction
techniques for cross-device interaction and shape-changing tabletops.
Over the course of the PhD, several prototypes have been designed
and developed, focused on these two paradigms, relating to the re-
search areas of HCI; Cross-Device Interaction and Shape-Changing
Interfaces. Part II contains the four main papers which are included
in this thesis. The theoretical foundation is laid out in the Literacy
paper (Paper A), and the results of design experiments are reported
on in the papers referred to as the Beyond Proximity paper (Paper B),
Proxemic Transitions paper (Paper C), and KirigamiTable paper (Paper
D). Part I is structured as follows.

Chapter 1 (Introduction) sets the stage for the dissertation by out-
lining the problems and research questions being addressed. It
further introduces the notion of proxemics, which serves as the
theoretical foundation for this thesis.

Chapter 2 (Background and Related Work) outlines related work as
well as the theoretical foundation for this thesis. It focuses on
related HCI and Ubiquitous Computing research around co-
located collaboration, including research on Cross-Device Inter-
action and Shape-Changing Interfaces. It further presents liter-
ature on proxemics theory, in particular, drawing from theory
around architecture. This literature focuses on how interior ar-
rangements impact socio-spatial relations.

Chapter 3 (Interaction Proxemics and Interiors) describes in more de-
tail the perspective applied in this thesis – considering how
interactive technologies and interiors configure social interac-
tion. It outlines how a proxemics lens leads to the considera-
tion of certain challenges and opportunities for supporting co-
located collaborative work and play. Drawing from Papers A-C,
stereotypical situations of co-located collaboration with existing
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technologies are analyzed in terms of how technologies condi-
tion people’s organization in space, and how it affects interper-
sonal communication and collaboration. These findings are op-
erationalized for designing shape-changing tabletops and cross-
device interactions to reconfigure people’s opportunities for or-
ganizing in space.

Chapter 4 (Proxemic Transitions) presents the concept of Proxemic
Transitions, specifically aimed at articulating dynamics of co-
located collaboration in terms of transitions between configura-
tions of people, interactive technologies, and interiors. The con-
cept is expanded upon by combining findings from empirical
studies in Papers B and C. Through prototypes, it is demon-
strated how the analytical attention to particular interaction
events in collaborative practices leads to new design considera-
tions. The cases focus on designing for flexibility, and empirical
findings regarding Proxemic Transitions are used to articulate
how novel interaction technologies and techniques may recon-
figure these practices.

Chapter 5 (Beyond Detection) presents an inspiration catalogue of
all interactive prototypes including those not appended to the
dissertation. By drawing connections between them, the chapter
expands on how proxemics may be considered in interaction
design, inspiring future design-oriented inquiries in HCI.

Chapter 6 (Methodology and Reflections) discusses the methodology.
The research method builds on what other researchers have re-
ferred to as Programmatic Design Research – an approach where
research questions are addressed through creative practice. The
construction of interactive prototypes is the central activity around
which theoretical perspectives are developed, challenged and re-
fined, enabling new design opportunities to emerge.

Chapter 7 (Conclusion) concludes on the research contributions made
in this thesis and outlines future directions for research on proxemics-
informed design of interactions for co-located social interaction.

main contributions

Below follows an overview of the four publications that are included
in Part II, outlining how they build on each other.

paper a (Literacy) Peter Gall Krogh, Marianne Graves Petersen, Ken-
ton O’Hara, and Jens Emil Grønbæk. “Sensitizing Concepts for
Socio-Spatial Literacy in HCI.” In: Proceedings of the 2017 CHI
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’17. Den-
ver, Colorado, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2017,
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pp. 6449–6460. isbn: 9781450346559. doi: 10 . 1145 / 3025453 .

3025756. url: https://doi.org/10.1145/3025453.3025756

This paper is included as Chapter 8, which presents the theo-
retical position of the thesis including fundamental empirical
observations and examples that lay out the foundation for re-
search prototypes in the thesis. In particular, we lay out the
importance of considering how different properties of interac-
tive technologies work in an interplay with the workplace envi-
ronment to configure collaboration practices. Furthermore, we
draw attention to trajectories in proxemic relations with the re-
arrangement of people and artifacts that enable transitions be-
tween different ways of working. My main role in this work was
supplying example observations of transitions between prox-
emic configurations and developing a sketching technique for
capturing these.

paper b (Beyond Proximity) Jens Emil Grønbæk, Mille Skovhus Knud-
sen, Kenton O’Hara, Peter Gall Krogh, Jo Vermeulen, and Mar-
ianne Graves Petersen. “Proxemics Beyond Proximity: Design-
ing for Flexible Social Interaction Through Cross-Device Inter-
action.” In: Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Fac-
tors in Computing Systems. CHI ’20. Honolulu, HI, USA: ACM,
2020. isbn: 978-1-4503-6708-0. doi: 10.1145/3313831.3376379.
url: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3313831.3376379

This paper is included as Chapter 9, which extends the theoret-
ical perspective of Paper A by eliciting a set of design sensitivi-
ties based on an integrated approach of empirical observations
of multi-device collaboration, conceptualizing sharing practices
in terms of proxemics theory, and prototyping systems for cross-
device interaction. These sensitivities specifically point to ways
that the interplay between mobile devices and surrounding artifacts
(such as tables, walls, and paper printouts) can serve as a re-
source in designing for flexibility in co-located social interaction
through cross-device interaction. As first author, my main role
in this work was taking charge of the research activities, such as
developing the prototypes, conducting the empirical study, and
developing the research argument.

paper c (Proxemic Transitions) Jens Emil Grønbæk, Henrik Korsgaard,
Marianne Graves Petersen, Morten Henriksen Birk, and Peter
Gall Krogh. “Proxemic Transitions: Designing Shape-Changing
Furniture for Informal Meetings.” In: Proceedings of the 2017
CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’17.
Denver, Colorado, USA: Association for Computing Machinery,
2017, 7029–7041. isbn: 9781450346559. doi: 10.1145/3025453.
3025487. url: https://doi.org/10.1145/3025453.3025487
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This paper is included as Chapter 10, which introduces the con-
cept of Proxemic Transitions. It focuses on a particular form of
proxemic behaviour, wherein people adapt to and reconfigure
their environment of artifacts to serve their collaborative needs.
By exploring a scenario of ad hoc collaboration around a shape-
changing furniture prototype, we demonstrate its potential to
facilitate collaboration in new ways and elicit a set of design
aspects to consider in designing for proxemic transitions in col-
laborative work. My role in this work was taking charge of the
research activities; developing the concept of Proxemic Transi-
tions, conducting the empirical study, implementing the track-
ing for the prototype, and bringing the hardware and software
pieces together in the final prototype.

paper d (KirigamiTable) Jens Emil Grønbæk, Majken Kirkegaard Ras-
mussen, Kim Halskov, and Marianne Graves Petersen. “KirigamiTable:
Designing for Proxemic Transitions with a Shape-Changing Table-
top.” In: Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems. CHI ’20. New York, NY, USA: ACM, 2020.
isbn: 978-1-4503-6708-0. doi: 10.1145/3313831.3376834. url:
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3313831.3376834

This paper is included as Chapter 11, which builds on the previ-
ous chapter on Shape-Changing Interfaces and Proxemic Tran-
sitions by proposing specific interaction techniques for an ac-
tuated shape-changing tabletop that allows for groups of peo-
ple to dynamically change their physical opportunities and con-
straints for working individually or together during the trajec-
tory of an ongoing collaboration. My main role in this research
was continuing the work on Proxemic Transitions, bringing the
pieces together in the KirigamiTable prototype, and developing
the software for the user interface and interaction techniques.

additional contributions

The following provides an overview of additional publications repre-
senting some of my other works that also informed this thesis. While
these will not be included in the thesis, they played a major role in
developing the included contributions, and Chapter 5 briefly intro-
duces some of these experiments as illustrators of points in a larger
proxemic design space.

paper e (Shape-Change&AR) David Lindlbauer, Jens Emil Grønbæk,
Morten Birk, Kim Halskov, Marc Alexa, and Jörg Müller. “Com-
bining Shape-Changing Interfaces and Spatial Augmented Re-
ality Enables Extended Object Appearance.” In: Proceedings of
the 2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems.
CHI ’16. San Jose, California, USA: Association for Computing

https://doi.org/10.1145/3313831.3376834
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3313831.3376834
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Machinery, 2016, 791–802. isbn: 9781450333627. doi: 10.1145/
2858036.2858457. url: https://doi.org/10.1145/2858036.
2858457

This work was published right at the beginning of my PhD. It
was based on a student project I was part of and improved ex-
tensively by David Lindlbauer. It was an insightful process to
see our initial student project be shaped and extended into a
research contribution. Findings in this paper were instrumen-
tal to the work on Shape-Changing Furniture in the disserta-
tion. For instance, the demonstrated effects that combine physi-
cal and virtual transformation draw attention to key properties
such as transition speed and interesting optical effects allowing
for previewing upcoming shape-changes virtually. My main role in
this work was defining the initial concept of combining shape-
change and spatial AR and exploring its applications.

paper f (Hitmachine) Jens Emil Grønbæk, Kasper Buhl Jakobsen, Mar-
ianne Graves Petersen, Majken Kirkegård Rasmussen, Jakob Winge,
and Jeppe Stougaard. “Designing for Children’s Collective Mu-
sic Making: How Spatial Orientation and Configuration Mat-
ter.” In: Proceedings of the 9th Nordic Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction. NordiCHI ’16. Gothenburg, Sweden: Association for
Computing Machinery, 2016. isbn: 9781450347631. doi: 10.1145/
2971485.2971552. url: https://doi.org/10.1145/2971485.
2971552

I took part in evaluating a prototype called Hitmachine – an in-
teractive system that maps interactions with LEGO Mindstorms
sensors as input to musical instruments. Interactions were de-
signed to allow for multiple users (children) to build their own
instruments with LEGOs and a set of Mindstorm sensors (e.g.,
color sensor or motion sensor), which they could play on a
stage together with others. The exploratory study allowed for
experimentation on spatial facilitation of collaborative play by
designing interactions with technologies together with the spe-
cific spatial setting. Each LEGO instrument had to rest on a table
in order to be simultaneously controlled by two children. Thus,
the table arrangements on stage impacted how pairs of children
were able to share and negotiate a musical performance.

paper g (GlowPhones) Timothy Merritt, Christine Linding Nielsen,
Frederik Lund Jakobsen, and Jens Emil Grønbæk. “GlowPhones:
Designing for Proxemics Play with Low-Resolution Displays in
Location-based Games.” In: Proceedings of the Annual Symposium
on Computer-Human Interaction in Play. CHI PLAY ’17. Amster-
dam, The Netherlands: ACM, 2017, pp. 69–81. isbn: 978-1-4503-
4898-0. doi: 10.1145/3116595.3116598. url: http://doi.acm.
org/10.1145/3116595.3116598
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I took part in analyzing the data from an evaluation study of
the GlowPhones prototype – a location-based game where the
use of mobile displays as Low-Resolution Displays enables mobile
phones to facilitate social interaction through proxemic play in
new ways. The project is focused on a play context, and the
evaluation exhibited interesting proxemic behaviours that we
argue is a result of GlowPhones’ unique feedback design. The
ideas are further elaborated in Paper K.

paper h (Pac-Many) Sven Mayer, Lars Lischke, Jens Emil Grønbæk,
Zhanna Sarsenbayeva, Jonas Vogelsang, Paweł W. Woundefined-
niak, Niels Henze, and Giulio Jacucci. “Pac-Many: Movement
Behavior When Playing Collaborative and Competitive Games
on Large Displays.” In: Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’18. Montreal QC,
Canada: Association for Computing Machinery, 2018. isbn: 9781450356206.
doi: 10.1145/3173574.3174113. url: https://doi.org/10.
1145/3173574.3174113

During the UBISS summer school in 2016, I attended the work-
shop Collaboration and Personal Devices around Interactive Displays.
My group developed the game concept and prototype called
Pac-Many, which received the distinguished project award. It
has since served as an open-source platform, paving the way for
two studies. This paper introduces the Pac-Many concept and
presents findings from a lab study, which I did not take part in,
however, I was included as a co-author due to my contribution
in developing the concept and initial prototype. Pac-Many was
extended for a bachelor’s project, included in Paper K.

Non-Archival Publications

paper i (Point-To-Share) Jens Emil Grønbæk and Kenton O’Hara. “Built-
In Device Orientation Sensors for Ad-Hoc Pairing and Spatial
Awareness.” In: Cross-Surface’16 workshop. 2016. doi: 10.13140/
RG.2.2.16304.20488. url: https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.
16304.20488

In a position paper at the Cross-Surface workshop at ISS 2016,
we present the Point-to-Share prototype, which enables cross-
device sharing using the built-in orientation sensors of mobile
devices. The prototype in this paper is a means to explore how
we can design systems to detect such bodily actions while main-
taining a level of flexibility in how users enact interpersonal re-
lations through distance and bodily orientation. My main role
was developing the prototype as a concrete artifact to explore
this research argument.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3174113
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paper j (Doctoral Consortium) Jens Emil Grønbæk. “Designing for
Interaction Proxemics: Configurations and Transitions.” In: Ex-
tended Abstracts of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems. CHI EA ’18. Montreal QC, Canada: ACM,
2018, DC08:1–DC08:4. isbn: 978-1-4503-5621-3. doi: 10.1145/
3170427.3173033. url: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3170427.
3173033

This Doctoral Consortium (DC) paper aims to draw connections
across the earlier dissertation design cases through notions of
proxemic configurations and transitions.

paper k (Mobiles&Interiors) Jens Emil Grønbæk, Christine Linding,
Anders Kromann, Thomas Fly Hylddal Jensen, and Marianne
Graves Petersen. “Proxemics Play: Exploring the Interplay Be-
tween Mobile Devices and Interiors.” In: Companion Publication
of the 2019 on Designing Interactive Systems Conference 2019 Com-
panion. DIS ’19 Companion. San Diego, CA, USA: ACM, 2019,
pp. 177–181. isbn: 978-1-4503-6270-2. doi: 10 . 1145 / 3301019 .

3323886. url: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3301019.3323886

In this extended abstract, we present an approach to Proxemics
Play, where the interplay between mobile devices and interiors
(e.g., tables and wall-mounted displays) is acknowledged in de-
signing for certain social playful behaviour. Proxemics theory
serves as both framing the design process and articulating find-
ings from real-world deployments. The extended abstract re-
ceived a Best Work-in-Progress Award at the DIS 2019 conference.
We present and evaluate three prototypes: Motion Blobs, Gyro
Puzzle, and a competitive version of Pac-Many (extended with
a QR-tag-based technique for joining teams). My main role in
this work was supervision of students in developing the proto-
types and conducting the user studies as well as bringing the
three prototype concepts together as a coherent contribution to
the concept of Proxemics Play.

Patent Application

Anthony Arnold Wieser, Martin Grayson, Kenton Paul Anthony O’hara,
Edward Sean Lloyd Rintel, Camilla Alice Longden, Philipp Steinacher,
Dominic Roedel, Advait Sarkar, Shu Sam Chen, Jens Emil Krarup
Gronbaek, et al. Multi-endpoint mixed-reality meetings. US Patent App.
15/984,316. 2019

This patent application is based on my work on augmented reality
interfaces for supporting remote collaboration. My primary role was
building the prototype that supported developing the idea. Overall,
my internships at Microsoft Research focused on proximity-based in-

https://doi.org/10.1145/3170427.3173033
https://doi.org/10.1145/3170427.3173033
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3170427.3173033
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teractions and augmented reality interfaces for collaborative appli-
cations. While not focused on academic research publications, they
were fruitful in terms of developing an opportunistic approach to
designing technologies. The approach has inspired me to think about
lightweight versions of novel interaction paradigms and how they can
be realized for existing technologies and devices. This had a signifi-
cant influence on my research in the area of Cross-Device Interaction.
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Part I

O V E RV I E W





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Imagine the following scenario.

At the coffee lounge at work, you sit around a table with
a colleague, while showing her a video on your laptop
screen. Another colleague enters your social space and
you expand to a semi-circle around the laptop in order
to also include him. However, as a fourth colleague enters,
all of a sudden it feels too awkward for all four of you to
huddle around the small screen.

What would you do in this case? If there was a large display to
which you could easily hook your laptop, would you use it to change
those circumstances? Would your actions be different if one of the
colleagues was your manager? Although this exact situation did not
occur to you, you certainly encountered similar situations where con-
versations with co-located others involved interaction with technol-
ogy – in a café, at home, or at a bar. In such situations, we read off
many non-verbal signals in others, in order to decide which actions
to take, and our actions are shaped by a complex interplay between
the social context (who is present and what is my relation to them)
and the spatial context (which opportunities for action are enabled
and constrained by the spatial setting).

The study of these relationships is referred to as proxemics; people’s
use of space in focused encounters with others (originating from Ed-
ward T. Hall [84]). The primary focus of this thesis is on how inter-
active technologies can be designed for new opportunities of action
in such encounters. Building on state-of-the-art proxemics research in
HCI [10, 74, 157, 172], proxemics theory is operationalized for design
of interactions for co-located collaboration.

thesis statement Rethinking proxemics as a design lens for
considering how (digital and non-digital) artifacts enable and con- Thesis statement

strain socio-spatial relationships will lead to new insights on how to
design technologies for co-located collaboration.

Today is an exciting time to explore these ideas. With the prolifera-
tion of personal interactive devices such as smartphones, laptops and
tablets, technology has changed not only how we meet strangers or
collaborate with distant colleagues, but as the above example illus-
trates, it has fundamentally changed how we share physical spaces
with others. In other words, computing has become ubiquitous.
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Figure 1.1: Co-located collaboration at the Ubi group at Aarhus University
with ensembles of laptops on a meeting table.

Figure 1.2: Collaboration and presentation situations where fixed configura-
tions of technologies create thresholds that stifle participation.

Weiser famously envisioned ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) [245],
where computers in different sizes, mobile and stationary, permeate
our workplace environments. Ubicomp should support fluid collab-Ubicomp:

Computing
everywhere

orative work with seamless transfer of digital contents and control
across devices as people transition between activities. Although peo-
ple today have multiple devices, this vision is not fully realized as
people’s devices are optimized for personal computing and lack in-
frastructure for ad hoc interconnectivity [100]. This has resulted inProblems of sharing

personal computers computer interfaces that are often inflexible for use in co-located col-
laboration. For instance, it causes peculiar patterns in how we spon-
taneously share content via everyday devices (see Figure 1.1 for a few
examples of everyday situations of co-located collaboration). Further-
more, the fact that large displays often require a cabled connection to
a personal device in order to obtain a shared view causes a fixed orga-
nization on control of shared contents, exclusive to the person whose
device is connected via the cable, and inflexible for changing who
is in control. Finally, the large shared screens and furniture arrange-Fixed technology

and furniture ments are fixed, imposing a fixed organization on people’s facing
formations, and the opportunities for reconfiguring the interior lay-
out of technologies and furniture are limited. This fixed organization
can stifle participation, which is often undesirable in, e.g., co-located
meetings (see Figure 1.2A) and teaching situations (see Figure 1.2B).
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Figure 1.3: Design experiments from two research programs of program-
matic design research [12, 20, 29]

Research on Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) continually ex-
plores new technological possibilities for addressing these problems
of collaboration. Two particular research discourses have emerged
from Weiser’s vision, contributing different technologies for support-
ing co-located collaboration: the development of mobile and context-
aware computing allowing devices to adapt to different socio-spatial
contexts (e.g., [31, 49, 50, 100, 148, 187, 202]) and computing embed-
ded in interiors (such as tables and walls) supporting more flexible
organization and communication around shared digital contents (e.g.,
[36, 134, 142, 188, 204, 219, 220, 223, 225, 227, 247]).

Building on this work, the dissertation contributes a novel design
perspective for operationalizing proxemics theory. The dissertation
work has adopted a Programmatic Design Research approach [12, 20,
29] focused on two types of interactive technology:

• Large Shape-Changing Interfaces such as actuated tabletops

• Cross-Device Interactions and ubiquitous sensing infrastructure

The two types of technology are investigated in two complemen-
tary research programs [20] addressing the same overarching ques-
tion on proxemics and technology for co-located collaboration (see
Figure 1.3). Under each research program, several design experiments
have been conducted, resulting in the core publications of the thesis
(Papers A and D).

All the design experiments of the dissertation share a common ob-
jective: to operationalize proxemics theory (originating from E.T. Hall
[84]) for designing interactive technologies that move beyond the per-
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sonal computing paradigm and enable more flexible co-located so-
cial interaction. In state-of-the-art HCI research on cross-device and
shape-changing interfaces, many systems focus on detecting spatial
relations for implicit interaction between the human and the com-
puter. However, this dissertation expands on how proxemics theory
can inspire interaction design for these interfaces – beyond the de-
tection of spatial relations – towards supporting more flexibility in
proxemic relations.

Prior research on Cross-Device Interaction has furthered the dis-
course in ubicomp research of developing more fine-grained tech-
niques of detecting human behaviour for context-aware interactions
(e.g., [10, 48, 74, 148, 187]). This dissertation, however, proposes toThe gap in research

on cross-device
interaction

switch focus from detection of particular human behaviours, to design-
ing systems from the perspective of enabling and constraining socio-
spatial relationships (addressed in Paper A, and in Paper B with pro-
totypes Slam-to-Share, Stick-to-Share, and Show-to-Share 1).

Furthermore, research on Shape-Changing Interfaces at furniture
scale is proposing that changing the shape of shared interactive sur-
faces can support transitions in co-located collaborative activities, such
as changing activities and group sizes (e.g., [105, 223, 225]). As thisThe gap in research

on shape-changing
furniture

research is still in its infancy, it currently lacks grounding in existing
collaboration practices (addressed in Paper C via Table/Wall Display
2) and systematic exploration of interaction techniques for collabora-
tion (addressed in Paper D via KirigamiTable 3).

Building on prior research [23, 132, 153, 172], the dissertation ar-
gues that a ubicomp-focused reading of proxemics (primarily con-
cerned with the detection of spatial relations) may neglect some of
the nuances of human socio-spatial behaviour in design of interac-
tive technology. Instead, the design of new digital artifacts should
also consider the interplay between the historical ecology of artifacts
(such as tables, walls, paper artifacts, etc.) and future possibilities of
action with new artifacts (such as wireless control). To address thisExploiting rather

than detecting
spatial relations

concern, the dissertation contributes a set of concepts and designs of
digital artifacts that focus on exploiting the social meaning of spatial
relations inspired by proxemics theory [84, 172], rather than giving
computational meaning to them.

1.1 proxemics : interiors and transitions

Proxemics is particularly interesting for design of technologies for
co-located collaboration because it shines new light upon social inter-
action around technologies. It reveals that social interaction emerges
from not only the technologies themselves, but also how they are sit-

1 See video for Beyond Proximity paper (Paper B): https://youtu.be/czuzOnJ9jSY
2 See video for Proxemic Transitions paper (Paper C): https://youtu.be/1ER3zvHNeq0
3 See video for KirigamiTable paper (Paper D): https://youtu.be/w0tmfhgichs

https://youtu.be/czuzOnJ9jSY
https://youtu.be/1ER3zvHNeq0
https://youtu.be/w0tmfhgichs
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uated in a spatial setting with features of cultural significance that
shape how we relate to each other.

This dissertation contributes to proxemics theory for HCI by fo-
cusing on operationalizing two particular aspects of proxemics orig-
inating from Hall’s work [84]; the role of interiors and transitions
in socio-spatial behaviour. First, Hall speaks of fixed (e.g., walls) and Fixed and semifixed

features of interiorssemifixed (e.g., tables) features of interior spaces providing different
opportunities for acting in relation to others as well as providing cues
for appropriate behaviour [84]. Others have also emphasized that hu-
man intuition of how to behave in any spatial setting is shaped by the
learned behaviour that the features trigger, both outside of HCI [132,
177, 210, 235] and within [54, 89, 153, 172]. O’Hara et al. [172] build on
this notion by viewing properties of technology as impacting social
interaction in a similar way. They argue that collaboration practices
are shaped by how properties of interactive technologies work together
with the environment to condition and enable certain actions within
those practices. Second, Hall emphasizes that interpersonal spatial Transitions between

different
socio-spatial
configurations

relations are dynamically shifting as people transition between differ-
ent activities and situations. He argues that people’s needs for per-
sonal space expand and contract across different socio-spatial config-
urations, as people move in and out of different situations engaging
with different people in different types of spatial settings [84]

Highlighting these considerations of proxemics, the thesis comple-
ments existing proxemics research for HCI. Prior work has mostly
focused on analytical approaches (e.g., [172]) and computational ap-
proaches (e.g., [10, 74]) However, this thesis contributes a novel design-
oriented approach that exploits the social meaning of spatial relations
rather than giving computational meaning to them.

1.2 research problems

This dissertation builds upon a set of research problems motivated by
prior research on proxemics and co-located collaboration in HCI as
well as observations of everyday use of existing technologies in social
encounters. These can be summarized as follows.

P1 Outwards focused design: The analytical and design attention
in Proxemic Interaction research [10, 74] is often focused inwards
on the interaction between a human and a computer, rather than
outwards on how technologies alter the relations between people
and their spatial setting [62, 172].

P2 Proxemic consequences: Collaboration technologies change spa-
tial settings for co-located social encounters [54, 172]. Rather
than embedding fixed notions of meaning in context-aware sys-
tems, it should be considered how interactions with the system
reconfigure social practices [54, 169]. Yet, design rationales are
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rarely expressed in terms of how they change practices by recon-
figuring how people can move and organize in spatial settings,
and how it then conditions social behaviour.

P3 Agency of interiors: Interaction design research often focuses
on the interface itself, articulating interactive technologies as
absent from particular contexts [54, 62, 172]. However, when
the use of technology is situated in an indoor space, interiors
and room elements play an important part in how people act
with those technologies, and this can be an explicit resource
for design, e.g., for blended spaces [172], collective interactions
[62] or integration of media and workspaces [34]. While social
use of interiors is well understood [84, 132, 177, 210], it is less
investigated how interior elements combine with technological
properties to influence social action.

P4 Co-located shareability: Personal devices, such as smartphones,
tablets, and laptops, have become an integral part of social in-
teraction in many contexts. However, while these devices are
highly collaborative when it comes to remote digital sharing,
they are often inflexible for co-located information sharing in col-
laboration practices.

P5 Design space: The design space of Proxemic Interactions (in-
volving system knowledge of spatial relations) is focused on
(and limited to) proxemic concerns of what can be sensed (e.g.,
distance, orientation and movement). However, proxemics the-
ory contains a much broader set of implications for how the de-
sign of artifacts affects social behaviour [84, 132, 172]. Yet, there
are only a few design cases (e.g., [170, 172]) that demonstrate
approaches beyond sensing and detection of spatial relations.

1.3 research objectives and methodology

Expanding on proxemics theory for the design of collaboration tech-
nologies, this dissertation work both aims to inspire research on and
design of technologies for co-located collaboration, but also in a broader
sense to rethink how proxemics is operationalized for HCI. In short,
the PhD dissertation explores an overarching research question via
Research-through-Design [259] – more specifically Programmatic De-
sign Research [12, 20, 29] – iterating between theory development (op-
erationalizing proxemics) and engaging with creative practice (pro-
totyping of interfaces and interaction techniques). See overview in
Figure 1.3. Programmatic design research [12, 20, 29] starts with an
overarching question, which serves as the theoretical outset for the
formulation of research programs. The programs then serve as con-
ceptual framing for a set of design experiments. Outcomes of these
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Figure 1.4: Socio-spatial literacy is about articulating the relationships be-
tween the social and the spatial.

design experiments are then related back to the theoretical outset, al-
lowing for the design inquiries to serve as knowledge contributions.
The main results are concepts and proof-of-concept prototypes that
support and inspire future designers and researchers in operational-
izing proxemics theory for interaction design practice. However, since
the design experiments are focused on design and construction of ar-
tifacts and not user evaluations, the concepts and prototypes have not
been evaluated in a traditional sense. However, they stand as an im-
portant contribution on their own as they demonstrate a novel design
perspective on proxemics. For further discussion, see methodological
reflections in Chapter 6.

The primarily creative pursuit (constructing digital artifacts) in the
dissertation work contributes not only proof-of-concept prototypes,
demonstrating how interactive technologies can be designed for flex-
ibility in social interaction. It has also allowed for the development
of concepts and sensitivities that advance literacy on facilitation of
socio-spatial behaviour through interaction design.

This is what we call sensitizing concepts for socio-spatial literacy (see
Paper A), meaning conceptual tools for engaging with design mate-
rials and technology trade-offs through the lens of proxemics, i.e.,
how these affect socio-spatial behaviour. Hence, although design sen- Advancing

socio-spatial literacy
with proxemics
theory

sitivities in Paper B and artifact designs in Papers B-D take a certain
direction along a trade-off, they should be perceived as points in the
larger design space of considering the relationship between social be-
haviour and spatial settings consisting of technologies and interiors
(see Figure 1.4).

In the following, the overarching question is unfolded in a set of re-
search questions that address the different research problems (see Fig-
ure 1.5 for connections). Under each question, it is briefly described
how they are addressed in the respective chapters of the dissertation.
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RQ1 Digital artifacts are part of an ecology of artifacts that together
shape the spatial setting for co-located social encounters. How
may the design of interaction techniques exploit their interplay
with features of surrounding artifacts to configure meaningful
socio-spatial relations?

RQ2 How can a focus on transitions in co-located collaboration sup-
port interaction designers of collaboration technology in design-
ing for interpersonal flexibility?

RQ2a How do people adapt to and reconfigure devices, displays,
and furniture in the shared environment for collaborative
purposes?

RQ2b How can shape-changing interactive surfaces augment these
practices by enabling reconfiguration of proxemic relations?

RQ2c How can cross-device interactions be designed for flexible
interpersonal proximity while enabling proximity-aware ad
hoc sharing across people’s personal and shared devices

RQ3 How can proxemics theory be operationalized for the design of
technologies for co-located social interaction beyond the detec-
tion of spatial relations?

1.4 structure of part i

In Chapter 2, the dissertation work is positioned in the context of
state-of-the-art approaches to proxemics, positioned as analytically-
oriented and design-oriented discourses, where the design-oriented dis-
course is mostly concerned with either giving computational mean-
ing to proxemics or facilitating bodily interplay between humans. Fur-
thermore, the computational approach is identified in research on
Cross-Device Interaction and Shape-Changing Furniture.

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 contain the main thesis statements of the work
in this dissertation. Chapter 3 develops a proxemics-inspired concep-
tual lens that both extends and complements prior discourses with
contributions including novel artifacts and sensitizing concepts for
design. Chapter 4 introduces the notion of Proxemic Transitions, de-
scribing how it can conceptually frame important collaborative chal-
lenges and design of cross-device interactions and shape-changing
tabletops to support the dynamics of co-located collaboration. Two
field studies of co-located collaboration practices with existing tech-
nologies complement each other in deriving challenges for support-
ing proxemic transitions. Prototypes in Papers B-D are then framed
in terms of how they address these challenges. Chapter 5 positions
the dissertation work more broadly as a design space exploration
that complements the Proxemic Interaction framework by focusing
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on exploiting the social meaning of spatial relations, rather than giv-
ing computational meaning to spatial relations. Through an inspiration
catalogue of digital artifacts produced in the dissertation work, the
chapter inspires a much broader proxemics-informed generative in-
quiry than prior work, exploring how interactive technologies can
meaningfully change socio-spatial relationships.

Finally, Chapter 6 reflects on how the applied research methodol-
ogy (framed as Programmatic Design Research) has supported the
development of conceptual contributions that bridge empirical stud-
ies and design experiments, and why such work is needed for HCI.
Chapter 7 then summarizes the research contributions to HCI and ar-
gues how they invite for future research on proxemics in HCI.

Enjoy the read! And remember, you are reading this dissertation in
a spatial setting (likely in a couch at home or at a desk at work). So,
feel free to use the artifact in front of you (book, printout or digital
display device) as a technology to non-verbally indicate disinterest in
being disturbed by co-located others.
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Figure 1.5: Overview of chapters and how they address research problems and questions regarding proxemics for HCI and collaboration
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B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D W O R K

"If I have seen further than others, it is by standing upon the shoulders of
giants." — Isaac Newton, 1675

As implied from including the cheesy quote above, this dissertation is
building upon a large body of work within HCI, social sciences and
the discipline of architecture. To provide an overview of the main
areas of research, the chapter is structured as follows: ubiquitous
computing technologies (Section 2.1), theories of collaboration and
proxemics (Sections 2.2-2.4) and architectural theory concerned with
proxemics (Section 2.5).

2.1 ubiquitous computing and collaboration

Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) [245] envisioned
computing as shareable across devices and displays in proximity, nat-
urally augmenting co-located collaboration practices. Pads were envi-
sioned to float around at the workplace and seamlessly interconnect
(wirelessly) with the surrounding digital ecology of nearby devices.
However, the present reality deviates from Weiser’s vision in at least
one crucial aspect: smartphones, tablets, and laptops are designed as
deeply personal devices, with poor opportunities for ad hoc intercon-
nectivity between them [36, 62, 100]. Buxton argues (in 1997) that the
dominant design approach to computers is that "functionality is inher-
ently bundled into a single device, located at a single location, and operated
by a single individual" [36] Fogtmann et al. (2011) [62] further argue
that the focus on personal computing in many other contemporary
HCI paradigms (such as TUIs, VR, and spatial interaction) neglect
important aspects of human bodies and social relationships. Accord- P4: Co-located

shareabilitying to Houben et al. (2017), today’s ubicomp landscape is left with
similar issues (to those in the 90s), with devices and operating sys-
tems designed for a single user interacting with a single device [100].

The dissertation focuses on areas of ubicomp research focused on
support for collaboration (see Figure 2.1). Ubicomp research has led
to concepts where computing takes an explicit point of departure in
the physical environment, considering how features of space in dif-
ferent settings can be augmented with computational functionality.
Such technology is often referred to as Computer-Augmented Envi- Computer-

Augmented
Environments

ronments [247], Roomware [219, 220, 227], or as a type of Augmented
Reality [36, 142, 188]. These works often draw insights from architec-
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Figure 2.1: Research areas of Ubiquitous Computing focused on different
technologies

ture 1, such as Streitz et al.’s Roomware, integrating architectural ele-
ments (walls, doors, or furniture) with computing devices [219, 220,
227], and Buxton’s Ubiquitous Media [34, 36], "preserving, or building
upon, conventional location-function-distance relationships" [36].

Another line of research focuses on enabling context-aware comput-
ing for collaborative activities by developing sensing infrastructure
(built into mobile devices or physical environments). The infrastruc-Mobile and

Context-Aware
Computing

ture enables devices to flexibly adapt to different contexts, most com-
monly through location tracking (e.g., [49, 50]) or through detection
of nearby devices and services, supporting interconnectivity between
the surrounding ecology of devices (e.g., [202]).

The following considers recent discourses within these two areas
of HCI research; Cross-Device Interaction (Section 2.1.1) and Large
Shape-Changing Interactive Surfaces (Section 2.1.2).

2.1.1 Cross-Device Interaction

The area of Cross-Device Interaction focuses on state-of-the-art HCI
challenges in mobile and context-aware computing; to develop inter-
action techniques and system infrastructure for ad hoc device inter-
connections, enabling sharing across people’s devices. Recently, com-
mercial systems for cross-device interaction have been released, de-
ploying sensing infrastructure to enable proximity-aware interactions
for collaboration and sharing. Examples are Apple’s AirDrop [1], Air-
Play [102], and Sidecar [237] as well as Microsoft’s Graph API [159]
and Microsoft Teams Rooms [160].

Sensing systems for cross-device interaction are particularly inter-
esting to this dissertation: when used in collaboration practices, the
different properties of these systems inherently mediate the interper-
sonal (proxemic) relations of collaborating actors through how they
sense, detect and enable particular spatial relations between multiple
users and objects. Furthermore, this research frequently draws from
the notion of proxemics [10, 74, 144–146, 148, 253].

Many interaction techniques and systems are designed for the col-
laborative purpose of ad hoc sharing across personal and situated

1 In this case, architecture does not refer to system architecture (software or hardware),
but instead the discipline of designing and building physical environments.
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device ecologies (e.g., GroupTogether [148], HuddleLamp [187] or
TouchProjector [27]). Some require instrumentation of the environ-
ment (e.g., [145, 148, 186, 187, 215, 216, 251, 253]), while others de-
ploy more lightweight sensing infrastructure, either via device modi-
fication [70, 221] or exploiting built-in mobile sensors for detection
of synchronous gestures across devices (e.g., [32, 93, 95, 123, 151,
168, 173]) or proximity detection (e.g., [1, 27, 65, 111, 122, 181]). Re- Proxemic Interaction

for cross-device
interaction

cent research on developing sensing systems for cross-device inter-
action often draws upon the framework of Proxemic Interactions by
Greenberg et al. [74]. In their approach, cross-device interactions are
enabled by tracking spatial relationships between entities, such as
person-to-device, device-to-device or person-to-person relations [147].

2.1.2 Large Interactive and Shape-Changing Surfaces

Large displays have shown to benefit co-located collaboration, and
different form factors can support different types of shared activities.
However, as these large displays have fixed form factors, recently re-
searchers have started exploring how shape-changing surfaces enable
new ways of transitioning between different collaborative activities.

Studies have shown that large high-resolution displays enable col-
laboration around large information spaces [106, 107] and new ways
of engaging with each other in public spaces [7, 180, 241]. Table- Tabletops, wall

displays and
proxemics

tops and wall displays enable more democratic means of control and
participation in collaborative work [97, 161, 200, 204, 228]. Further-
more, studies around large displays have found that collaborating ac-
tors tend to exhibit territorial behaviour where screen space is divided
among actors with space that separates people [161, 204], and that
people tend to maintain interpersonal distances that are appropriate
to how closely they currently collaborate [228].

Public display research often attend to proxemic concerns, e.g., an-
alyzing territorial behaviour [7, 180, 241]) or designing proximity-
based interactions [113, 144, 239]. While less concerned with collab- Proxemics and

public displaysoration, the concepts of implicit interaction [113, 239] and gradual
engagement with displays [144] have informed later design cases of
collaboration around shape-changing surfaces [223, 225].

Multiple studies and research artifacts deal with how the spatial
layout and properties of interiors (form factors, orientation, size, shape)
affect proxemic relations between collaborating actors [97, 172, 182,
197, 200, 223, 225] Studies have shown that co-located horizontal ver-
sus vertical orientation of interactive surfaces offer different qualities
in terms of the particular collaborative activities they support [197].
Shape [223, 225] and size [200] of interiors also affect opportunities
for action and the spacing that is possible among collaborating ac-
tors. Hornecker’s framework of Embodied Facilitation [97] explicitly Form factors and

different activitiesconsiders such properties of tabletops as resources for design, where
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embodied constraints and opportunities and how these can be exploited
to facilitate different types of social interaction, such as encouraging
participation (by distributing controls) or inducing behaviour such as
helping each other.

A core research challenge with tabletops and wall displays is to
support fluid transitions between personal and shared work [72, 83,
97, 205, 225, 228]. However, the large and fixed form factor of theseTransitions and fixed

form factors devices limits the opportunities for collaborators in adopting differ-
ent proxemic arrangements appropriate to the particular collabora-
tive activity. Multi-device groupware responds to this challenge by
separating display territories between personal devices and tabletops
(e.g., [154, 227, 257]), allowing for more mobility and flexibility with
respect to individually opting in and out of shared activities. Com-Reconfigurable

interactive surfaces mercial solutions by Steelcase and Microsoft are starting to address
these requirements of dynamic and flexible collaborative work, where
Steelcase, e.g., sell workspace interiors that augment Microsoft Sur-
faces Hubs with a roaming constellation to allow for re-organizing in-
teractive surfaces with the interior space 2. Furthermore, recent HCI
research on Shape-Changing Interfaces has demonstrated interfaces
that allow for changing the physical collaborative opportunities of in-
teractive surfaces by changing their shape, effectively reconfiguring
the space for collaborating actors around them [105, 134, 223, 225].
However, this is still a young area of research, and many of the tra-
ditional paradigms of interaction break down as interfaces cannot be
assumed to be flat and statically shaped [64].

2.2 collaboration and context

Notions of context and space are often discussed in terms of how
they should be conceptualized and operationalized for the design of
interactive artifacts. The following first examines the role of these
terms in research on media spaces and context-aware computing, and
secondly describes how prior research conceptualizes the context of
interaction as an ecology of artifacts.

2.2.1 Media Spaces and Context-Aware Computing

The role of context and space in HCI is a contested subject, in partic-
ular in research on Media Spaces and Context-Awareness.

First, developments of Media Spaces sparked discussion on the so-
cial meaning of space. Media Space systems that enable audio and
video connections between collaborating actors in geographically dis-
tributed spaces, and these systems begged the question: what is the
role of co-location and practices emerging from sharing a space? Ar-

2 Steelcase offers architecture, furniture and technology products for collaborative
workspaces, such as Steelcase Collaboration and Steelcase Flex Collection

https://www.steelcase.com/products/collaboration/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/desk-systems/steelcase-flex-collection/
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guments have since developed around how humans make sense of
the world and other people through actions embodied in space [33, 54,
55, 89, 94, 222]. An important distinction coming out of this research
is the difference between space and place. Harrison et al. articulate the
difference as space being the opportunity, and place being the un-
derstood reality [89]. In other words, space emphasizes the objective Space is the

opportunity; place is
the understood
reality

features of physical environments (room elements, boundaries, etc.),
whereas place is the embodied practices (and social conventions) that
have evolved over time within particular environments.

Second, with the introduction of the term Context-Aware Comput-
ing [49, 50, 202], much discussion has revolved around the problem
of context, concerning the tension between how humans vs. com-
puters perceive (and behave within) different contexts. Research on Representational vs.

interactional
problem

context-aware systems considers context as a representational problem
[53], pursuing ways to sense contextual parameters and detecting
events. However, in response to these developments, it is argued that
context is not easily reduced to a set of sensing parameters [43, 53, 58,
71, 229], as it is continually being produced by the interactions between
people and their environments [53, 71, 229], and people interpret cues
of context in light of their prior experiences [43, 58]. Hence, rather
than a concern with representation, context for humans is instead
an interactional problem, dependent on the ever-changing relations be-
tween people and resources in the setting [229].

The design implications from ideas of context being an interac-
tional problem are manifold. However, this dissertation particularly
resonates with prior research that builds on an analytical orientation
to practice and social conventions [33, 34, 169, 172, 195], focusing
on opportunistic means of addressing practical challenges with ubi-
comp. Specifically, Buxton’s work on Space-Function Integration [34] Opportunistic

approach to
ubiquitous
computing

demonstrates an intriguing approach for Media Spaces, where audio-
video (AV) devices are spatially configured to exploit the contextual
features of office spaces so that they align with conventions of inter-
personal distance. As he puts it, we can alleviate some of the com-
plexity in using interactive devices by "exploiting key properties of archi-
tectural and social space" [34]. This design lens is then concerned with
aligning spatial layout of technology with social conventions, rather
than embedding intelligent rules of social conventions in computa-
tional systems. Along these lines, Rogers [195] argues that instead of
pursuing the highly ambitious goals of artificial intelligence (AI) in
context-aware systems, we should focus on more practical challenges,
where ecologies of digital artifacts are designed for specific activities
in bounded locations, making people (not devices) smarter [195].
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2.2.2 Artifact Ecologies and Trajectories of Work

Much HCI research on collaboration deals with understanding the
tensions between design and practices. Many studies and theoretical
concepts draw from activity theory [13, 23–25, 99, 101], such as re-
search around the concept of artifact ecologies [23–25].

The present-day ubicomp from a use per-
spective involves, not a single digital artifact,
but rather artifacts in plural [23], for multiple
people in communities of practice with multi-
ple intersecting artifact ecologies (digital and
non-digital) [23–25]. Bødker et al. argue thatArtifact ecologies

and the interplay
between artifacts

going beyond desktop computing forces us to
conceptualize the interplay between artifacts,
i.e., how the use of one artifact influences the
use of each other [23]. This involves taking a more holistic perspectiveDigital as well as

non-digital artifacts on interaction with artifacts, where the ecology of artifacts is not lim-
ited to ubiquitous computing devices, but also includes non-digital
artifacts as resources provided by a given setting: "Artifacts are never
used in isolation, and they cannot be understood as such. All artifacts used
by human beings are part of artifact ecologies, whether simple (e.g., pen and
paper) or complex (e.g., tools for building a house)" [23]. In any activity
then, the interplay between artifacts creates a complex network of op-
portunities for action in collaboration practices.

Heath and Luff’s work [91, 139, 140] con-
siders mobility and spatial layout as essential
concerns of enabling the necessary flexibil-
ity in collaboration. Their work demonstratesMobility in

collaboration the consequences of removing such flexibility
through the introduction of fixed computing
devices, revealing how certain collaboration
practices rely heavily on mobility [139]. No-
tions of micro-mobility (subtle shifts in access to
information, from private to shared) and local
mobility (the ability to move around a room and between rooms) are
posited as essential features of collaboration, for flexibly interacting
with each other and organizing appropriately in response to features
of the environment.

Along these lines, Bardram et al. have
coined the term mobility work as a concept for
the spatial organization of coordinated work,
describing the efforts to achieve "the right con-
figuration of people, resources, knowledge and place
in order to carry out tasks" [13]. The work of es-
tablishing spatial setups that foster collabora-
tion has also been referred to as configuration
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work [101]. Bardram et al. view co-located collaborations over time as Trajectories of work

trajectories of work that also involve serendipitous interactions between
multiple actors; established conventions through spatial layout then
ease such collaborative efforts by providing consistent structures for
managing collaborations [13, 99, 101].

Apart from the notion of micro-mobility [139], the above research
mostly considers co-located collaboration at the scale of asynchronous
collaboration over time, distributed over larger spaces (such as hos-
pitals [13], flight control rooms [91, 139, 140] or volunteer communi-
ties [25]). However, this dissertation is, in particular, concerned with Focused encounters

socio-spatial behaviour at the scale of focused encounters [84, 116].
Section 2.4 expands on O’Hara et al.’s notion of Interaction Prox-

emics, which is precisely concerned with collaboration at the scale of
focused encounters, and designing for the interplay between digital
artifacts and architectural and furniture elements in the configura-
tion of collaboration practices [172]. Before considering proxemics in
HCI, the following describes the essential theories on proxemics and
focused encounters that this dissertation builds upon.

2.3 theories of proxemics

This thesis builds on a foundation of literature and research which
revolves around the relationship between the social and the spatial. At
the locus of this concern is proxemics; the study of human use of space,
originating from E.T. Hall [84].

Probably, the most renowned insight from
Hall’s original introduction of the theory of
proxemics is a taxonomy of interpersonal dis-
tance, based on evidence from extensive study
of both animal and human distancing [84]. It Distance zone

taxonomylays out how man’s sense of personal space
does not end at the skin, but has a range of
invisible bubbles that expand and shrink de-
pendent on the social situation in which one
is in. The taxonomy distinguishes between in-
timate, personal, social and public space, where each of these repre-
sent different opportunities for action. Being intimate with someone
then entails being able to touch each other, which is a vulnerable state
(this is both exhibited when people, or boxers about to fight do a face-
off). At the other end is public distancing, which is exhibited when
strangers indicate lack of interest to engage with each other in public,
or when students fill up from the back of a lecture hall before the lec-
ture is about to start. The kind of interpersonal space in which most of
this dissertation research is concerned is in social space, namely that
which is mostly exhibited in face-to-face meetings at the workplace
where people are seated around a meeting table [84].
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Beyond distance zones, Hall also considers
how these interpersonal transactions are af-
fected by other factors, such as the culture
in which they are observed, personality differ-
ences, differences in status, etc. Among thoseFixed and semifixed

features of space things, he also dedicates much attention to
how the physical environment influences in-
terpersonal space. He characterizes interior
spaces through the distinction between fixed
and semifixed features of space [84], where fixed features are walls,
floors, doors, ceilings, etc. (objects of architecture that are fixed in
space), while semifixed features are potentially movable interior objects
such as tables, chairs, couches, displays, etc.

Hall’s work builds on Osmond’s and Som-
mer’s work [177, 210]. Osmond [177] has
shown how the configuration of orientation
through seating arrangement can facilitate dif-
ferent types of social interaction. A critical dis-
tinction here is that facilitated orientation can
create spaces that are either sociofugal (dis-
couraging social interaction) and sociopetal (encouraging social in-
teraction) [177]. These terms are derived from the analogy of a cen-Sociofugal vs.

sociopetal space trifuge, where the centrifugal force points outwards from a center
point while the centripetal force points towards the center. Sommer
[210] (a student of Osmond’s) has since developed further on the
notion of personal space, trying to define the shape of the invisible
boundary around our bodies as it relates to other people and fea-
tures of the environment. He conducted several experiments where
interior arrangements were modified over time to observe changes in
behaviours, for instance, by manipulating distances between couches,
he showed that conversational distance as afforded by the furniture
size and distance to other furniture will affect whether people choose
to sit on the same couch or on opposite couches.

Furthering this work, Kendon contributes
a system for spatial-orientational patterns of
face-to-face interaction, referred to as the F-
formation (facing formation) system [116, 117].
The system formalizes observations of signifi-
cant spacing and orientation patterns among
groups in focused encounters. For instance,The F-formation

system spacing and clusters of people indicate the sep-
aration of focused encounters, and these clusters can then unfold
in different patterns, such as a semi-circular arrangement, allowing
a larger group of people to face the same artifact with easy access to
eye contact with the group members [116, 117].
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Next, different HCI approaches that operationalize these theories
of proxemics are examined.

2.4 proxemics in human-computer interaction

The HCI community has taken several different approaches to oper-
ationalizing proxemics theory, and this dissertation is both informed
by and complements these approaches. In the following, we will
distinguish between different types of discourses around proxemics
and HCI. Overall, we will distinguish between analytical and design-
oriented discourses. We distinguish between two different design-oriented
discourses by their focus on either giving computational meaning to prox-
emics or facilitating human-human bodily interplay.

2.4.1 Design-oriented Discourse: Computational Analogies of Proxemics

A prominent approach that has gained much traction within HCI and
Ubicomp research is where proxemics are represented as contextual
input for computation, enabling a system to respond to people’s inter-
personal spatial relationships in context-aware applications (e.g., [10,
74, 106, 144, 148, 215, 253]), for robots to behave as convincing social
creatures [92, 155, 166, 226, 242], or for mediating proxemic relations
in remote collaboration systems [216]. This research discourse is pri-
marily concerned with giving computational meaning to spatial relations
analogous to proxemics.

The framework of Proxemic Interactions [10, 74] has pioneered
proxemics research in HCI and inspired much research around the
same fundamental idea 3. Greenberg et al. describe the idea of Prox-
emic Interaction as follows: "Just as people expect increasing engagement
and intimacy as they approach others, so should they naturally expect in-
creasing connectivity and interaction possibilities as they bring their devices
in close proximity to one another and to other things in the ecology" [74].
In other words, as proxemic relations are fundamental to human-
human interaction (HHI) – i.e., how we interact with each other and
behave in the (social) world – human-computer interaction (HCI) can
exploit these relations to cope with the complexities of interacting
with ubicomp device ecologies. The hypothesis is that as ubicomp HHI as an analogy

for HCIbecomes sentient to proxemics, users can more seamlessly cope with
complexities of ubiquitous interaction by drawing upon their intrin-
sic knowledge of proxemic relationships in the analogy of interacting
with ubiquitous computers.

Hall’s theory [84] is that there is a social meaning associated with
spatial relations, and Greenberg et al. [74] extend the theory by ar-
guing that these relations can be given an analogous computational
meaning. This is in line with the aims of Context-Aware Computing

3 See Dagstuhl seminar on Proxemics in HCI, 2013

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262624011_Proxemics_in_Human-Computer_Interaction_Dagstuhl_Seminar_13452
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[49, 50] (see Section 2.2), in that Proxemic Interaction research focuses
on proxemics as a representational problem. Many examples of Prox-
emic Interactions build on Hall’s emphasis on distance, giving compu-
tational meaning to proximity in interaction techniques (e.g., [144]).
However, other computational aspects of space are also part of theGiving

computational
meaning to spatial

relations

framework: orientation, movement, identity, and location of people and
objects [74], as well as tracking of semifixed features [10, 147]. From
an interaction perspective, the primary focus is on the spatial interac-
tion between a human and a computer (often a single user at a time),
e.g., as in Marquardt et al.’s gradual engagement [144] or Jakobsen
et al.’s design space of proxemic interactions with information visu-
alizations [106]. Although the scenarios for Proxemic Presenter and
Proxemic Media Player [74] are social, the primary focus is on the
interactions of the individual and what they can do – and less on
what dyads or groups of people may be able to do together. However,
there are a few exceptions, such as the systems GroupTogether [148],
EagleSense [253] and Creepy Tracker [215], or in the concept of Re-
mote Proxemics [216]. Interactions with these systems are specifically
based on the detection of interpersonal spatial arrangements, and
patterns of F-formations and micro-mobility have further served as
inspiration for input mechanisms for interaction techniques enabling
social exchange [148, 256].

2.4.2 Design-oriented Discourse: Facilitating Bodily Interplay

A different strand of research operationalizes proxemics for facilitat-
ing bodily interplay. In contrast to the aforementioned discourse, this
approach focuses on creating opportunities for human-human inter-
action through the configuration of proxemic behaviour [103, 164].
The approach is unfolded in the context of social play with implica-
tions for the design of body-based interactions for social games. For
instance, Müller et al. [164] propose the concept of Proxemics Play
demonstrating design rationales for games that include overcoming
cultural barriers of intimacy through interpersonal touch in play. Fur-
ther, Isbister et al. [103] show how to facilitate social play through
spatial configuration for simultaneously feeling close to some while
feeling a sense of competitiveness towards others. It is distinguishedFocus on social

rather than
computational

relations

from the Proxemic Interaction approach [74] by focusing on social
rather than computational relations. In contrast, the approach does not
necessarily involve computing spatial relations (i.e., sensing and mea-
suring parameters of these). Instead, design rationales start from the
purpose of enabling a particular interpersonal relation through the con-
figuration of spatial relationships. Such configuration often involves
sensing and exploiting sensing characteristics [164], but may also in-
volve (more broadly) the spatial configuration of artifacts to facilitate
interpersonal relations [103].
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Figure 2.2: Mentis et al.’s dimensions of interaction proxemics [157] illus-
trated with a laptop (digital artifact) on a table (interior element)

2.4.3 Analytical Discourse: Articulating Socio-Spatial Behaviour

Finally, proxemics is operationalized as an analytical lens in HCI re-
search concerned with the impact of digital technologies on interper-
sonal communication. It aligns with the latter design-oriented dis-
course in its orientation to human-human interaction. It is found in
research around the notion of Interaction Proxemics [157, 172], the
F-formation system [149, 234], in McArthur’s book on Digital Prox-
emics [152], and in the many studies of social interaction around
large displays (see Section 2.1.2). Referring back to Section 2.2 again,
this approach generally considers proxemics an interactional problem,
rather than a representational problem.

The F-formation system [116, 117] has been
helpful in analyzing and expressing how peo-
ple respond to artifacts and interior arrange-
ments in the environment during co-located
interactions. Studies have found patterns in F-formations around

information artifactshow people organize themselves around infor-
mation artifacts and interiors, e.g., at tourist of-
fices [149], around cameras during the record-
ing of videos [179], or towards information screens during communi-
cation for surgical operation [157].

Mentis et al.’s work builds on the perspective of Interaction Prox-
emics by highlighting control, perception and deixis4 proxemics as dif- Control, perceptual

and deixis proxemicsferent dimensions of collaborative work that are affected by the spa-
tial configuration of interactive technology [157]. Although these di-
mensions are articulated based on the particular co-located collab-
oration practices of surgical operations, they embody a larger idea
about the impact of technology layout on collaboration; namely, how
the spatial layout conditions collaborating actors’ abilities to perceive
the same digital contents (perception proxemics), converse effectively
about contents using deictic expression (deixis proxemics) and control
digital interfaces (control proxemics). Important here, is that the di-
mensions are concerned, not with the technologies themselves, but

4 Deixis refers to words and phrases (e.g., "me" or "here") that cannot be fully under-
stood without additional contextual references, such as pointing or gesturing.
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with how the interplay between technologies and architectural space
enables and constrains certain collaborative actions (see Figure 2.2).

Highlighted situations in Mentis et al.’s
study show that co-located collaboration is not
just happening in one F-formation, but as a tra-
jectory between different ways of organizing
with different opportunities for control, per-
ception, and deixis. These dynamics are ex-Transitions between

F-formations plicitly articulated in Tong et al.’s F-formation
study [234], which highlights the importance
of considering transitions between F-formations when developing an
understanding of how technology facilitates collaboration.

A shared foundation in these accounts is the understanding of real
settings. This methodological take is predicated on a view that face-
to-face interaction is comprised of embodied actions [54, 172, 222], i.e.,
that interaction takes place in a situation in the world and that peo-
ple’s actions are accountable to co-located others. The concern with
developing analytical attention to proxemics and interaction in real-
world practices has inspired this dissertation, and the perspective of
Interaction Proxemics [157, 172] serves as the foundation for develop-
ing a generative inquiry in this thesis. Next, we will investigate how
theories from architecture may inform HCI research concerned with
proxemics and co-located collaboration.

2.5 architectural perspectives on ubicomp

In the literature on architectural and interior design, much research is
concerned with designing spatial settings for social life [2, 6, 68, 132,
153]. This section focuses mostly on works that lie at the intersection
of HCI and architecture [33, 34, 36, 57, 62, 127, 153, 172, 220], while
also drawing from Lawson’s architectural theories of proxemics [132].
The goal of attending to this literature is to unfold a complemen-
tary mindset around proxemics that sensitizes interaction designers
to concerns of spatial design where technologies together with envi-
ronments are considered for enabling and inhibiting certain social be-
haviours. The following outlines important design implications from
architectural concerns with ubicomp and proxemics.

Hall argues that his articulation of man as surrounded by a se-
ries of invisible bubbles (distance zones) shines new light on the role
of architecture [84]. For instance, the ways that fixed and semifixed
features influence people’s personal bubbles (by inviting for certain
actions) then results in certain social behaviours. In line with this ar-
gument, McCullough argues that social distance "establishes categories
of experience, from the intimate to the collegial to the public. Framing the
interplay of embodied behaviors remains the most important function of envi-
ronment. [. . . ] Its behavioral framing establishes who may see whom and un-
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der what protocols." [153]. Focused on collaboration technologies, Bux- The interplay
between ubicomp
and architecture

ton argues "[. . . ] that the relationship between function and space is just
as important to the designer of digital tools as it is to an architect." [37].
Similarly, Streitz et al. argues that architecture serves as the envelope
for ubiquitous computing, making the world around us (with its rich
affordances) the interface to information and for cooperation [220]. Fi-
nally, O’Hara et al. argue that the design of technologies should be
considered together with the design of workspaces [172].

Furthermore, Hall’s central concern is prox-
emics as a culturally specific phenomenon.
In particular, the different man-built environ-
ments across cultures are manifestations of our
cultural differences, and then provide cultur-
ally specific cues for action [84]. This is also
extensively articulated around the design of ar-
chitectural spaces [89, 132, 153, 235]. Our inher-
ent sense of appropriate proxemic behaviour is
thus learned (through culture), and it allows us to intuitively adapt
our behaviours to different spatial settings because "the built environ-
ment clarifies social roles and relations" [235], and "[w]ith years of experi-
ence, we are all highly skilled at structuring and interpreting space for our in-
dividual or interactive purposes" [89]. McCullough [153] further extends Embodied

PredispositionsHall’s arguments, arguing that people develop embodied environmental
predispositions, i.e., a priori knowledge of how to act within, exploit
and respond to elements of particular environments. This knowledge
is based on a cultural memory around our built environments: "Built
contexts are collective memory devices, and manifestations of collective cog-
nitive background" [153]. He argues that we need to base a theory of
context on the principle that appropriate technology designs are those
that tap into and use these predispositions. This notion is much in line
with Bødker et al.’s argument that designers of new artifacts should
build upon available repertoires of actions and operations [23].

Lawson’s arguments have a similar flavour when he refers to be-
havioural settings [132]. Demonstrating a trajectory through different
behavioural settings in a business meeting scenario, he shows how
the variety in different settings enables groups of people to manip-
ulate proxemic relations by moving between spaces for different so-
cial purposes. He takes the reader through the scenario of a busi- Behavioural settings

ness meeting, where business partners transition between the meet-
ing room and the pub. The point is that learned behaviours of dif-
ferent settings as well as their different spatial features (such as how
they facilitate certain interpersonal distances) together create differ-
ent behavioural settings that serve different purposes in landing a
deal. While a meeting room provides the necessary formal distance
between business partners, the pub allows for getting closer to one
another, and these different atmospheres have complementary prop-
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Figure 2.3: Lawson’s concept of spatial roles and seating arrangements [132]

erties in landing a good deal. His particular point then is that spatial
design either hinders or enables appropriate behaviour in the setting
it is meant to create: "The challenge of spatial design is to facilitate rather
than inhibit the behavioural settings appropriate to the social purposes of
behaviour in space." [132].

While the above example illustrates the impact of different room
environments, Lawson further considers the agency of interiors in fo-
cused encounters. His work extends the previously mentioned stud-
ies of fixed and semifixed features [84, 177, 210] with his own stud-
ies in office spaces and train coaches, considering the phenomena ofAgency of interiors

in social interaction people taking on various spatial roles as ways of expressing intent in
relation to co-located others. He distinguishes between three typical
roles; confronting, consorting, and co-existing; demonstrated through
a study on how people commonly distribute around a six-seat table
in public space. It shows that where people decide to sit is significant
to how they intend to engage with co-located others. Confronting is
when two people are in conflict, or when competing in a game of
chess consorting is when two people are either conversing or collab-
orating, and these roles then tend to correlate with certain interper-
sonal seating arrangements (see Figure 2.3). The example shows how
features of furniture arrangements support the fundamental spatial
need for humans to have multiple ways of approaching co-located oth-
ers. Here, the table then presents a range of opportunities for action,
allowing a person who is approaching to respond to the seating ar-
rangement in a manner that is coherent with the intent of engaging
with the other person. In line with Lawson’s examples, Hall arguesA variety of spaces

for the importance of flexibility in spatial design: " [. . . ] What is desir-
able is flexibility and congruence between design and function so that there
is a variety of spaces, and people can be involved or not, as the occasion and
mood demand." [84].
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Hall’s accounts of invisible bubbles sur-
rounding human bodies – and how these bub-
bles relate to our senses – have further been
highlighted at the intersection of architecture
and ubiquitous computing [57, 62, 153]. As
architectural notions, distance and orientation
are not abstract measurable entities, but under-
stood in relation to the body [57, 62, 153, 235].
For instance, bodily range relates to our senses
and conditions our actions; we can be close
enough to listen or far enough away to not be
heard; certain things are within our reach and have a greater signifi-
cance to our perception [153]. Dunne & Raby articulate this argument Space in relation to

human bodies and
senses

with explicit reference to the proxemics. They contribute notions of
fields and thresholds for understanding how architecture and furniture
design impact on interpersonal relations [57] "Space and distance are
used to define and negotiate the interface between private and public, par-
ticularly during the moments leading up to contact. This sense of distance
is not only visual but also acoustic, thermal, olfactory and forms a sensory
envelope of kinaesthetic sensitivity, that varies from person to person and
culture to culture. Architecture and furniture design have always allowed
this human sensitivity to the social use of space to find material and spatial
expression in its output."

Through these perspectives, the role of the digital artifact is seen in
a new light. This dissertation particularly builds on two perspectives
that are centered around how social interaction through technologies
are configured by spatial settings; Fogtmann et al.’s notion of Spatial
Sharing [62] and O’Hara et al.’s notion of Interaction Proxemics. Fogt- Designing

computational
artifacts as
architecture

mann et al. put forward the design approach of designing computa-
tional artifacts as architecture, where computers, like architecture, stage
human activity, arguing that "[. . . ] the computer extends the traditional
architectural space adding to the framing of human-human-interaction as the
focus is on cultivating bodily relations between the participants". Examples
such as Squeeze and iFloor [62, 127] demonstrate how interior objects
and surfaces can be augmented as computer interfaces to connect co-
located people in new ways – in the home and in public spaces. For
instance, iFloor is designed based on the architectural concept of a
plaza, serving as a meeting spot in public space where people connect
through an interaction that tightly couples individuals’ bodily actions
[127]. In proposing the notion of Interaction Proxemics, O’Hara et al.
[172] bring together perspectives of CSCW and physical workspace
design, emphasizing that facilitation of collaborative work is about
the integrated design of interior spaces and technologies. Building on
a proxemics lens [84, 116], they argue that "different configurations of
interactive surfaces have particular properties with regards to how informa-
tion can come to be shared and used within collaborative contexts", where
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interactive surfaces and mechanisms have proxemic consequences just
like furniture arrangements [172]. In other words, properties such as
the size and shape of interactive surfaces or whether the interaction
is multi-touch or touchless will configure people’s opportunities for
engaging with each other in collaboration.

2.6 summary

This chapter introduced research related to HCI, proxemics and the
design of interactive systems for co-located collaboration. First, it pro-
vides an overview of interactive technologies that are designed to
address challenges in co-located collaboration, within two areas of
Ubiquitous Computing; Cross-Device Interaction and Large Shape-
Changing Interactive Surfaces (Section 2.1). Second, it presents dis-
cussions around the notion of context and collaboration (Section 2.2).
Some researchers focus on representing context in systems, while oth-
ers discuss the limitations of this approach. Furthermore, it is empha-
sized that co-located collaboration relies on trajectories of work and
requires support for mobility. Third, proxemics theory is introduced
(Section 2.3) along with its applications in HCI (Section 2.4). Prox-
emics is the study of human use of space in social encounters. It
has contributed an understanding of human social interaction as me-
diated by invisible bubbles that expand and contract dependent on
factors such as familiarity, culture, and the spatial setting in which
the interaction takes place. These ideas have been operationalized for
HCI most prominently as a design-oriented focus on interaction with
ubicomp ecologies based on the detection of different spatial rela-
tions, such as person-to-person, person-to-device, or device-to-device
relations. But it has also served as an analytical lens (concerned with
articulating and understanding socio-spatial behaviour around tech-
nologies). Finally, architectural concerns of proxemics and ubicomp
are identified as a complementary approach to operationalizing prox-
emics for design (Section 2.5). It is considered how the interplay be-
tween ubicomp and architecture configures co-located collaboration
practices, and how interiors have agency in the shared use of digital
artifacts – an idea that is fundamental to this dissertation research.
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"[. . . ] different spaces are composed of particular configurations of archi-
tecture, furniture and technology, the interacting dimensions of which pro-
foundly affect the social, informational and collaborative practices that can
take place within them [. . . ] these spatial dimensions can and are deliberately
designed with particular social effects in mind." — O’Hara et al. [172]

Applying proxemics theory, the goal of this chapter is to develop a
better understanding of the proxemic relationships between people,
technologies, and environments to inform the design of interactive
technologies for co-located collaboration. We refer to this agenda in
Paper A as advancing socio-spatial literacy. In the perspective of In- Goal: Advancing

socio-spatial literacyteraction Proxemics [157, 172] (as highlighted in the quote above),
artifacts – digital (e.g., phones, laptops, and interactive surfaces) as
well as non-digital (e.g., paper artifacts, tables or whiteboards) – work
together to configure co-located people’s collaborative activities. Al-
though the lens of Interaction Proxemics contains a latent potential
for a generative inquiry, there has yet to be demonstrated an approach
wherein these concerns take center stage in a design-oriented inquiry.
Through prototypes, this chapter addresses the first research ques- Goal: Expanding on

how proxemics is
operationalized

tion (RQ1) by exploring how interactive systems can be designed to
acknowledge fixed and semifixed features in the environment [84] as
configuring co-located collaboration practices. The prototypes serve
as exemplars for making the following argument.

artifact ecology statement Viewing digital artifacts as part Artifact ecology
statementof a setting with different fixed and semifixed features leads to new

insights and techniques for supporting co-located collaboration.

This argument builds on prior work that draws inspiration from the-
ories of proxemics and architecture as a promising pathway to ad-
vancing socio-spatial literacy [34, 57, 62, 153, 172]. The primary de-
sign concern here is the configuration of digital artifacts together with
other artifacts in the environment by building on social conventions [34]
and people’s prior knowledge of appropriate behaviours in different
spatial settings [43, 54, 55, 132, 153, 235]. This reading of proxemics
theory puts emphasis not just on interpersonal space (proxemic zones)
[84], but also on the way that new digital artifacts work together with
features of spatial settings to configure socio-spatial (proxemic) oppor-
tunities for action.
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The chapter is structured as follows. First, research gaps are iden-
tified in state-of-the-art proxemics research in HCI (Section 3.1). Sec-
ond, three sensitizing concepts (from Paper A) are applied to articu-
late properties of new digital artifacts in terms of their opportunities
for impacting socio-spatial behaviours in co-located collaboration, ex-
emplified with prototypes from the dissertation work (Section 3.2).
Finally, it is discussed how this work extends prior theories on archi-
tecture and artifact ecologies, contributing a new approach to opera-
tionalizing proxemics (Section 3.3).

3.1 expanding on proxemics for hci

The following section identifies gaps in HCI research on proxemics,
focused on the distinction between Proxemic Interactions [74] and In-
teraction Proxemics [172]. Following this, an alternative design-oriented
approach is described, complementing existing work (e.g., [74, 164,
216]) by exploring perspectives of Interaction Proxemics [172] as a
generative lens on designing interactions for co-located collaboration.

3.1.1 A Gap in HCI Research on Proxemics

To position this thesis, the following highlights differences between
the two most relevant operationalizations of proxemics – Proxemic
Interaction (PI) [10, 74] and Interaction Proxemics (IP) [157, 172] –
identifying their respective contributions and limitations. In the Lit-Proxemics as input

vs. impact on
proxemics

eracy paper (Paper A), we distinguish between the two perspectives
as follows: overall, Proxemic Interaction (PI) is concerned with prox-
emics as input to ubicomp systems, whereas Interaction Proxemics (IP)
is concerned with the impact of interactive technology on proxemics (i.e.,
human-human relations as facilitated by use of space). To highlight
the differences in these two perspectives, Figure 3.1 lists a set of core
HCI concepts (explained in Chapter 2) for which they differ. It should
be noted that the differences are not hard, but express continuums be-
tween two different discourses for operationalizing proxemics.

The core contribution of PI is an actionable framework for context-
aware systems that represent proxemics as sensor input for interac-
tion techniques. While PI has been applied to human-human interac-Actionable

framework tion (e.g., [148, 216]), the framework is primarily focused "inwards"
on the human-computer interaction, rather than "outwards" on the
ways that human-computer interactions alter our opportunities for
human-human interaction (which is expressed as research problem
P1). Similarly, interface characteristics are often expressed in isola-P1: Outwards

focused design tion as though they were absent from any particular setting (with its
associated social conventions and cultural norms). Although the PI
interaction model [10, 74] incorporates fixed and semifixed features
of the spatial setting as part of the framework, these are mostly con-
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Figure 3.1: Interaction Proxemics (IP) vs. Proxemic Interaction (PI)

sidered as part of the design when they are explicitly part of the in-
teraction (in this case, when tracking those features). However, as has
been argued in prior research, the particularities of spatial settings
[13, 54, 89, 172, 222] as well as people’s learned behaviours associated
with those settings [55, 132, 153, 235] have a profound impact on how
computer interfaces are used in practice.

Furthermore, as PI builds on the research discourse of context-
aware systems, contributions often pursue increased granularity in
the modeling of human behaviour as a means for implicit interaction
– a type of systems which may limit opportunities for situated ac-
tion in co-located social encounters or collaboration practices [54, 169].
The discourse also limits the design space considering proxemics to
a subset of context-aware systems focused on a set of dimensions for
sensing (e.g., distance and orientation). However, we shall explore P5: Design space

how proxemics can be operationalized in a broader sense to design
interfaces and interaction techniques that go beyond proximity sensing
systems, and Chapter 5 addresses P5 by expanding the design space
of proxemics in HCI.

On the other hand, IP presents a conceptual lens for HCI, which
represents an ’outwards’ focus on how interactive systems alter human-
human relations. This leads to important insights regarding proxemic
consequences of interactive systems. Thus, research around Interac- P1: Outwards

focused designtion Proxemics (IP) contribute important implications for design (e.g.,
for video conferencing systems [172] and touchless interaction [157]).
However, there is a latent contribution left to be discovered that devel- Implications for

designops the perspective of IP as a strong design-oriented inquiry for inter-
action design (addressing P1). Some works on IP articulate the ideas
around design of new artifacts (e.g., in Blended Interaction Spaces
[172] and Food for Talk [170]). This dissertation, however, expands
on the perspective of Interaction Proxemics as an explicit design lens
for interaction technologies.

3.1.2 Addressing the Research Gap

The premise of this dissertation is that the perspective of Interaction
Proxemics (IP) [172] contains a latent design contribution that extends
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Figure 3.2: Cross-device interaction enables spontaneous sharing across
multiple users’ devices. Slam-to-Share (from Paper B) exploits
the social meaning of tablets allowing for users to configure digi-
tal sharing relations while maintaining flexible interpersonal dis-
tances and orientations.

design-oriented inquiries of Proxemic Interaction (IP) [74] on two as-
pects, in particular: (1) artifacts surrounding the computer interface
are part of the interface, even when not being explicitly operationalized
for the interaction (such as through tracking), and (2) properties of
digital artifacts are viewed through the lens of how they have prox-
emic consequences for particular collaboration practices. The following
will provide an overview of how these aspects have been investigated
for design inquiries in the research programs around shape-changing
tabletops and cross-device interactions.

In the Literacy paper (Paper A), we develop what we regard as
an "outwards" focused perspective on how computer interactions alter
co-located human-human interactions (addressing P1). It contributes
a proxemics HCI lens that considers computers and environments
as working in a dynamic interplay to frame human-human interac-
tions. This lens is illustrated through a notation technique where dy-P1: Outwards

focused design namic interplay is at the core. Not only depicting static configura-
tions of users and devices, the notation technique also explicitly ac-
knowledges interiors surrounding configurations of people and transi-
tions between configurations (refer to Paper A in Chapter 8 for an
overview sheet). By capturing behaviour and context in this man-
ner, it is possible to both note down observations for analysis and
sketch out new design ideas focused on proxemic behaviours around
technologies. While analysis is concerned with understanding prox-From proxemic

consequences to
opportunities

emic consequences [172] of technologies in certain practices, the sketch-
ing technique further extends Interaction Proxemics with support for
ideation by focusing on proxemic opportunities of digital artifacts.

The dissertation demonstrates two different
manifestations of a design approach that con-Two kinds of

interplay siders the interplay between interaction and in-
teriors. We will make a distinction between two
kinds of interplay; (1) interactive technology
and interior impacting each other, and (2) in-
teractive technology embedded in interior. First, prototypes of cross-
device interactions (see Figure 3.2) explore mobile technologies and
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Figure 3.3: Shape-changing tabletops such as KirigamiTable (from Paper D)
enable collaborating actors to dynamically reconfigure proxemic
arrangements around shared digital contents during co-located
collaboration

interiors impacting each other to establish ad hoc connections be-
tween people, devices and shared contents. In Paper B, three pro-
totypes of cross-device interactions are developed, inspired ideas of
opportunistically incorporating features of spatial settings (acknowl-
edging social conventions of behaviour) [33, 34]. Second, prototypes
of shape-changing tabletops (see Figure 3.3) explore technologies em-
bedded in interior. This work builds on visions of Shape-Changing
Interfaces [134, 189, 223, 225], including recent enabling technologies
1. In Papers C and D, the future of actuated interiors is explored, in-
vestigating the potentials for supporting transitions in collaborative
work by physically re-shaping displays for different purposes.

3.2 a design inquiry : interaction and interiors

Through cases from the published papers, the following section will
demonstrate how the three sensitizing concepts can help generate de-
signs that enable certain qualities of interaction technologies in com-
bination with interiors to provide new opportunities for action.

3.2.1 Exploring Design Directions via Sensitizing Concepts

In Paper A, we contribute three sensitizing concepts for articulat-
ing technology characteristics in terms of how they impact people’s
opportunities for action in co-located social interactions. These con- Reconfiguring

proxemic
consequences

cepts not only serve as analytical devices, but more importantly, they
support generative inquiries, sensitizing interaction designers to con-
cerns of dialing up or down certain qualities of interactive technolo-
gies for collaboration practices that in turn reconfigure their proxemic
consequences. The concepts are defined in Paper A, and is included
in full quotation:

Proxemic Malleability: the range of socio-spatial configurations that design
decisions will encourage and enable spanning different distances, ori-

1 Commercial products of foldable displays have recently been released (2019), e.g.,
LG foldable OLED TVs or Galaxy Fold phones

https://www.lg.com/us/tvs/lg-OLED65R9PUA-signature-oled-4k-tv
https://www.samsung.com/dk/smartphones/galaxy-fold/
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entations and facing formations in intimate, personal, social and pub-
lic encounters.

Proxemic Threshold: the difficulty with which the design of interactive tech-
nology allows for socio-spatial configurations to be changed.

Proxemic Gravity: the tendency of a setting to over time gravitate towards
a default socio-spatial configuration.

The concepts serve primarily as descriptive claims (rather than nor-
mative). In other words, the concepts do not per se make value judg-
ments about how particular technologies should or should not be in
general, but instead they articulate trade-offs when applied to technol-
ogy for a particular social and collaborative practice. However, thisApplying the

concepts to
interaction design

dissertation further contributes insights on applying these concepts
in a generative inquiry, i.e., how they sensitize technologists to de-
signing for the facilitation of proxemic relationships.

The generative possibilities of the concepts are investigated by ap-
plying them to technologies in particular collaboration practices for
both formulating critiques of existing technologies and exploring de-
sign directions for new technologies for reconfiguring current prac-
tices. Let us revisit the co-located meeting scenario in Figure 1.2A
(Chapter 1). The figure illustrates how the combination of technolo-
gies and interiors shapes opportunities for social action. The meet-
ing is organized by a table that very often sits between a group of
people. The table plays an important role in configuring the spatial
opportunities for relating to others and the shared information as a
participant in the meeting. A meeting with close collaboration on aA threshold for

participation at
social distance

digital document may benefit from equal participation in discussion
with equal opportunities for pointing and gesturing around parts of
the document as well as controlling how it is viewed or adding to
the document. A typical setup only allows for one person’s contents
and controls to be wired to the large display. This requirement causes
a very fixed pattern on the collaboration, which may stifle participa-
tion and thus be inconvenient for all (if the goal is equal participation,
that is). E.g., the table is a threshold for most people around the ta-
ble that makes it socially costly to make fine-grained gestures around
contents on the screens.

As we highlight in Paper A through proxemics analysis of prior em-
pirical studies [44, 214], the socio-spatial behaviour (as well as the role
of meeting room interiors) can be reconfigured with the introduction of
cross-device systems that, e.g., enable wireless control of slides [44]
or mobile video endpoints [214]. Chattopadhyay et al.’s study with
the Office Social system showed that shared control of slides during
presentations enable changing the structure of how people interact,
enabling more participation as audience members can interact from
a distance [44, 45]. Furthermore, Sørensen et al. present the Beamer
system [214], which enables wireless smartphone mirroring in video
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calls. They show for video-mediated collaboration that the role of
the physical environment is reconfigured as the spatial layout of arti-
facts and physical information surfaces can be brought into the video
call spontaneously via mobile video for everyone to see. These are
good examples of how a design rationale can come from attention to
how particular spatial configurations of technologies configure socio-
spatial behaviour.

Working analytically with the sensitizing concepts in Paper A, ex-
ploring opportunities for reconfiguring collaboration practices, inspired
the work in Papers B-D that operationalize concepts for design. These
papers contribute cases of designing and developing concrete digi-
tal artifacts that explore the sensitizing concepts. First of all, there
is a common design rationale behind both the cross-device proto-
types (Slam-to-Share, Stick-to-Share, and Show-to-Share) and the pro-
totypes of shape-changing furniture (Table/Wall Display and Kirigami-
Table): they all seek to enable more proxemic malleability with tech-
nologies; i.e., providing more flexibility for organizing and moving
around shared information in a shared spatial setting. In response to Increasing proxemic

malleabilitythe research discourse on Proxemic Interactions (primarily focused
on detection of proxemic relations), these prototypes all acknowledge
the importance of flexibility in the enactment of proxemic relations
for co-located collaboration. As Chapter 4 will explore this idea in
detail, the following focuses on other aspects of these sensitizing con-
cepts within the two research programs of cross-device interaction
and shape-changing interfaces, respectively.

3.2.2 Applying Sensitizing Concepts to Cross-Device Interaction

Paper B expands on the design space of existing cross-device research
[10, 70, 181, 187] with interaction techniques that acknowledge the
agency of interiors in people’s collaboration practices. In Paper B, we
outline a set of design sensitivities for considering the interplay be-
tween cross-device interaction technology and interiors. In particular,
articulation of three prototypes (including Slam-to-Share, see Figure
3.3) extends prior research on sensing systems for cross-device inter-
action. For co-located collaboration practices, it is argued that in ad-
dition to detecting spatial relations, cross-device systems should also
enable interpersonal flexibility and multiple opportunities for action
in relation to co-located others. Aspects that enable a larger range of
socio-spatial configurations, i.e., increase proxemic malleability. For Proxemic

malleability of
cross-device
interactions

instance, Slam-to-Share supports flexible sharing via a common ta-
ble surface upon which people’s mobile phones rest. Users opt-in by
placing their phones face-up on the table, and they can easily opt-out
by (a) removing the phone from the table or (b) merely flipping the
phone upside down.
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Figure 3.4: Show-to-Share (from Paper B): Manipulating the detection mech-
anism (by scaling the visual tag) changes the proxemic threshold
in that the transaction cost for accessing controls is changed from
being accessible among only co-presenters (B) to among the entire
audience (C).

First of all, when developing cross-device interactions for ad hoc
sharing between people, it involves the consideration of a set of trade-
offs in terms of which proxemic relations the interaction design is in-
tended to enable. As Buxton puts it, "every transaction has a cost" [37],
and the goal of ad hoc sharing is to lower the cost of spontaneously
sharing across devices [100]. Pairing devices via proximity sensingOvercoming

proxemic thresholds will lower the cost of sharing and holds the promise of making ad
hoc sharing of contents and controls in meetings much more accessi-
ble to people (e.g., [28, 112, 148, 187]). However, this dissertation work
demonstrates cases that show how we can design such systems by
considering proxemic consequences of different sensing mechanisms.
For instance, NFC-based pairing establishes trust between users shar-
ing because it requires an intimate relation between their devices, i.e.,
they need to (nearly) touch to be within NFC range. At the other
end, the RF-range of Bluetooth allows for flexibility in how one ori-
ents to others during the transaction. This even scales to a lecture hall
where a lecturer may broadcast contents or controls via Bluetooth to
a room of students. The comparison here also shows that the trans-
action cost is not only about how easy it is, but there is also a social
cost associated. Requiring devices to touch may be inappropriate in
some relations, e.g., a lecturer that might want to maintain a certain
distance to an audience. Hence, the trade-off regarding the proxemic
threshold for these mechanisms is a question of which relation one
seeks to enable; and although NFC sharing is already lowering the
cost of sharing, the comparison demonstrates that it is a sliding scale.
With the design of Show-to-Share, we specifically propose the idea
that the distance thresholds for detection can be manipulable for dif-
ferent social purposes (see Figure 3.4).

Second, considering proxemic thresholds and gravity together is
useful for balancing between intervening with and adhering to social
conventions. In terms of Hall’s distance taxonomy [84], co-located
meetings primarily occur at social distance while public distance rela-
tions occur in situations of public speaking such as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.2B. For instance, the design of Show-to-Share is aimed at bothExploiting proxemic

gravity
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lowering the proxemic threshold for audience members and adhering
to the proxemic gravity of presentations, allowing for presenters to re-
main in control. Along the lines of Office Social [44], Show-to-Share
demonstrates an application for overcoming the proxemic threshold
of discussing slides from the audience during and after presentations.
However, it further demonstrates how the interaction can be designed
to exploit the relationship between space and function [34]. By exploit-
ing the high proxemic gravity of presentations (deviations from the
spatial presenter-audience pattern is rare), a presenter who is sharing
controls can remain in control of who gets access by exploiting range
properties of cameras detecting QR tags.

3.2.3 Applying Sensitizing Concepts to Shape-Changing Tabletops

While cross-device interaction deals with mobile technologies in re-
lation to interiors, shape-changing tabletops involve a more tight in-
terplay between interiors and computers, namely those where the
computer is embedded in interiors; e.g., wall and tabletop displays
or shape-changing furniture (see Figure 3.3). As a parallel track of Proxemic

malleability of
shape-changing
tabletops

research, the Proxemic Transitions and KirigamiTable papers explore
shape-changing interactive surfaces, where the shape of interiors can
be reconfigured by users to enable different socio-spatial configu-
rations for collaborative work. The goal is to support flexibility in
socio-spatial configuration for when the requirements change with
transitions in activities or changing numbers of collaborating actors.
These ideas of proxemic malleability are explored through prototypes;
Table/Wall Display and KirigamiTable.

An important part of the lens on supporting co-located collabora-
tion is concerns of control, perceptual, and deixis proxemics [157].
In our work on Shape-Changing Tabletops in Papers C and D, these
dimensions served as a proxemics lens on the interaction design, driv-
ing design rationales. First, in Paper C, we illustrate through empir-
ical examples how people undertake proxemic transitions to change
physical circumstances for co-located communication, e.g., by chang-
ing their opportunities for deixis and perception around shared dis-
played contents (elaborated further in Chapter 4). These examples are
then explored around the Table/Wall prototype. The ideas are fur-
thered in exploring the potentials of how KirigamiTable (Paper D) re-
configures people’s abilities to control, perceive, and point to contents.
In particular, the four-fold shape configuration in Figure 3.3(A) shows Increasing and

lowering the
proxemic threshold
of shared view and
control

how users have their individual areas with a higher proxemic thresh-
old for viewing or controlling others’ interface areas in comparison
to traditional tabletops; a quality that is appreciated in individual
work. On the other hand, transitioning from four-fold to flat-fold (Fig-
ure 3.3(A-B)) then changes these collaborative abilities, lowering the
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proxemic threshold with respect to viewing or taking control over all ar-
eas of the display; a quality desirable for discussing and co-creation.

3.3 discussion

The following discussions consider how the proxemics lens put for-
ward in the dissertation builds on prior work (Section 3.3.1) and how
it is positioned within ubicomp and HCI research (Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1 Synthesizing a New Proxemics Lens

The following section discusses how this dissertation work expands
on three key considerations, comprised of architectural lenses on prox-
emics [57, 62, 132, 153, 220] and the notion of artifact ecologies [23–
25]; (1) interplay between artifacts, (2) new in the context of old artifacts,
and (3) transitions.

First, a core interest in this dissertation is the notion that people
collaborate through ecologies of artifacts [23–25]. Essentially, the ar-Interplay between

interactive devices
and interiors

chitectural HCI lenses [34, 57, 62, 132, 153, 172, 220] complement this
notion by focusing on designed artifacts as being part of a spatial
setting of architectural and interior elements that together frame peo-
ple’s opportunities for action. They also extend Hall’s notion of fixed
and semifixed features of space [84] by considering digital artifacts
as features of space [62, 153, 172]. O’Hara et al. argue that physical
properties of technologies have proxemic consequences just like fea-
tures of architecture and furniture elements [172], As McCullough
puts it, ubicomp technologies provide new dynamic features, and ar-
chitecture provides fixed and stable features for dynamic flows en-
gineered by ubiquitous computing [153]. Shape-changing tabletops
(Papers C and D) and interaction across mobile devices and interiors
(Paper B) demonstrate two different ways in which technologies aug-
ment interior spaces with new dynamic features and opportunities
for action in collaboration practices.

Second, prior work emphasizes the historical context of cultural
habits that have been developed around features of space. Viewing
architecture and interiors as the old form of technology and ubicomp
as the new, we may then consider that "[. . . ] new technology produces
design opportunities mainly in relation to existing technologies" [153]. Sim-New artifacts in the

context of old ones ilarly, we must consider "the dynamics between the historical artifact ecol-
ogy and the current and future action possibilities in new artifacts" [23].
Hence, when designing new interactive artifacts and spaces, we can
draw upon the interplay between old and new artifacts [23, 153], and
we should acknowledge people’s embodied predispositions [153] and
collectively developed routines around spatial features [13, 99, 101,
157, 169, 172]. In Paper A, we articulate through sensitizing concepts
how interactive technologies provide new collaborative qualities in
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existing environments, and in Paper B, we explore this idea through
design of interaction techniques that combine with interiors to enable
flexible co-located collaboration.

Third and finally, the design of new artifacts should accommo-
date flexibility [84]. Social interaction is as much about transitions
and movement of people and artifacts as it is about configurations
of these [33, 84, 234]. There are social conventions associated with Transitions

approach and departure, such as approaching a domestic threshold
like a house doorstep [57] or the office entrance as a similar threshold
at work [33], where approaching the threshold means engaging with
inhabitants beyond the threshold. These ideas around transitions are
unpacked in the notion of Proxemic Transitions, which we define as
both a type of socio-spatial behaviour (Paper C) and a design concept
for interaction with shape-changing tabletops (Papers C and D).

3.3.2 Addressing Gaps in Proxemics for Ubicomp and Collaboration

As this dissertation research sets out to define a proxemics-informed
design approach, the work is closely positioned in relation to the
Proxemic Interaction (PI) approach. The PI approach is furthermore
often drawn upon within the two technology domains that have been
the focus of this dissertation (Cross-Device Interaction and Shape-
Changing Interactive Surfaces).

This dissertation then makes the overall argument that research
based on Proxemic Interaction (PI) [10, 74] primarily focuses on human-
computer interaction (people and computational entities in isolation),
and less on concerns of Interaction Proxemics (IP), i.e., how the inter-
action works together with particular spatial settings in shaping human-
human interaction. Some research specifically considers co-located col-
laboration [28, 148] and the role of non-digital artifacts [10]. Mar-
quardt et al. [148] particularly use the GroupTogether system to demon-
strate interaction techniques designed for interpersonal information
sharing based on typical proxemic patterns. Ballendat et al. [10] ex-
plicitly consider the interplay between cross-device systems and spa-
tial settings as part of the Proxemic Interaction framework, where
’non-digital artifacts’, such as furniture, are incorporated, and they
propose to incorporate system knowledge of fixed and semifixed fea-
tures in the environment (i.e., tracking features). However, common Enabling vs.

detecting spatial
relations

for this research is a focus on detecting inter-entity relations to enable
new cross-device interaction techniques, rather than design rationales
with respect to how these interaction techniques enable and constrain
interpersonal proxemic relations (as in IP [172]).

In the context of Cross-Device Interaction research, Houben et al.’s
[100] and Brudy et al.’s [31] surveys both point out that there is a gap
between studies and systems. Brudy et al. argue that "More work is
needed to unify empirical and technical cross-device work into one stream
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of research" [31]. This dissertation addresses the concern by exploring
design of cross-device systems in the context of empirical observa-
tions of co-located collaboration practices with particular focus on
the proxemic consequences of technologies (research problem P2). An-P2: Proxemic

consequences chored in observations of particular practices, Papers A and B explore
questions such as: what are the proxemic consequences of interaction
techniques that are based on users’ interpersonal distance and orien-
tation as input? How do they enable and constrain flexibility in acts
of cross-device sharing?

In particular, we focus on observations regarding the agency of inte-
riors in collaborative activities. Only a few examples exist, where, e.g.,P3: Agency of

interiors a table is the starting point for interaction (e.g., HuddleLamp [187],
SurfaceLink [70]) and Collaborative Workplace Table [181]), augment-
ing practices of around-the-table collaboration. However, these design
cases primarily focus on a technical rationale (i.e., how the detection
system is implemented, often enabling fine-grained spatial aware-
ness), and less on design rationales that acknowledge the richness of
people’s prior knowledge and social conventions around shared inte-
riors (as expressed by, e.g., [33, 34, 36, 54, 153]). The work in Paper
B complements prior research by demonstrating the value of switch-
ing focus from computational representation of proxemics to exploiting
proxemic behaviours and fixed and semifixed features. For instance,Enabling people to

exploit features of
interiors

instead of explicitly detecting proximity between entities (e.g., [148]),
the notion of proximity in Slam-to-Share is more subtle, in that users
merely have to sit at the same table, and interpersonal distance is
then configured by the table size. But within this threshold, users are
provided with flexible opportunities for configuring spatial relations
between devices and people.

Regarding research on Shape-Changing Interfaces, some works draw
from PI, such as Takashima et al. [223, 225]. The same argument ap-
plies in this context; proxemics is mostly considered for input mech-
anisms, and less as a sensitizing lens for considering how transitions
between different arrangements can affect concrete collaboration prac-
tices, such as in brainstorm activities.

3.4 summary

This chapter expanded on the perspective of proxemics and its role
for HCI in advancing socio-spatial literacy, i.e., an increased under-
standing of the relationships between people, interactive technologies,
and environments. Drawing upon the perspective of Interaction Prox-
emics, it is highlighted how configurations of interactive technology
(as well as furniture and architecture) can be (and are) deliberately de-
signed to create certain social effects. Furthermore, it is argued that
thinking about digital artifacts as situated within ecologies of artifacts
changes how we view the design of these.
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While these analytical ideas are pervasive in some perspective from
HCI, there is an untapped potential to be explored for developing
these concerns as generative for design inquiries around interactive
technology. It is first argued that this dissertation work expands In-
teraction Proxemics for generative inquiries (Section 3.1). Second, a
design inquiry is described, focused on technologies for co-located
collaboration (Section 3.2). Specifically, design experiments from Pa-
pers B-D are drawn upon to explore two venues for this perspective:
(1) how systems for Cross-Device Interaction can be designed for flex-
ible collaboration by exploiting the interplay between technologies and
interiors, and (2) how Shape-Changing Tabletops can be designed for
dynamic transformation of display shapes for collaboration by embed-
ding interaction and actuation in interiors. Furthermore, sensitizing con-
cepts from Paper A are used to explore different trade-offs regarding
the social and spatial role of different technologies.

Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion on how the sensitiz-
ing concepts (Paper A) and design experiments (Papers B-D) expand
on prior technical and conceptual work in HCI, centered around re-
lated concerns of proxemics.
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P R O X E M I C T R A N S I T I O N S

"[. . . ] if we can think of man as surrounded by a series of expanding and
contracting fields which provide information of many kinds, we shall begin
to see him in an entirely different light" — E.T. Hall [84]

“Social conventions are as much about transitions, such as approach and de-
parture, as they are about being here or there” — Bill Buxton [33]

This chapter describes a research inquiry focused on transitions (RQ1),
investigating the design of interactions that enable collaborating ac-
tors to flexibly and dynamically change spatial circumstances for inter-
acting with each other through technologies. Through the develop- Goal: Supporting

transitions and
collaborative
adaptation of
technology

ment of prototypes (Papers B-D), it is considered how technologies
can enable adaptation of its properties to different types of interper-
sonal exchanges. Within the research contexts of Cross-Device Interac-
tion and Shape-Changing Furniture, respectively, explorations share a
common design direction, focused on increasing Proxemic Malleabil-
ity; i.e., support a large range of socio-spatial configurations. This
goal is pursued by adopting a sensitivity to behaviour that is focused
on transitions. In Paper C, we coin the term Proxemic Transitions con-
cerned both with existing practices and possibilities for enabling new
practices in co-located collaboration. We make the observation that
people undertake such transitions – i.e., changes in the interpersonal
organization through different facing formations, facilitated by mov-
ing themselves around or moving objects around in the shared space.
This form of non-verbal social interactions can be augmented with in-
teractive technologies, and in this chapter, it is demonstrated through
prototypes how technologies can allow people to reconfigure inter-
personal spatial relationships in order to change circumstances for
engaging with each other. In two consecutive research programs, de- Exploring

opportunities with
shape-change and
cross-device
interfaces

veloping prototypes allowed for exploring the collaborative potentials
of cross-device interactions (Paper B) and shape-changing interfaces
(Papers C-D) by analyzing proxemic transitions in empirical studies
of real-world collaboration practices and explore technological oppor-
tunities by developing interactive prototypes based on the findings.

transitions statement Adopting a sensitivity to transitions
between different proxemic arrangements in co-located collaboration Transitions

statementpractices leads to the design of interaction techniques and systems
that support flexibility in these practices.
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While the notion of Interaction Proxemics offers a new perspective on
HCI and collaboration practices, it is mostly focused on proxemic con-
sequences of technologies from an analytical perspective, and less on
providing actionable concepts for considering proxemic opportunities
when developing new technologies. In the following, we will exploreSwitching focus

from consequences
to opportunities

design opportunities around the notion of Proxemic Transitions as
a sensitizing concept for exploring design directions and articulat-
ing design rationales for supporting transitions in proxemic relations
around technologies.

The chapter is structured as follows. First, the concept of Proxemic
Transitions is motivated (Section 4.1) as well as defined and exempli-
fied (Section 4.2). Second, a set of challenges of proxemic transitions
are identified in co-located collaboration scenarios (Section 4.3). Fi-
nally, these concepts are applied to the design of shape-changing in-
terfaces (Section 4.4.1) and cross-device interaction (Section 4.4.2) and
a discussion on future opportunities and challenges for the research
areas (Section 4.5).

4.1 proxemics and transitions

As seen in the quote heading this chapter, Hall stresses that the prox-
emic bubbles surrounding man are not static. They are highly dynamic;
expanding and contracting over time as a person moves between differ-
ent places and gets involved in different occasions [84]. Hall’s corePeople’s personal

bubbles expand and
contract over time

idea of dynamism of space [84, p.114–116] has driven much of this
dissertation research, and the premise of this chapter is that "percep-
tion of space is dynamic because it relates to action – what can be done in a
given space – rather than what is seen by passive viewing" [84, p.115]. In
this way, we come to see our personality as a number of "situational
personalities" [84, p.115] that we can understand in terms of how we
act in intimate, personal, social, and public transactions with others.

The concept of Proxemic Transitions expands on this idea, focusing
on a particular type of events in proxemic behaviour that is concerned
with proxemics as observed over time, rather than a single moment
as a static image. This lets us consider actions where people change
proxemic circumstances for perceiving, controlling, and referencing
shared digital contents for collaborative work (i.e., dimensions of In-
teraction Proxemics [157]).

As we have noted in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, concerns with tran-
sitions are also present in other works considering architecture and
HCI. In Lawson’s theories on architecture, he describes proxemic
transitions where business people facilitate their meeting by moving
from one behavioural setting to another to establish different socio-
spatial qualities for their negotiations, or the different opportunities
for acting in relation to others when approaching certain furniture
arrangements [132]. Within HCI, research on collaboration further
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Figure 4.1: The two field studies of different workplace contexts serving as
the empirical foundation for the thesis

highlights how mobility supports trajectories of work [13] as well as
micro-gestures of revealing and hiding information via artifacts (i.e.,
micro-mobility [139]). Most related to the notion of proxemic transi-
tions is work at the scale of focused encounters, where designing for
the individual transitions within trajectories of work are of particular
interest (e.g., [33, 139, 234]. Much relevant here is Buxton’s arguments
(as also seen in the quote heading this chapter) that social conventions
at the scale of focused encounters are not just observable in static im-
ages, but they occur in the transitions [33].

This dissertation work expands on these ideas by demonstrating
how cross-device interactions and shape-changes enable new forms
of transitions. I have taken both the approach of not only extending
and adhering to well-established manners of interpersonal transactions
(as seen in my work on cross-device interaction), but also enabling en-
tirely new forms of interpersonal transactions (through the combina-
tion of shape and content transformations of shape-changing interac-
tive surfaces). Based on identified proxemic transitions across two dif-
ferent workplace practices in two different workplace environments
(see Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1, the following will expand on the original
definition to encompass a broader scope for analysis and technolog-
ical ideation. Then, we will move on to show how interactions with
shape-changing furniture may be designed from this perspective. Fi-
nally, a discussion of how we can design cross-device interaction tech-
niques that allow for flexible interpersonal exchanges, allowing users
to ’expand and contract fields for ad hoc sharing’ through how they en-
gage with each other and the environment via their mobile devices.

4.2 research question, definition and examples

In Paper C, we define Proxemic Transitions as follows: "A proxemic Definition of
Proxemic
Transitions

transition is defined as an event involving at least two people negotiating a
change in spatial arrangement, i.e., either arranging in a certain F-formation
around content or spatially reconfiguring or reorganising artifacts in the sur-
rounding environment" [78]. We further distinguish between adapting
and reconfiguring, in the following quote (Paper C): "(1) adapting, i.e.
adapting one’s posture or position in relation to the situation, and (2) recon-
figuring, i.e. spatially reconfiguring objects in the environment. Both types
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of behaviour are considered proxemic transitions given that proxemics are
enacted in an interplay between collocated people’s bodies, physical artifacts
and semifixed features that constitute the shared space.".

Building on Mentis et al.’s articulation of interaction proxemics in
terms of perceptual, control and deixis proxemics [157], we consider
the following questions regarding proxemic transitions in real col-
laboration practices (RQ2a): How do people adapt to and reconfigure
furniture, devices, and displays for collaborative purposes? What sort
of interactions with the environment do people do in order to shape
how they as individuals and groups can view, point to, and perceive
(digital) information artifacts? The research in Paper C involves anEmpirical examples

of transitions empirical study focused on Proxemic Transitions in an open-office
space. We found that collaborating actors used the layout of the space
to manage transitions between individual work and informal meet-
ings. In these transitions, they often adapted their posture to furniture
or moved around chairs or height-lift tables; actions that reconfigure
the proxemic relationships so that individuals find it appropriate to
the occasion. For instance, adapting posture by leaning forward and
resting elbows on a table surface establishes a more equal eye-level so
to not exhibit any superiority to the colleague. These are summarized
in Table 4.1 (left column).

However, bridging across two different real-world environments
and two interface paradigms allows for viewing the concept in a
broader sense. The empirical examples of transitions via the use ofProxemic transitions

with mobile devices mobile device ecologies (summarized in Table 4.1, right column), re-
veal proxemic transitions that take more subtle forms (exemplified in
Section 4.4.2). Next, common challenges of Proxemic Transitions are
identified from comparing across the two sets of empirical materials.
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field study 1 field study 2

Publication Paper C: Proxemic Transitions Paper B: Beyond Proximity

Context Open-plan office space Open-plan study environment

Activity Danish software company with multi-
ple project groups

A project course at university

Work practice Individual work with frequent coordi-
nation work

Group work with occasional individ-
ual work

Technologies Personal stationary computers with
multiple monitors

Laptops, smartphones, tablets, and ex-
ternal monitors

Main feature of space Fixed personal work stations orga-
nized in project-focused islands

Group areas with chairs and tables (for
laptops)

Other features of space Guest chairs, breakout rooms Corkboards and whiteboards with
wheels for organizing group materials

Examples of proxemic transitions height-lifting tables, moving chairs,
squatting, moving group activities
from one area (or breakout room) to
another

moving devices around, organizing
around devices on table, adding exter-
nal monitors, moving whiteboards on
wheels around

Table 4.1: Proxemic transitions across domains of field studies 1 and 2
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4.3 challenges of proxemic transitions

The following section first describes scenarios from co-located collab-
oration practices, in which this dissertation has analyzed proxemic
transitions to inform the design of new digital artifacts.

In empirical study 1 (Paper C), we studied informal meetings at
an open-office workplace, where people worked in desk islands with
fixed display workstations. Informal meetings are encounters that oc-
cur more spontaneously as a consequence of co-workers sharing the
same work environment (see Table 4.1, left column). Examples are:Informal meetings

with fixed displays occasionally serendipitously bumping into each other in the hallway
or coffee lounge, or one person approaching another person’s office
space to initiate a conversation. I have studied these dynamics specif-
ically in an open-plan office space at a Danish software company.

In empirical study 2 (Paper B), we studied group collaborations
for a student design project in an open-plan study space, involving
co-creation activities and teacher consultations as well as group pre-
sentations in front of other groups (see Table 4.1, right column). Co-
creation activities are less formal and benefit from being more sym-
metric, in the sense that they ideally include everyone’s perspective
and individual contributions in whatever is being co-produced. Ex-Co-creation

activities amples are brainstorming and design sessions or tasks of filling in
contents to a presentation. Often, these activities involve more mixed
materials, such as combinations of physical and digital materials. Stu-
dent groups solved exercises collaboratively, took notes together, and
collaborated on the development of design concepts. Furthermore,
the empirical study involved observations of group presentations,
where students present their group projects to teachers and other
student groups, following by a feedback and critique session. Ob-Group presentations

with audience
participation

servations from this situation are in line with the characterizations
of public distance relations [84, 132]. However, attention to the use
of technologies and proxemic transitions reveals some of the ways in
which technologies enable and constrain co-located social dynamics.

Based on the analysis of existing configurations of technology and
their proxemic consequences across the two empirical studies, the fol-
lowing set of core challenges are identified with implications for in-
teraction design and technical implementation of interactive systems.

4.3.1 Proxemic Consequences of Current Collaboration Technologies

Based on empirical findings, we argue in both Paper B and C that co-
located collaboration practices can benefit from more opportunities
for people to configure how they organize activities and relate to each
other. We argue that this is partly due to the fixed form factors of
technologies (Papers C and D), and partly the lack of support for
flexibility in the software infrastructure (Papers A and B).
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In particular, study 1 revealed that the cost of re-arranging space for
the next activity is too high. Instead, people adapt to the environment High cost for

re-arranging
furniture and
technologies

and ’live with’ the current physical circumstances. Another group
response to a change in activity is a more radical shift, where people
instead move the activity to a different space with a more appropriate
spatial configuration.

In study 2, observations of group presentations clearly confirm
that since opportunities for control and deictic expression are priv-
ileged to the presenter, the spatial configuration of presentations fa-
cilitates one-way communication more than participation. While this Lack of shared

control stifles
participation

may sometimes be a desirable socio-spatial contract, it also can be a
barrier for some presentations, e.g., when active participation in dis-
cussion of the presentation topic is essential, as was the case in the
situation in this empirical material.

4.3.2 Interaction Design-Related and Technical Challenges

The research on Proxemic Transitions has primarily focused on the
following set of design-related and technical challenges.

First, workplace furniture is rarely moved around and the shapes
of tables, etc., do not afford much adaptability to different social situ-
ations. For instance, the only provided degree of freedom on personal Fixed furniture and

displaysoffice tables is height-lifting functionality, mostly for ergonomic pur-
poses. Controls are not easily shared, and large displays are often
static (only some monitors can be slightly raised or rotated around its
vertical axis for ergonomic purposes). However, interactive technolo-
gies can enable users to transition between activities in new dynamic
ways, supporting flexibility in co-located collaborative work practices.
Often people transition between individual and group work, or change Transitions in

perceptual, control
and deixis proxemics

from one form of activity to another (e.g., from presenting to co-
creating). Technologies often impose static arrangements on people,
especially when the groups are large enough that the space around
individual mobile screens is not sufficient to be viewed by everyone
at the same time. How can we meaningfully support these transitions
by designing both how digital contents are re-organized and how dis-
plays and controls are re-configured?

Second, interactive devices can potentially interconnect through ad
hoc wireless connections. However, the cost of establishing such con- Lacking

inter-connectivitynections between devices is too high when people’s devices have no
established ’share contract’ (e.g., an e-mail thread or a shared Drop-
box or Google Drive folder). While cross-device interaction research
has proposed multiple systems and infrastructures for enabling spon-
taneous interconnectivity based on proximity, these rarely consider
enabling users to appropriate properties of interaction mechanisms
to support situational dependency on action. E.g., how can systems Appropriating

interaction
properties

enable properties of the interaction mechanisms such as its sensitivity
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or sensing range to be re-configurable by users for different collabo-
rative purposes? How can proxemic thresholds be established as well
as overcome dynamically by users over time?

4.4 designing interactions for proxemic transitions

Interactions for proxemic transitions are ones that enable a group of
people to transition from one social configuration to the next. As we
argued above, such interactions range from moving around people
and artifacts (e.g., adapting posture or moving chairs) to changing
the functionality of digital artifacts (e.g., switching display cables).

In the following, we shall investigate the potentials of interaction
techniques for shape-changing and cross-device interfaces to support
proxemic transitions. First, prior work suggests that properties ofDynamically

changing proxemics
around interactive

surfaces

shared interactive surfaces (size, shape, orientation, etc.) influence
people’s opportunities to view, control, point to, and reference dig-
ital contents [157, 172]. Hence, shape-changing tabletops then en-
able changing these opportunities around the surface as it changes
its shape. The same argument holds for cross-device interactions, al-
though slightly more subtle. For instance, given the expanded defi-
nition in Section 4.2, the button tap of triggering ’interactive mode’
in the Office Social application [44] is considered a proxemic transi-
tion. Although it is merely a button press, it completely reconfigures
the power relationship between meeting participants and contents,
in the sense that presenters and audience members suddenly have
more equal opportunities for navigating slides and remotely pointing
at slide elements through a digital pointer. While remaining seatedDynamically

changing proxemics
via wireless control

around the meeting table, an audience member can temporarily take
wireless control and guide the attention of a full room of participants.

Next, it is discussed how the dissertation research on cross-device
and shape-changing interfaces extends prior work by pointing to new
ways that designers can support proxemic transitions in co-located
collaboration practices.

4.4.1 Designing Interactions with Shape-Changing Furniture

One of the key contributions from the concept of Proxemic Transitions
is to advance the understanding of design opportunities of shape-
change at furniture scale in terms of interaction proxemics. In PaperPeople’s facing

formations change in
shape over time, so

could our shared
interfaces

C, the RtD process (iterating between empirical observation of infor-
mal meetings and design of shape-changing furniture) identifying
the following set of design aspects of shape-changing furniture that
condition proxemic transitions: (1) Transition speed, (2) Stepwise re-
configuration, (3) Radical shifts. For more details on these aspects and
how they were identified, please refer to Paper C. The following de-
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Figure 4.2: Core idea of Proxemic Transitions for shape-changing tabletops
(from Paper C): People’s facing formations change in shape over
time, so could the shape of our shared interfaces

scribes how aspects of transition speed and radical shifts, in particular,
have evolved throughout the dissertation research.

In the Shape-Change&AR paper (Paper E), we explore effects from
combining virtual animations and shape-changes at tablet scale. Among Transition speed

other aspects, we highlight transition speed as an essential distinction
between the physical and the digital effects that can be created. We
pointed to how they differ in terms of the experiences that they can
achieve; digital animations being more quick and high-resolution,
allowing for fast and expressive animation, while physical anima-
tions are tangible. However, at the scale of furniture, these effects are
less about optical or haptic impact and more about proxemic con-
sequences. In Paper C, we argue that transition speed of transforma- From optical to

social effectstions with interactive surfaces is important in terms of Proxemic Tran-
sitions, namely that quick transitions (which we observed to be the
most frequent form of informal exchange in the open office study)
are afforded by digital transitions such as moving content between
a tablet and a tabletop surface, while furniture shape-changes are
inherently slower transitions that then may support more sustained
informal meetings since the informal meeting is getting to a point
where even such a slow transformation is worthwhile to re-organize
for their collaborative purpose.
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As we pointed out in Paper C, radical shifts such as a change in
activity (like going from presentation to co-creation) or a change in
group size (going from two to four people) may present entirely new
requirements on the space around which co-located interaction and
collaboration takes place. With our first prototype, it was very much aRadical shifts

preliminary design exploration, only highlighting proxemic effects at
a high level, e.g., upon entrance of a third person, the interface shape
can be changed from a folded display to a wall display, which then
reconfigures control and deixis proxemics, allowing for everyone to
equally point to and reach (touch) content controls (see Figure 4.2).

In Paper D, digital animation in conjunction with shape-changes is
explored as the core design material for supporting radical shifts by
designing the combined shape and content transformations. As inter-
action design for shape-changing furniture is in its infancy, Paper D
contributes novel proposals of interaction techniques based on com-
mon patterns in proxemic transitions identified in creative collabora-
tive practices. Due to the leap from current practices to the everyday
use of shape-changing furniture, it is difficult to draw implications
from practice in proposing new techniques. However, we have taken
the approach of informing the exploration of potential interaction
techniques by drawing upon theories and empirical results of prox-
emic and territorial behaviour around shape-changing tabletops (e.g.,
[161, 204, 228]) as well as prior research on creative practices (e.g., In-
spiration Card Workshops [86]). In particular, creative practices wereRadical shifts in

creative practices chosen as empirical inspiration for designing interaction techniques
because many design methods facilitate transitions between individ-
ual and shared work, whereby the nature of the collaborative activity
radically shifts, such that every participant part-taking in the activity
will be affected by the shift.

Furthermore, as shape-changes radically shift the nature of the ac-
tivity for every participant working around KirigamiTable, it is impor-
tant that changes can be anticipated beforehand so that users have the
opportunity to act upon it (e.g., if shape-change is initiated by some-
one else, one should have a time window to opt in or out). To address
this concern, we further draw upon the concept of anticipating shape-
change (drawing from the tablet size research in Paper E), enabling
preview of shape-changes.

4.4.2 Designing Flexible Cross-Device Interactions

Although not the focus of Paper B, the attention to proxemic tran-
sitions served as a lens both on prior cross-device systems and the
empirical material. The empirical examples of behaviour with mobileProxemic transitions

with ecologies of
devices

devices shine new light on more subtle ways of reconfiguring interac-
tive devices and other artifacts (such as in Figure 4.3A). Furthermore,
considering proxemic transitions with the technological possibilities
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Figure 4.3: Proxemic transitions with mobile devices (from Paper B). A: A
laptop screen (green) is rotated on the table (blue) to show oth-
ers a document. B: Gathering around a person’s laptop screen
(green) on one side of the table (blue).

enabled by ecologies of networked devices expands on what may be
regarded as changing proxemic arrangements. Transitions can also
have a more subtle nature, not necessarily involving physical move-
ment of artifacts or people, but instead primarily concern reconfigura-
tions of interaction possibilities in situations of multiple (mobile and
fixed) devices. For instance, as we have explored through analysis of Acts of cross-device

sharing as proxemic
transitions

the Office Social system (in Chapter 3), the transition of one person
sharing ad hoc access to control to another changes the proxemic con-
sequences of the system, in that the person acquiring access suddenly
can interact from a distance.

If we consider proxemic transitions with prior research prototypes
for collaborative cross-device interaction, they typically enable transi-
tions of sharing to be undertaken in one particular way, e.g., through
a certain distance and orientation relation (such as in GroupTogether
[148]) or through a particular around-the-table interaction where de-
vices huddle under the field-of-view of a top-view camera (such as
HuddleLamp [187]). The prototypes in Paper B demonstrate that cross- Extending Proxemic

Transitions to
cross-device
interaction

device interactions are more flexible when enabling not just one tran-
sition for sharing, but multiple different ways of transitioning be-
tween configurations. They further complement the arguments of
flexibility and transitions regarding shape-change, in that the mobil- Flexibility in the

way proxemic
transitions are
enacted

ity of devices used for sharing enable fine-grained user manipula-
tion of the way in which the transition is enacted through proxemic
relations. For instance, as Slam-to-Share relies on table surfaces for
sharing, users can manipulate their interpersonal distances during
sharing by organizing around a table that is appropriate to their fa-
miliarity, current activity, etc.

The focus on enabling flexibility in transitions of sharing across de-
vices was first explored in a position paper at the cross-surface work-
shop at ISS in 2016 through the Point-to-Share prototype, which ex-
ploits the built-in device orientation sensor (please, see Paper I for
details). Building on the ideas of flexible transitions led to explo-
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rations of a series of other gestures whereby flexible interpersonal
spatial relationships can be maintained in sensor-based interactions
of cross-device sharing, while still requiring a coarse-grained system
knowledge of proximity between people and devices. The proof-of-
concept prototypes – Slam-to-Share, Stick-to-Share, Show-to-Share –
demonstrate and articulate how cross-device interactions can be de-
signed for a higher level of proxemic malleability than exhibited in
most related work. These ideas were then further developed in Paper
B into three sensitivities (see Figure 4.4) for designing cross-device
interactions. While the first sensitivity is among the core arguments
explored in Chapter 3, the other two specifically extend the concept
of proxemic transitions in the following ways.

1. Cross-device interactions enable transitioning between proxemic
arrangements. E.g., going from controlling a slide deck during
a presentation to inviting an audience member to take controls.
Furthermore, systems can allow for sensing mechanisms to be
appropriated for different interpersonal distances and orienta-
tions. E.g., Show-to-Share (see its features in Figure 4.4) enables
re-scaling QR tags on a large screen to change distance proper-
ties for scanning.

2. Interaction techniques can be malleable for proxemic relations
by enabling multiple alternative opportunities for undertaking
proxemic transitions to achieve a particular collaborative end-
goal (e.g., sharing from device A to B). If users can choose be-
tween multiple ways of acting in relation to others, it allows
them to choose the action that is most appropriate to the current
spatial layout of people, technologies, and interiors. E.g., Show-
to-Share enables both re-scaling QR tags on the large screen and
showing QR tags on one’s personal devices.
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Figure 4.4: Design sensitivities for flexible cross-device interactions, depicted with examples of features of the different cross-device prototypes that
stretch their proxemic malleability to a large range of socio-spatial configurations.
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4.5 discussion

The following discusses differences between the concept of Proxemic
Transitions and aspects of the Proxemic Interaction framework.

Proxemic Interactions also consider transitions. Marquardt et al.
demonstrate continuous distance tracking as input to gradual engage-
ment [144], and Greenberg et al. suggest movement as an input param-
eter in the Proxemic Interaction framework [74]. However, the frame-Transitions in the

framework of
Proxemic Interaction

work is mainly concerned with these transitions in the context of inter-
actions between a human and a computer. Furthermore, the Proxemic
Interaction approach is primarily motivated by an assumption of deal-
ing with the complexities of interacting with ubiquitous computing
ecologies. While it addresses this problem by allowing for interactions
to become more seamless and context-aware, the discussions in this
chapter have highlighted some of the proxemic consequences of such
context-aware systems; they may limit the expressiveness in how we
convey intent towards others through bodily actions, e.g., making it
difficult to maintain or overcome the social barriers that are present
in the ad hoc space created between co-located people.

The prototypes – Table/Wall, KirigamiTable, Slam-to-Share, Stick-
to-Share, and Show-to-Share – all specifically come out of address-
ing this point, focusing on supporting flexibility in co-located collab-
oration. Rather than embedding fixed rules of behaviour in context-Flexible vs.

rule-based
interaction
techniques

aware systems, these systems seek to provide more opportunities for
enacting proxemic relations in co-located collaboration.

As a final remark, it is important to emphasize that flexibility is
not always better. However, there is a trade-off regarding the degree
of flexibility supported by interactive systems. If the end-goal is ef-
ficiency and security in a safety-critical system, a high degree in the
flexibility of action is probably less desirable. However, this disser-Flexibility not

always ideal tation has primarily dealt with creative collaborative practices and
these benefit from interactive systems that support high degrees of
flexibility in people’s socio-spatial configurations.

4.6 summary

This chapter demonstrated a generative inquiry through research pro-
totypes (Papers B-D) into designing interactions that enable collabo-
rating actors to flexibly and dynamically change their physical (spa-
tial) circumstances for interacting with each other through technolo-
gies, allowing for adaptation of technologies to different types of in-
terpersonal exchanges. The idea is based on the observation that peo-
ple undertake Proxemic Transitions – i.e., changes in the interpersonal
organization through different facing formations, facilitated by mov-
ing themselves around or moving objects around in the shared space.
It is demonstrated through cross-device interaction techniques and
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shape-changing tabletop prototypes how technologies can allow for
people to alter their circumstances for engaging with co-located oth-
ers. By first analyzing proxemics in an empirical study of a real-world
context, and then prototyping with both cross-device interaction and
shape-change as design material led to developing novel interactive
artifacts and a conceptual framework that sensitizes interaction de-
signers to trade-offs when designing for proxemic transitions.





5
B E Y O N D D E T E C T I O N

"I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination. Imagination
is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encir-
cles the world." — Albert Einstein

This chapter presents an inspiration catalogue of interactive artifacts
(see Figure 5.1) from the dissertation work, expanding on the design
space of considering proxemics and technologies when designing for
co-located social interaction. The goal is to spark the imagination of
interaction designers to rethink proxemics for the design of socially
meaningful technologies.

As we have argued, the framework of Proxemic Interactions [74]
has pioneered proxemics for HCI and inspired a new mindset around
the design of ubicomp systems, leading to interesting proximity-based
interaction techniques and systems that augment co-located collabo-
ration (e.g., [148]) or social play (e.g., [164]). However, this thesis pro- It’s not how we

detect relations, it’s
how we enable them

poses that adopting a different mindset on proxemics will expand on
how we as researchers and interaction designers consider technologi-
cal possibilities for enhancing co-located social interaction; a mindset
that switches focus from the detection of proxemic relations to con-
sider how technologies enable and constrain proxemic relations.

In Hollan et al.’s paper Beyond Being There [94], they propose to
switch focus from designing technologies that imitate face-to-face
communication to consider how technologies instead can extend and
complement human abilities to communicate. This is similar to the
argument in this chapter. A switch in focus towards enabling and
constraining proxemic relations opens up a new and different design
space with particular attention to the interplay between socio-spatial P5: Design space

behaviour and properties of technologies. From this perspective, the
role of interaction design is to impact, extend or reconfigure socio-
spatial behaviours for different social purposes (in line with Interac-
tion Proxemics [172]).

design space statement Considering how interactive technolo-
gies enable and constrain proxemic relations has led to an inspiration Design space

statementcatalogue supporting ideation for the design of social technologies.

In the following, a range of possibilities is explored through proto-
types from the dissertation work, highlighting connections between
prototypes from Papers B-D as well as prototypes from publications
beyond those included in this dissertation (Papers E-K). The connec-
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tions between these are highlighted in a visual portfolio (see Figure
5.1). While Chapter 4 focuses on design cases of enabling flexibility
in co-located collaboration, this chapter will expand on other ways
of designing for the social with the spatial. The design cases further
demonstrate a broader concern with socio-spatial literacy in domains
beyond collaborative work, such as social play in the classroom or
outdoors in the forest. First, prototypes from Papers E-K offering
design exemplars that expand on the design space of proxemics in
three ways; considering opportunistic approaches to reconfiguring
proxemic relations (Section 5.1), and considering proxemics of sens-
ing properties (Section 5.2) as well as actuator properties (Section 5.3).
Finally, the technical implications of the work are discussed by posi-
tioning prototype implementations in the context of related technical
work on supporting co-located collaboration (Section 5.4).
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Figure 5.1: A visual portfolio of how concepts and artifacts have informed each other as the research on proxemics has drifted across technologies and
domains. Some arrows are labelled (I)-(IV) referring to how other experiments have informed the core experiments of the dissertation.
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Figure 5.2: Hitmachine (from Paper F): Experimenting with interior arrange-
ment during musical performances, we found that different ar-
rangements create different interactions among performers.

5.1 opportunistic approach to reconfiguring proxemics

As laid out previously, Buxton [33, 34] puts forward an approach to
multi-device environments – Space-Function Integration, where com-
plexity may be overcome by exploiting relations between architectural
and social space. What is especially interesting about this approachOpportunistic

approach to
technology

interventions

is that it is not about designing new interactions with technologies.
Instead, it is opportunistic; considering how designers can reconfig-
ure practices with existing technologies purely by rearranging them.
In other words, "to do smart things with stupid technologies" [33].

This idea has inspired a trajectory of research in this dissertation, fo-
cused on the interplay between technologies and interiors. The ideasInterplay between

technologies and
interiors

were first explored around the Hitmachine prototype (see Figure 5.2),
where children collaboratively perform music on stage in front of an
audience via LEGO instruments that take sensor input to generate
music. Spatially re-arranging tables impacted the collaborative musi-Reconfiguring

interior
arrangements

cal performance; when tables are apart, performer pairs play two-and-
two with no inter-pair interactions (left); whereas bringing the tables
together makes the pairs engage with each other in a shared perfor-
mance (right). What this experiment illustrates is that interiors have
agency in the facilitation of proxemic relations around technologies
(in line with interaction proxemics [172]).

Building on this fundamental perspective, the accumulated exam-
ples in this dissertation highlight that operationalizing the perspec-
tive for design leads to rather lightweight implementations of inter-
action techniques for social interaction (see Figure 5.1(I)), as opposed
to requiring comprehensive sensing models and complex instrumen-
tation of the environment with sensing infrastructure. Inspired bySimple and

opportunistic
interaction
techniques

applications such as Office Social [44] and Beamer [214], we have
explored how interactive technologies can both exploit and reconfig-
ure the social meaning of interiors. The prototype experiments in the

Exploiting the social
meaning of interiors Mobiles&Interiors paper (Paper K) complement those of Paper B by

demonstrating that we can exploit the social meaning of interior ele-
ments in the design of interactions. In particular, the prototypes Mo-
tion Blobs and Gyro Puzzle (see Figure 5.3) show how table surfaces
allow for expanding the input as well as the output space of mobile
phones, enabling playful social interaction. Gyro Puzzle (Figure 5.3A)
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Figure 5.3: Low-resolution displays as the interface across multiple devices
(from Paper K). The interface is enhanced by features of tables
in the environment. A: a specular table surface reflects the color
feedback from individual devices in Gyro Puzzle. B: a single de-
vice can extend its input space to the table, allowing a group of
users to collectively interact via table motion.

requires simultaneous interaction with a group of devices; users have
to negotiate how each individual device is oriented (up or down) in
order to match a color pattern of red and blue across devices. Motion
Blobs (Figure 5.3B) maps the accumulated amplitude of 3D device
motion to the size of a blob on a large screen. These game exper-
iments inspired the work on supporting information sharing in co-
located collaboration in Paper B. Slam-to-Share, Stick-to-Share, and
Show-to-Share are similarly all targeted at exploiting the social mean-
ing of interiors (such as tables, walls, and fixed displays) for ad hoc
cross-device sharing.

Figure 5.4: (from Paper G)

Extending the argument beyond interi-
ors, the opportunistic approach also ap-
plies to outdoor environments. This was
first explored with the GlowPhones game
(Paper G, see Figure 5.5) which was
the predecessor to the other experiments
with cross-device interactions (see Figure
5.1(II)). The GlowPhones prototype is a Trees in the

environment as
challenges for
collaborative
gameplay

location-based game which is played in
a forest in the dark. It uses the device
screen and the built-in flashlight as intel-
ligent torches in the dark that communicate proximity to a target
location based on flashing patterns. The game experiment illustrates
that mobile interfaces shape the social space between people. The way
that the game uses a light source in the dark and trees in the forest
encourages exploration and communication, e.g., collaborative inter-
pretation of feedback or playful behaviours such as blinding each
other. The interactions with the phones are designed to reconfigure
the inwards individual focus on phone screens to an inherently shared
focus, outwards on the environment and each other. Primarily, two de- Phones reconfigured

for outwards-focused
interactions

sign choices facilitate this; the gyroscope is exploited to enforce that
light feedback is facing the ground, and collaborative tasks in the
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Figure 5.5: GlowPhones (from Paper G): A location-based game where
phones as low-resolution displays encourage playful social be-
haviour. Light as feedback creates both intimate and social dis-
tances between people, causing different playful behaviours.

GlowPhones game incorporate elements of the forest into the game-
play (see Figure 5.4).

5.2 proxemics and sensing properties

Just like properties of tables and other surfaces (e.g., size and shape)
have proxemic consequences, so do properties of the interaction mech-
anisms of collaborative systems [172]. Let us first consider sensing
properties. Table 5.1 (leftmost column) lists a range of different phys-
ical properties of sensors that impact how they work in physical en-
vironments, and systems exploiting these then in turn have different
proxemic consequences (rightmost column).

Rather than focusing on the computational meaning of spatial re-
lations (as in Proxemic Interactions [74]), we can also consider the
social meaning of these relations as an active design resource. Two as-
pects can be highlighted in Papers I and K that informed the design
sensitivities in Paper B for cross-device sensing systems.

First, in the Point-To-Share paper (Paper I), we argue that the proper-
ties of sensor range in cross-device sharing systems embody a trade-off
between trust and flexibility. This was the first experiment that laid out
the grounds for discussing the importance of flexibility in proxemic
relations (see Figure 5.1(III)). The Point-to-Share prototype (see Figure
5.6) exploits the built-in orientation sensor on mobile devices to en-
able spontaneous sharing across devices with a particular proxemic
relation between dyads sharing. The interaction technique explores
the trade-offs between flexibility and trust. By enabling the phone toEnabling users to

manage proxemic
relations

be used as a compass for pointing at the person for sharing enables
expressing intent through orientation, but users can maintain flexibil-
ity in the interpersonal proximity as long as within RF range between
devices. This enables users to manage how they sit within a particular
space, and in case the room environment discourages moving closer
together, they can still manage the sharing by synchronously pointing
their devices towards each other.

Second, the turn towards how sensing properties work together
interiors was first explored through the prototypes in Paper K. InInterplay between

sensors and interiors Figure 5.3A, it is seen how the placement of access points for sensor
input can change proxemic relations. The shared control is enabled
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Figure 5.6: Point-to-Share (from Paper I): Sharing across devices within RF
range via built-in orientation sensors

by the use of tables for generating input to the Motion Blobs game.
While handheld motion gestures with phones are only possible by
a single user, the phones placed on a table surface democratizes the
generation of sensor input, making control a shared effort.

These arguments then informed the design sensitivities in Paper B
focused on interiors and flexibility. For instance, the design of Slam-
to-Share (see Figure 3.3) demonstrates that incorporating interiors can
enable an element of trust and flexibility simultaneously. Here, the ta-
ble acts as an envelope for sensing enabling users to manage intent of
sharing, exploiting that students share tables with other group mem-
bers for which they intend to share, yet it allows for flexibility to
disengage while remaining within the same interpersonal distances
(by removing the phone or flipping the phone as opt-out gestures).

Furthermore, the goal with Show-to-Share is both to respect the
proxemic configuration of presentations, but also to overcome the
proxemic threshold of participating from the audience, e.g., reconfig-
uring the opportunities for action from an audience perspective. At Respecting vs.

overcoming ’public
distance’ relations

public distance, social interactions are of a more formal nature – i.e.,
the proxemic gravity is stronger, and the arrangement tends to be a
more fixed feature of space (as argued by Hall [84] and Lawson [132].
Hence, as people’s spatial arrangement remains fixed throughout this
activity, Show-to-Share exploits that QR tags are only detectable from
certain distances and orientations due to the line-of-sight property of
camera-based pairing mechanisms. It then allows for users to both
maintain and overcome the boundaries of access to digital content
during presentations.
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sensing property example parameters example proxemic consequences

Granularity of sensing fine-grained vs. coarse-grained Detecting detailed spatial patterns im-
poses structure on interaction

Degree of sensor mobility fixed, semifixed, mobile External instrumentation of sensors
fixates people in space

Sensor range line-of-sight, distance, orientation,
wall permeability

Bluetooth ranges beyond walls and vi-
sual tags are only detectable within
line-of-sight

Placement of access points position and orientation Physical access to controls can be, e.g.,
democratized or exclusive

Orientation directionless, fixed orientation, semi-
fixed orientation

Orientation sensors require bodily re-
orientation

System awareness of users implicit, explicit, continuous, discrete Implicit interactions can lower cost of
interaction, while also imposing cer-
tain spatial relations.

Table 5.1: Sensing properties and their proxemic consequences. This list is not exhaustive, but it demonstrates the interplay between
computational input and interpersonal relations.
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5.3 proxemics and actuator properties

Proxemics has primarily been operationalized for the design of input
mechanisms. However, experiments with the different cross-device
games (Papers G and K) and shape-changing furniture (Papers C and
D) show that both input and output mechanisms shape proxemic rela-
tions through how they work together with the surrounding environ-
ment. As an overview of output mechanisms, Table 5.2 (leftmost col- Proxemics of input

and output
mechanisms

umn) lists a range of physical properties of actuators that impact how
they work in physical environments, resulting in different proxemic
consequences (rightmost column). The following will particularly fo-
cus on design work around properties of pixel and shape resolution.

First, let us consider output mechanisms from mobile phones, and
how they are reconfigured with GlowPhones. The work on Glow-
Phones illustrates clearly how manipulation of the light emitted from
a phone display in the dark serves to create different kinds of social
spaces between users. While nearly all examples of social play that
draw from proxemics focus on sensor input as facilitation in proxemics
play (e.g., Proxemic Pong, Musical Embrace and Jelly-Stomp [164]),
GlowPhones demonstrates that providing feedback with a single dis-
play pixel – referred to as low-resolution displays [40, 115, 185, 194] –
can facilitate proxemics play. The evaluation explored output mecha-
nisms with different light intensities – the phone screen vs. flashlight
(see Figure 5.5). We found that these two modes had different prox-
emic consequences for playful interactions; low-brightness light (from
screens) caused more intimate interactions between people (such as
a ’spooning’ f-formation), and high-brightness light (from the flash-
light) caused more spacing between people, but enabled other forms
of playful actions such as blinding each other. Paper K builds on these Low pixel resolution

findings around low-resolution displays, exploring them specifically
for the interplay between mobile devices and interior elements. De-
ployment of two cross-device games in the field, Motion Blobs and
Gyro Puzzle (see Figure 5.3, published in Paper K) demonstrates that
it is possible to design both input and output mechanisms across mo-
bile devices to facilitate participation and collaborative engagement
by considering the interplay between mobile interaction mechanisms
and table surfaces in a classroom environment. This is illustrated
nicely in photos from the deployment of these games, see Figure 5.3.

The intriguing result from these cross-device games is that lower-
ing the resolution of visual displays – i.e., light actuators – can recon-
figure the use of phones, turning attention away from the display and
towards the environment and other people during play.

Second, let us consider the shape-changes of tabletops as a type of
output mechanism. Here, motorized actuators impact people’s oppor-
tunities for proxemic configurations and transitions. A proxemic tran-
sition with KirigamiTable (see Figure 5.7) shows how linear actuators
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Figure 5.7: With KirigamiTable (Paper D), different shapes can create differ-
ent proxemic arrangements, and shape-changes with high ampli-
tude [198] enable more radical proxemic transitions.

as a type of output mechanism can change proxemic opportunities
for organizing group activities. Much research on shape-changing is
concerned with its possibilities for enabling dynamic changes of affor-
dances in 3D displays and changing tangible properties (e.g., inFORM
and TRANSFORM [134]). These have what Roudaut et al. term high
shape resolution (many degrees of freedom per surface area) [198].
Roudaut et al. define the term shape resolution with a set of different
features, including granularity, amplitude and area [198]. In Paper E,
we talk about how shape-change and spatial AR enable low shape
resolution to be combined with high-resolution pixel displays for
more expressive output. This has laid out the grounds for further
exploration of combining shape and content transformations in Pa-
pers C and D (see Figure 5.1(IV)). With lower shape resolution, the
construction of actuation mechanisms is much simpler. Table/Wall
Display (Paper C) and KirigamiTable (Paper D) – along with others
(e.g., Takashima et al. 2016 [225]) – are high-resolution pixel displays,
but the shape-changes have much lower shape resolution than, e.g.,
inFORM. While comparatively limited in the range of shapes they
can take, their abilities to deform larger areas with higher amplitudes
have qualities that are more impactful on proxemic relations; i.e., they
enable more radical shifts in proxemic arrangements. The technicalLow shape resolution

implication here is then that while high-resolution shape actuation for
physical pixel displays enable interesting applications (such as tangi-
ble 3D simulations [105]), low-resolution shape actuation for tabletops
enable large surface transformations with radical shifts in proxemic
opportunities for collaboration. The TransformTable by Takashima et
al. [223] has a similar aim to that of KirigamiTable, namely to enable
users to change their physical and proxemic circumstances for col-
laborating around a shared interactive surface. However, while Trans-
formTable is built using many actuators (specific number not spec-
ified [223]), KirigamiTable demonstrates that complex transformations
can be enabled by kirigami patterns that only require minimal actu-
ation. This points to future work of building simpler constructions
which are easier to deploy at large scale, e.g., for classrooms.
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actuator property example parameters example proxemic consequences

Pixel resolution high vs. low High-resolution displays require full
attention on artifact

Shape resolution high vs. low Transformation of large actuated sur-
face areas can radically shift proxemic
relations

Degree of display mobility fixed, semifixed, mobile Mobile displays support micro-
mobility, e.g., orienting contents
towards or away from others

Placement of access points position and orientation Placement of a fixed display deter-
mines how people can orient to each
other and other artifacts

Orientation directionless, fixed orientation, semi-
fixed orientation

Sound (usually) is directionless, while
a visual display (mobile and fixed) has
an orientation

Scale size, range, enabled surrounding
space

Size of a visual display determines its
range and how many people can orga-
nize around it

Table 5.2: Actuator properties and their proxemic consequences. This list is not exhaustive, but it demonstrates the interplay between
computational output and interpersonal relations.
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5.4 discussion

In this chapter, we have seen how the dissertation work has drifted
across several other application areas (e.g., social play) and technolo-
gies (e.g., low-resolution displays) that go beyond the core. Through
several design cases, we have developed a perspective on how the
sensing properties and actuator properties of interactive systems have
proxemic consequences. The following section applies this perspec-
tive to expand on existing research in the areas of Cross-Device In-
teraction and Shape-Changing Interactive Surfaces. In summary, we
use proxemics to compare sensing and actuator properties of related
systems to those presented in the dissertation.

5.4.1 Proxemic Consequences of Cross-Device Sensing Systems

Inspired by the perspective of Interaction Proxemics [172], the work
on Point-to-Share (Paper I) elicited the following research question:
what are the proxemic consequences of cross-device sensing systems
which acquire fine-grained knowledge of spatial relationships? Ad-Proxemic

consequences of
sensing systems

dressing this question has shined new light on cross-device systems,
leading to the design sensitivities in the Beyond Proximity paper (Pa-
per B). The question served as the theoretical outset, giving specific
attention to how the physical properties of sensors have proxemic con-
sequences for collaboration practices, as summarized above in Table
5.1. The following expands on these consequences using example sys-
tems from prior research.

The vision of proxemic-aware systems [10, 74] has pioneered re-
search and development of toolkits focused on engineering challenges
of acquiring evermore fine-grained knowledge of the environment of
people and devices [145, 186, 187, 253]. Often, interaction with sys-Pursuing evermore

fine-grained system
knowledge

tems based on these toolkits then deploy external camera sensing
(e.g., [145, 148, 186, 187, 253]) and require users to create specific dis-
tances and orientations between devices and/or people in order to
interact (e.g., [145, 148, 253]). However, as we argue in Paper B, such
properties of interaction techniques have proxemic consequences for
collaborating actors in that they impose specific spatial structures on
their social interactions.

For instance, the GroupTogether [148] and EagleSense [253] sys-
tems enable collaborative cross-device interactions by simultaneously
tracking people’s F-formation patterns and spatial relations of mo-
bile devices. These systems present novel sensing infrastructures forSpatial device

relations analogous
to interpersonal

relations

everyday content sharing. However, these systems are also limited
in terms of mobile use: both systems require external instrumenta-
tion, requiring users to huddle up under camera spaces within the
camera’s field of view. Furthermore, GroupTogether requires specific
distance and orientation thresholds between people [148]. While this
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may be desirable in establishing trust between people through a more
personal proxemic relation, it may also be too inflexible for more dy-
namic collaboration practices. For instance, tracking a side-by-side ar-
rangement to trigger content sharing will prevent a user from sharing
from a device while orienting the body in a way that provides periph-
eral attention to a whiteboard and the other people at the same time
– or the plethora of other peculiar ways that people organize during
co-located collaboration, some of which have been highlighted in this
dissertation (e.g., in Papers B and C).

Furthermore, systems that track continuous movements of people
or devices can offer real-time reactive interfaces that adapt their con-
tents at (nearly) the update rate of the human eye. This enables highly Tracking continuous

body movementsgranular interactions on large displays, e.g., for adapting contents
based on how the nearest user directs the head gaze (as in Proxemic
Presenter [145]) or how a mobile device for remote control is tilted
in relation to the display (as in Touch Projector [27]). However, such
systems then also constrain how users can position their bodies in
relation to co-located others in the room.

Finally, a range of interactive systems ad hoc collaboration pro-
poses lightweight interactions for associating devices based on, e.g.,
consumer depth cameras for tracking [187] or pinch gestures on touch
screens [168, 173, 203]. The typical scenarios with the mentioned sys- Device stitching to

imitate a tabletop
display

tems is that device screen real-estate from multiple (small-screen) de-
vices can be stitched together to create an ad hoc "tabletop-like" con-
tinuous workspace. Such a configuration enables interesting applica-
tions like map exploration through peephole interaction [187] or play-
ful photo viewing [168]. However, these systems also constrain the
device configurations to particularly static relations, requiring close
proximity between devices. Such constraints may be inflexible for the
nuanced micro-mobility gestures [139] and managing of boundaries
between personal and shared that people have developed around the
use of mobile devices.

Based on these findings regarding the proxemic consequences of
cross-device systems, the main contribution of Paper B is the de-
sign of spatially-aware interaction techniques (Point-to-Share, Slam-
to-Share, Stick-to-Share and Show-to-Share), demonstrating more op-
portunistic and less fine-grained sensing mechanisms. The work shows It’s not how we

represent proxemic
relations, it’s how
we reconfigure them

that representing proxemic relations in cross-device systems (e.g., de-
tection person-to-person proximity and orientation) is not necessarily
the only way forward for considering proxemics. Instead, the proto-
types embody the idea of designing for cross-device interactions to
reconfigure current proxemic relations to enable new types of collabo-
rative practices (e.g., pointing at a display from a distance).
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5.4.2 Proxemic Consequences of Actuated Interactive Surfaces

For shape-changing interactive surfaces, both design of shape trans-
formations and interaction techniques with these have proxemic con-
sequences for co-located collaboration practices (see examples in Ta-
ble 5.2). Since this research field is in its infancy, we only have a few
related prototype concepts to compare to. However, the following dis-
cusses two specific trade-offs to consider; explicit vs. implicit interac-
tion and surface shape resolution.

In Papers C and D, we discuss trade-offs regarding explicit and im-
plicit interaction techniques. For instance, TransformTable [223] andLarge displays

responding
implicitly to

proxemic transitions

Shape-Shifting Wall Display [225] both respond to people’s spatial
relations by representing rules of typical proxemic transitions. These
rules enable implicit interactions with the displays that automatically
respond to users’ facing formations with different screen shapes and
contents. These systems share the property with Table/Wall (Paper C)
and KirigamiTable (Paper D) that transformations have global conse-
quences, meaning that a shape-change will impact the activities of ev-
eryone around the interface, rather than locally (at one user’s display
area, for instance). As implicit interactions lower the cost of actions, a
concern here is that they may occasionally trigger by accident. How-
ever, complementing the Proxemic Interaction examples [223, 225],
KirigamiTable demonstrates multiple different interaction techniques
that address this challenge. Our proposals specifically highlight the
potential benefits of making interactions with shape-change difficult
to trigger by accident, e.g., by enforcing cooperative gestures (build-
ing on Morris et al.’s work [161]) or providing opt-out mechanisms
during previews of anticipated shape-changes (building on Paper E). See
Paper D for more details.

Furthermore, different actuation mechanisms have different prox-
emic consequences. For instance, there are trade-offs regarding the
shape resolution. High-resolution shape-changing tabletops (2.5D dis-High-resolution

shape-changing
tabletops

plays) have enabled applications such as physical 3D visualizations
[64, 105, 134, 135], yet they are very complex constructions requiring
large arrays of actuated pins.

We further contribute the concept of Kirigami Actuators [51, 114]
to the construction of actuation mechanisms at the scale of furniture.
With KirigamiTable, we have pointed to its potential for enabling the
construction of shape-changing tabletops that support radical shifts
in proxemic configurations. With kirigami actuators, the complexity
lies in constructing the pattern. However, hardware construction is
rather simple in that a single pattern can, in principle, be actuated
with a single linear actuator. Furthermore, they might be preferredKirigami actuators

for radical shifts over pin-based shape displays, because they support radical shifts
in proxemic arrangements due to their abilities at furniture scale to
cause deformations with high amplitudes [198] on large surface areas
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that would otherwise be difficult to achieve with the construction
method applied to high-resolution shape-changing tabletops such as
TRANSFORM [105].

5.5 summary

This chapter presented how a design space emerges from rethinking
proxemics as a conceptual lens for inspiring interaction design that
aims to create particular interpersonal relations in co-located social
interactions. A portfolio is presented consisting of a range of digital
artifacts that have been produced throughout the dissertation work,
going beyond the work in Papers B-D and drawing upon the proto-
types produced in Papers E-K. These works together serve as an in-
spiration catalogue, expanding on the core dissertation idea around
proxemics that considering how spatial characteristics of technolo-
gies work in an interplay with the surrounding environment shines new
light on opportunities for technologies to enable and constrain socio-
spatial relations in co-located social encounters.

Each artifact demonstrates a different point in the design space,
and it is explained how these complement each other and how they
highlight different aspects around the core concerns of proxemics.
Bringing in these additional design experiments allows for expand-
ing on the arguments in Chapters 3 and 4 by highlighting aspects of
other types of technologies (e.g., low-resolution displays) and other
domains of co-located social interaction (e.g., social play). Further-
more, explaining connections between these works highlights the im-
portance of drifting in design research, where the different design ex-
periments – working across different technologies and domains – in-
form each other and shine new light on the theoretical concepts (such
as Proxemic Transitions) and the overarching research questions.

The hope is that such transparency in the way that research has
drifted will inspire others to adopt the presented proxemics lens in
the design of new technologies in future research.
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M E T H O D O L O G Y A N D R E F L E C T I O N S

"HCI artifacts embody psychological claims in contexts of use: aspects of the
interface engender psychological consequences and in this sense make claims
about the user’s behavior and experience." — Carroll & Kellogg [42]

As argued in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, proxemics research in HCI
has so far been mostly divided into two discourses that either fo-
cus on analyzing socio-spatial relations as implications for collaboration
technologies or developing systems that give computational meaning to
spatial relations. However, recent HCI surveys emphasize the need to
pursue conceptual work that bridges between ethnographic and con-
structive research [31, 100, 178]. Oulasvirta et al. advocate for HCI
contributions that provide conceptual glue between empirical and con-
structive research [178]. Similar arguments have been expressed in
recent surveys of research on cross-device interaction [31, 100]. In par-
ticular, Brudy et al. argue that the community lacks research on unify-
ing empirical and technical work [31]. Motivated by these arguments,
this dissertation has adopted a methodological approach concerned
with exploring empirically-informed possible futures via prototyping,
involving a mix of empirical studies of current practices and Program-
matic Design Research (along the lines of [12, 20, 29, 125]).

This chapter discusses the research method applied in this dis-
sertation. First, the applied method of design research is discussed
(Section 6.1). Second, thesis contributions are framed as intermediate-
level knowledge (Section 6.2). Third and finally, it is discussed how
both empirical material and technical implementation work together
inform a design lens (Section 6.3).

6.1 programmatic design research

Drawing from the tradition of research-through-design [12, 20, 29,
124, 125, 259], the contributions of this dissertation are focused on
advancing socio-spatial literacy with theoretical concepts as well as the
construction of digital artifacts that serve to elicit, refine and instantiate
these concepts. The dissertation has adopted a Constructive Design
Research approach [125], wherein design experiments (i.e., design and
development of prototypes) take center stage in the knowledge con-
tributions. In particular, a programmatic approach [12, 20, 29, 125] has
been adopted, wherein research on two different research programs (for
cross-device and shape-changing interfaces, respectively) that explore
the same overarching questions informed by theory (proxemics).
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Theoretical concepts presented in the thesis (e.g., Proxemic Transi-
tions) are specifically aimed at serving as bridges between analytical
and generative inquiries on proxemics. These concepts have further
supported drifting [125] between the different research programs (e.g.,
considering both shape-changes and cross-device interactions as facil-
itating Proxemic Transitions).

As the development of interactive artifacts has been the central ac-
tivity. the different artifacts enable the development of research pro-
grams through which new knowledge is generated regarding the re-
search questions at multiple levels; in the form of new theories [258]
and exemplars embodying the theories [20, 42]. Engaging with pro-Prototypes all the

way totyping as design experimentation all the way through research pro-
cesses, the prototypes serve different roles throughout the research
process [12]; e.g., as means for identifying opportunities, exploring and
refining ideas, and finally as means to consider and analyze intersec-
tions of different types of technologies (two different research pro-
grams) under the same design inquiry. As argued by Krogh andDrifting in design

research Koskinen [125], the construction of artifacts further supports drifting
whereby engaging with research programs, and reformulating them,
also leads to new research questions and new perspectives, taking
researchers into allies that were not initially anticipated.

The work on Proxemic Transitions is a good example of how ideas
drift and research questions are reframed from engaging with dif-
ferent empirical and design materials. Constructing the Table/Wall
Display in Paper C served to manifest the notion of Proxemic Tran-
sitions in the context of Shape-Changing Interfaces; demonstrating
the idea that tabletop shape-changes can allow for radically changing
how people can view, point to and control digital contents as part of
co-located meetings (Paper C). However, considering Proxemic Tran-Drifting between

different
technologies

sitions with mobile devices in Paper B then expanded on the notion
to also consider how cross-device interactions can dynamically recon-
figure proxemic arrangements in more subtle ways (e.g., by opening
and closing access to wireless controls, changing opportunities for
collaborative action).

Finally, during the work on Paper D, discussions around the dis-
tinct socio-spatial qualities of shape-changing tabletops in compar-
ison to cross-device interactions made it more apparent what the
value of shape-changes with KirigamiTable might be for supporting
co-located collaboration. In particular, as its shape-changes affect ev-
eryone around the table simultaneously, we focused on collaboration
practices where this quality might be particularly desirable, namely
those involving radical shifts between individual and shared work over
the course of a co-located collaborative activity.
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Figure 6.1: Intermediate-level knowledge: dissertation research contribu-
tions, on a map between theory and artifact

6.2 intermediate-level knowledge contributions

In order to support the dissemination of contributions from design re-
search, the HCI community has discussed different types of intermediate-
level knowledge that allow for working in the space between theory
and practice, ranging from theoretical concepts and frameworks to
concrete instances and artifacts (e.g., [42, 47, 67, 96, 259]). Carroll et
al. argue that artifacts embody theories and complex claims about
the world [42], and Zimmerman et al. (2008) further argue that ex-
periments (prototypes) in design research are carriers of knowledge
serving as a specific instantiation of a model (theory) [258]. While
Zimmerman et al. (2010) [259] argue that design practice should be
elevated to theory, Gaver argues that theory should not abstract away
artifacts, but instead, artifacts should remain in the center, and theory
can be articulated through annotation of a portfolio of artifacts [67].

This dissertation makes multiple intermediate-level knowledge con-
tributions based on proxemics that concern technologies for Cross-
Device Interaction (XDI) and Shape-Changing Interfaces (SCI). In Fig- Concepts and

artifacts as
knowledge
contributions

ure 6.1, these are summarized as sensitizing concepts (Papers A and
C) and as proof-of-concept prototypes of interfaces and interaction tech-
niques (Papers B and D), some of which serve to embody design
sensitivities (Paper B). These contributions all reside in the space be-
tween theory and practice, relating back to the overarching research
question of how to operationalize proxemics in designing interac-
tions for co-located collaboration. While sensitizing concepts (Paper
A and C) are more generalizable and closer to theory, the design sen-
sitivities are more particular to certain collaboration practices around
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multiple devices and technologies for cross-device interaction (Paper
B). Finally, interaction techniques with KirigamiTable (Paper C) and
the cross-device prototypes (Paper B) are even more specifically con-
cerned with concrete technologies and artifacts.

The individual prototypes serve as artifacts for the dissemination of
results as well as demonstrating proof-of-concept. They further sup-
port more concrete discussion of theories. Investigating the notionPrototypes as theory

development of proxemics through design work along a particular design direc-
tion (e.g., making co-located interaction more flexible) makes design
choices transparent and concrete, and their proxemic consequences
and trade-offs can be discussed more explicitly.

The sensitizing concepts contribute to socio-spatial literacy by giv-
ing a vocabulary for articulating certain design intentions. However,
to position these more clearly as intermediate-level knowledge con-
tributions, we compare to strong concepts [96] and bridging concepts
[47]. Höök et al. propose the notion of strong concepts characterized byThe role of

sensitizing concepts
for designers and

researchers

a concern with dynamic interactive behaviour, carrying a core design
idea and residing above concrete instances [96]. Building on these
ideas, Dalsgaard et al. propose the notion of bridging concepts with
the purpose of bridging and spanning the gap between theory and
practice [47]. Both notions are characterized by embodying a design
idea that points to a particular design direction. This is not the case,
however, for the sensitizing concepts presented in this dissertation.

In Papers A, C and B, we explicitly discuss how the contributions
are intended to advance socio-spatial literacy: rather than making
value judgments about whether certain interaction technologies are
generally good or not, they focus on advancing how we articulate
proxemic consequences and opportunities of different technologies
for different purposes (e.g., co-located collaborative work). As men-
tioned in Chapter 3, the sensitizing concepts in Papers A and C serve
as descriptive rather than normative concepts. In Paper A, the sensi-Descriptive rather

than normative
concepts

tizing concepts of Proxemic Malleability, Threshold and Gravity are
used to articulate qualities of different interactive systems for con-
crete practices, where design rationales might be e.g., increasing/de-
creasing the malleability, lowering/increasing the threshold, etc. In
Paper C, Proxemic Transitions is defined as both encompassing a cer-
tain type of socio-spatial behaviour and a design opportunity for flex-
ible digital artifacts. However, although not the focus in Paper C, tran-
sitions can also be intentionally constrained. Finally, Paper B demon-
strates design work taking a particular design direction (i.e., increas-
ing proxemic malleability in ad hoc sharing relations). However, we
use these design experiments to highlight that designing interactions
to enable particular qualities in proxemic relations means engaging
with trade-offs, and discuss how the opposite purpose to flexibility
may be desirable in other settings (see paper for more detail).
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6.2.1 Extending the Lens of Interaction Proxemics

This dissertation extends the perspective of Interaction Proxemics
[157, 172] with intermediate-level knowledge contributions of con-
ceptual tools and design exemplars that allow for embedding a prox-
emics lens in design processes around interactive technologies for col-
laboration. These contributions together advance the lens of Interac- From proxemic

consequences to
proxemic
opportunities

tion Proxemics, by moving it from a primarily analytical concern with
proxemic consequences in collaboration practices – i.e., implications for
design – to a focus on design of novel interaction technologies by con-
sidering their proxemic opportunities – i.e., technology characteristics
articulated in terms of how they can intentionally affect and reconfig-
ure interpersonal proxemic relationships.

This way of operationalizing an analytical lens for interaction de-
sign resembles how Beaudouin-Lafon [15] operationalizes Suchman’s
concept of situated action [222], where he proposes the notion of sit-
uated interaction, with the following design principle: "to combine a
range of techniques for designing interactive systems that are better adapted
(and adaptable) to their context of use" [15]. Similarly, this thesis extends
the notion of Interaction Proxemics by focusing on proxemic opportu-
nities with technologies with two main contributions; (1) to consider
interaction techniques as being adaptable and providing multiple op-
portunities for action through how they incorporate the surrounding
physical environment (Chapter 3), and (2) to think of interactions with
computers in terms of proxemic transitions, i.e., how interactions may
enable reconfiguration of proxemic arrangements in people’s ongoing
collaborations (Chapter 4).

6.3 empirical and technical work

The proxemics lens for HCI derived in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 is informed
not only by existing proxemics theories, but also empirical work on co-
located sharing practices and technical work with different technolog-
ical materials. The arguments of the thesis have been made possible
by reflecting across these pieces of work. The following lays out im-
portant considerations in these individual efforts.

6.3.1 Empirical Work: Proxemics in the Wild

Prior work on proxemics and cross-device interaction point to the
need for in-the-wild studies that consider interaction challenges in real
settings [100, 138]. Motivated by these arguments, this dissertation
primarily focuses on socio-spatial behaviour in real-world situations
and settings in the wild. As observations of proxemics are highly sit- Field studies of

proxemics in the
wild

uationally dependent [84], the work in Papers B-D is informed by ob-
servations of proxemic behaviour in two different practices situated
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in real-world spatial settings. These practices and settings have then
served as the empirical basis for deriving design rationales, concern-
ing how digital artifacts work in an interplay with the specific envi-
ronment. Engaging with technical work on cross-device interactions
and shape-changing interfaces through the empirical lens of these
real-world practices has allowed for making novel contributions to
the two research areas.

While this methodology has allowed for sensitizing the design pro-
cesses to situated proxemic behaviour, the work is also limited to
design proposals, and the realized prototypes have yet to be evalu-
ated with users in those same practices. This is certainly a direction
for future work. As the proposals and hypotheses of these proto-Maturing prototypes

for user evaluation types are derived from observations in real settings, they are then
first properly evaluated in those same settings. Comparing research
on cross-device interaction and shape-change, it is clear that these
present different opportunities and challenges for future field evalu-
ation. Especially exciting about the cross-device prototypes in Paper
B is that they support ubiquitous deployment, because they exploit
built-in sensors in existing ubiquitous devices, rather than requiring
external instrumentation. At the other end, however, KirigamiTable
is more challenging to deploy in real settings in that it currently re-
lies on projection-based display augmentation. Hence, first evaluation
steps would be to further rely on the current Wizard of Oz setup to
run participatory future workshops [118] with professionals in do-
mains of interest, such as informal meetings (Paper C) or teacher-
student relations and designer-client relations (Paper D), to derive
clearer insights on the utility of such artifacts as well as how to de-
sign interactions with them. While the shape-changing tabletop proto-
types are not yet mature for deploying in real collaboration practices,
this dissertation work has contributed first steps in understanding
their potentials: investigating their proxemic consequences through
scenario-based design interaction techniques (Paper D) has aided in
advancing socio-spatial literacy for such shape-changing furniture.

6.3.2 Technical Work: Cross-Device and Shape-Changing Interfaces

The primary role of the technical work in this dissertation is to con-
cretize the implications of theory on the design of technology, rather
than remain in the abstract. Working with different technical plat-
forms, such as furniture actuators, projection-based systems, and sens-
ing infrastructure for cross-device interactions, namely allows for un-
derstanding more concrete technical trade-offs in how these types of
systems impact proxemic behaviour. As expressed in Chapter 5, itTechnical rationales

in design research is exactly the details in the particular properties of technologies that
have concrete proxemic consequences. As a concrete example from
the dissertation work, we have expanded on Houben et al.’s [100] ar-
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Figure 6.2: Software architecture for Cross-Device Interaction prototypes

Figure 6.3: Software architecture for Shape-Changing Tabletop prototypes

guments regarding the trade-off between room instrumentation with
sensors vs. exploiting built-in sensing capabilities of everyday devices:
room instrumentation constrain collaborating actors to organize in a
particular fixed relation to the interior space, whereas systems that
rely solely on built-in sensors on mobile devices enable local mobil-
ity within and across interior spaces. As we have discussed, whether
fixed or flexible relations to the environment is better depends on the
use case. But highlighting these trade-offs helps us better understand
the interplay between people’s interpersonal relations, technological
features and physical environments. And it is exactly the method-
ological approach of integrating conceptual, empirical and technical
work that has enabled us to develop such an understanding of how
technology design impacts collaboration practices.
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6.4 webstrates as prototyping infrastructure

Implementing prototypes across Papers B-D have shared a common
approach (see Figures 6.2-6.3). As this has been given little attention
in this dissertation, a final point will be made about this approach.

The construction of interactive artifacts has taken center stage in
this dissertation, developing a large range of prototypes (see the in-
spiration catalogue in Chapter 5). Hence, this work has required sup-Support for rapid

prototyping port for rapid prototyping. To support this, software development has
heavily relied on Webstrates [121] as a prototyping toolkit. Webstrates
extends existing Web technologies by serving as a collaborative in-
frastructure that synchronizes the DOM across any open web client,DOM: Document

object model for the
Web (expressed in

HTML)

while also enabling other forms of exchanges between clients, such as
real-time sensor streams.

The implementation of most prototypes in this dissertation has in-
volved the use of Webstrates as the primary prototyping infrastruc-
ture. The following lists some of the advantages and challenges of
working with a toolkit, and how Webstrates supports patterns of
rapid prototyping necessary for this dissertation work.

1. Sensor-based cross-device interactions (Paper B): Webstrates enables
rapid prototyping of cross-device interactions with DOM syn-
chronization and real-time signaling infrastructure. Building on
Web technologies, it also supports direct access to other power-
ful APIs, such as built-in sensing capabilities.

2. Native wrapping of sharing infrastructure (Papers B-D): In cases
where Web technologies are not able to expose sufficient native
functionality on a particular client device, it can easily be ex-
tended with native wrappers. This has allowed for sharing AR
cloud infrastructure across devices with very little code in the
implementation of Stick-to-Share (see Figure 6.2) or for projec-
tion mapping Web contents onto dynamic surfaces with remote
control access in Table/Wall and KirigamiTable (see Figure 6.3).

3. Wizard of Oz (Paper D): Webstrates supports Wizard of Oz by
connecting a remote control client with a system for which in-
teraction input is currently not feasible (KirigamiTable).

These three examples of use cases with the Webstrates toolkit demon-
strate the range of applications that it supports, and this work further
serves to validate the utility of Webstrates for rapid prototyping.

6.5 summary

This chapter framed the research method of the dissertation work as
Programmatic Design Research, where two research programs (focused
on cross-device and shape-changing interfaces, respectively) serve to
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frame, elicit, refine and instantiate theories around proxemics for HCI.
The prototypes within these programs take different aspects of prox-
emics theory and allow for the knowledge from applying the theory
to drift and develop into new and unforeseen insights. The research
contributions have then been framed as intermediate-level knowledge
which offers conceptual tools and exemplars to inspire new research
and new ways of thinking about proxemics for HCI. It is further ar-
gued that these contributions expand on Interaction Proxemics as a
generative lens for HCI.

Furthermore, the empirical and technical work is discussed as im-
portant individual contributions; the empirical work has sensitized the
technical work to real-world proxemics in concrete settings, and the
technical work of prototyping functional systems has required reflec-
tion on sensing and actuator properties of interactive systems and
concretized the discussions of proxemic consequences of technologies
by being able to relate specific properties of technologies to specific
instances of human socio-spatial behaviour.

Finally, it is described how the Webstrates toolkit has allowed for
rapid prototyping by investigating the different technical use cases
for which the toolkit has been applied.





7
C O N C L U S I O N

This thesis has focused on rethinking proxemics by working experi-
mentally with the construction of interactive technologies designed to
support co-located collaboration. This has led to the production of a
range of digital artifacts, five of which have been the focus in the dis-
sertation; three cross-device systems (Slam-to-Share, Stick-to-Share,
and Show-to-Share) and two shape-changing tabletops (Table/Wall
and KirigamiTable). The experiments have led to conceptual contribu-
tions that expand on the role of social and spatial context in human-
computer interaction by bringing attention to how the design of in-
teractions can exploit the role of interiors and transitions in social en-
counters. In order to sensitize interaction designers to these aspects,
it has proposed sensitizing concepts and design sensitivities along
with an inspiration catalogue of proof-of-concept prototypes and in-
teraction techniques. Beyond the technical work, the concepts and
design of artifacts are informed by two empirical studies of dynamic
co-located collaboration practices in different spatial settings with dif-
ferent types of shared activities. In the following, the main research
questions and results from this work are summarized.

7.1 thesis statements

The dissertation makes a thesis statement about proxemics theory
for HCI, which is unfolded through experiments focused on differ-
ent aspects of the thesis. Proxemics theory is about understanding
the social meaning of spatial relations in focused encounters between
people. The background of prior conceptual, empirical, and technical
work related to such concerns is laid out in Chapter 2. Complement-
ing prior work, the thesis of this dissertation applies proxemics theory
to HCI as follows.

Thesis statement: Rethinking proxemics as a design lens for consider-
ing how (digital and non-digital) artifacts enable and constrain socio-
spatial relationships will lead to new insights on how to design tech-
nologies for co-located collaboration.

Based on research across published work in Papers A-D, contribu-
tions are unfolded in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, each consisting of a core
statement resulting from research around a core question.
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First, Chapter 3 addresses question RQ1: Digital artifacts are part of
an ecology of artifacts that together shape the spatial setting for co-
located social encounters. How may the design of interaction tech-
niques exploit their interplay with features of surrounding artifacts
to configure meaningful socio-spatial relations? Based on work across
Papers A-D, the chapter unfolds the following statement.

Artifact ecology statement: Viewing digital artifacts as part of a set-
ting with different fixed and semifixed features leads to new insights
and techniques for supporting co-located collaboration.

Applying proxemics theory to technologies in collaboration practices
has led to a set of sensitizing concepts; Proxemic Malleability, Thresh-
old and Gravity. These sensitize designers to the proxemic conse-
quences of technologies (addressing P2). They further embody a core
design idea on proxemics for HCI, which complements prior design-
oriented discourses (addressing P1): rather than giving computational
meaning to proxemics by detecting spatial relations, interactive tech-
nology can exploit the social meaning of these spatial relations. This
perspective leads to new ways of thinking about proxemics and HCI.
The dissertation demonstrates the idea via proof-of-concept proto-
types constructed from design inquiries focused on cross-device inter-
action and shape-changing tabletops. For instance, Paper B presents
three cross-device interaction techniques (addressing P3) demonstrat-
ing the idea of exploiting implicit relations defined by the available
furniture (such as tables, walls, displays) rather than the technology
(through detection of distance and orientation). More specifically, the
argument with Slam-to-Share is that we can exploit that a table is
already configuring people in collaborative work, and the prototype
demonstrates that technology can exploit the physicality of the table
to establish the digital relationships between people’s devices.

Second, Chapter 4 addresses question RQ2: How can a focus on tran-
sitions in co-located collaboration support interaction designers of col-
laboration technology in designing for interpersonal flexibility? Based
on empirical and technical work in Papers B-D, the chapter unfolds
the following statement.

Transitions statement: Adopting a sensitivity to transitions between
different proxemic arrangements in co-located collaboration practices
leads to the design of interaction techniques and systems that support
flexibility in these practices.

As Hall argues, proxemics are inherently dynamic unfolding in the in-
teractions between people, artifacts, and environments. The transition
from one activity to another, or the change in configurations of peo-
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ple (e.g., another person entering the room), will affect how people
relate to each other and the artifacts they use. We can support such
transitions in new and exciting ways with cross-device interaction
and shape-changing tables, enabling more flexible co-located collab-
oration (addressing P4). This has been demonstrated with Slam-to-
Share, Stick-to-Share, and Show-to-Share as well as Table/Wall and
KirigamiTable. Based on these experiments, Chapter 4 unfolds the
concept of Proxemic Transitions by combining insights from empiri-
cal and design work in Papers B and C. Drawing upon design sensitiv-
ities elicited in Paper B, we expand on how to design for transitions,
e.g., with flexible interpersonal distance and orientation and multiple
opportunities for actions that achieve the same effect.

Third, Chapter 5 addresses question RQ3: How can proxemics theory
be operationalized for design of technologies for co-located social in-
teraction beyond the detection of spatial relations? By expanding on
Papers A-D with design experiments in Papers E-K, the chapter un-
folds the following statement.

Design space statement: Considering how interactive technologies
enable and constrain proxemic relations has led to an inspiration cat-
alogue supporting ideation for the design of social technologies.

The thesis has been addressed more broadly in Papers E-K, going be-
yond the domain of co-located collaborative work. Hence, the chapter
makes a more general argument about proxemics as a design resource
for HCI, by showing design experiments in other domains (e.g., social
play) that demonstrate how to exploit the social meaning of spatial re-
lations for creating socially meaningful user experiences. Combining
experiments from Papers E-K with the core experiments in Papers
B-D, the chapter addresses P5 by contributing an inspiration cata-
logue for future interaction designers and researchers to draw upon
in adopting a proxemics-informed mindset on HCI.

7.2 future work

Finally, there is an opportunity to reflect on how this work may in-
spire future endeavours around proxemics research in HCI. Research
contributions in this dissertation have primarily focused on bridging
between empirical and technical work through design experiments.
Hence, the results are limited to design proposals and conceptual
tools developed around these and preliminary results on how the
tools help generate designs of new artifacts and techniques. However,
what remains is to conduct a more systematic evaluation of how oth-
ers may adopt the conceptual tools as well as evaluate some of the
produced artifact designs with users in real collaboration practices.
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Students have already worked with some of the conceptual tools in
this thesis. Thomsen et al. extended the concept of Proxemic Thresh-
old [231], and master’s students were furthermore involved in the
construction of prototypes in Papers G and K), drawing upon and co-
developing the concepts presented in this dissertation. However, the
next step may be to investigate the conceptual tools more systemati-
cally as a framework for interaction design by organizing a workshop
where HCI students and scholars work with these concepts to evalu-
ate their abilities to disseminate the core ideas and results presented
in this dissertation.

Furthermore, since we claim in Papers B and D that the artifacts
produced enable new types of dynamic co-located collaboration prac-
tices, it would be natural to validate these claims by maturing the
systems in order to conduct user evaluations. The lowest hanging
fruit is to evaluate the cross-device systems from Paper B in real-
world collaboration practices. Additionally, while real-world evalua-
tion of KirigamiTable in its current implementation is still infeasible,
a first step could be to further develop ideas around its potentials
by inviting particular stakeholders to engage in participatory design
and future workshops. We have already received great feedback from
teachers and educators about its potential for rethinking the class-
room, and the ideas around support for creative practices could be
further explored with stakeholders as well. The Wizard of Oz demon-
strations in the CAVI lab may be helpful in supporting ideation in
such workshops for simulating real touch-based interactions before
we are able to fully realize a touch-based shape-changing tabletop.

Finally, this dissertation has demonstrated the potentials for sup-
porting collaboration with shape-changing tabletops and mobile cross-
device interactions, respectively. However, as we also point to in theCombining

shape-changing
tabletops and mobile

devices

KirigamiTable paper, the combination of these paradigms may be pow-
erful for enabling flexible and dynamic collaboration in group activ-
ities, as it allows for combining the best of both worlds. Imagine
co-located collaboration around a meeting table that supports plac-
ing personal mobile devices such as tablets and phones on it. Fre-
quent transitions between personal and shared work are supported
by interaction across people’s mobile devices. The table is then also
a shape-changing tabletop with an interactive surface. If need be, it
is possible to radically change how people can organize with their
devices by changing the table shape, and shared contents can then
easily be shared from personal devices to the table surface, with its
shape supporting different arrangements for different collaborative
purposes, such as presenting, co-creating and individual work.
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7.3 a final remark

I hope that readers of this dissertation found the insights on prox-
emics theory as exciting as I do. I enjoyed working with proxemics
theory and have found it useful as a perspective on human-computer
interaction, both analytically and generatively. A perspective that I
will certainly carry with me into other domains in the future. I also
hope that others will find the contributions presented here useful for
future work on proxemics for interaction design and HCI research.
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abstract

People inherently share spaces with other people. Congenitally, inter-
active technologies and ubiquitous environments shape our oppor-
tunities for enacting social relations. Proxemics and Spatial Sharing
have been suggested as foundations for our understanding of the
socio-spatial aspects of computing. By tandeming these theoretical
perspectives in a set of cases in the office domain, we develop a contri-
bution comprised of 3 key sensitizing concepts: Proxemic Malleability,
Proxemic Threshold and Proxemic Gravity articulating socio-spatial
qualities at the interplay between interactive systems, spaces, inte-
rior elements and co-located people. The sensitizing concepts qualify
interaction designers in considering proxemic consequences of tech-
nology design; they serve both as analytic lenses and as generative
instruments in a design process. The proposed sensitizing concepts
and the theoretical work of the paper contribute to enhanced Socio-
spatial literacy in HCI.

8.1 introduction

The discipline of architecture concerns itself with the understand-
ing and design of spatial experience. Within this discipline, it is a
foundational premise that people share spaces both willingly and un-
willingly (see Figure 8.1). Interactive technologies and ubiquitous en-
vironments, inherently have agency in organizing people in spaces,
and in this way influence our possibilities for spatial experiences and
our opportunities for enacting social relations, whether, researchers,
designers and users are aware of this or not. While ideas around
space and place have been prevalent in HCI and CSCW research for
decades [35, 55, 61, 89, 116, 153], much of this has been driven by the
need to shift attention from geometrical notions of space to the ideas
of meaning making in place, as the basis for thinking about computer
mediated communication environments. Space being the opportunity
and place being the understood reality, e.g., [89]. The arguments were
originally motivated by a need to draw attention to the social prac-
tices and meaning making at play in digitally mediated collaboration.
While such arguments were a necessary rhetorical device in response
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to the narrow conceptions of space prevalent in CSCW research at
that time, the very success of these ideas has unintentionally led to an
inevitable diminishing focus on the significance of spatial concerns in
technological design thinking. Yet strong arguments remain in place
for further articulation of architectural and spatial concerns relating
to interactive technology and the ways their spatial qualities shape
the opportunities for configuration of social relations [35, 62, 157, 172,
196].

To illustrate some of the concerns here, let us consider a common-
place interactive technology such as the Kinect gaming controller
with a camera-based system that tracks the body of a user as a form
of system input (Figure 8.2). When considered purely as a human
machine interface, the system offers exciting potential to use body
movement as a means of system control and indeed supports this
well. But if, rather, we consider the device in terms of broader social-
spatial context of collaborative gaming in the home, we can highlight
ways in which the spatial demands of the interaction constrain the
ways in which we can configure our bodies to enact socio-spatial rela-
tions with co-present others. For example, if two players are playing,
the general configuration required for effective system performance
is one in which the players stand side-by-side facing the camera at
the right distance so that they can be seen by the camera and facing
the screen so that they can see the game content. A further spatially
organizing factor in the interaction mechanism is the demand that
their bodies must not come together nor touch. If they do, the skele-
tal tracking algorithms breaks down, since the system attempts to fit
a single skeleton across the pair of connected bodies, which it inter-
prets as one (see Figure 8.3). What we see then, when we consider
such an experience from the social context of gaming in the home,
is that these spatial requirements of the technology unduly constrain
the ways in which we can bodily configure ourselves with respects
to the system and other actors – thereby limiting opportunities for
particular forms of social enactment. An example of such an enact-
ment would be a parent trying to help a small child using the game
by standing behind them to support the child in moving the child’s
arms to effect control. The partial obscuring of a body behind a body
is not something that works well with Kinect computer vision algo-
rithms.

While such body-to-body configurations are common in other acts
of parental mentoring, and enactments of parent child care and inti-
macy, these are curiously omitted as possibilities with conceptions
of spatial performance that focus only on system input. Also not
supported would be F-formations [116] in which players are able to
turn and face each other as they enact, for example, a confrontational
standoff, an intimate dance or even a loving embrace. The point here
is not in offering a critique of the Kinect system, but to exemplify
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Figure 8.1: Shared space in a public library allowing for a wide range of
activities

ways in which a technology, beyond its qualities as an interactive con-
troller affords (or not) particular kinds of spatial relations with collo-
cated others as a consequence of required spatial relations with the
technology – and further, how this presents and shapes opportunities
for our spatial enactment of social relations. In this way, the example
motivates the need for improved socio-spatial literacy in HCI.

With this paper, we wish to refocus attention to how we as design-
ers can become better at acknowledging and intentionally designing
with the socio-spatial consequences of interactive systems in mind. In
building our arguments, we will draw upon key notions of: (a) prox-
emics [84] – the idea that spatial relations between people is a device
in the conduct of human relations; (b) interaction proxemics (as dis-
tinct from proxemic interactions) [157] – how the spatial properties
of human-machine interactions shape spatial relations with other ac-
tors; and (c) spatial sharing [62] - an architectural perspective on the
design of computational artefacts respecting bodily experience and
awareness of other people’s co-presence when designing interactive
systems for co-located people. In addition, we will draw upon the ar-
chitectural notion of Spatial Agency [6]. The point here is that while
indeed space is well acknowledged as “the opportunity” for social
action, we still lack articulation of and focus on the specific ways
socio-spatial opportunities and transitions are made present through
material characteristics of interactive technologies.

Important in the development of a deeper socio-spatial literacy
in HCI is an acknowledgement of the continuously changing socio-
spatial relations between people, technology and physical spatial ele-
ments. Such dynamic qualities and transitions are not dealt with well
in the kinds of frame- based scenario tools common in interaction de-
sign. These frames based approaches can no doubt be powerful, they
also tend to focus on static glimpses of the world in stable (ideal)
situations (frames in a scenario) rather than how change between sit-
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Figure 8.2: Children playing a game using Kinect controller

Figure 8.3: Kinect skeleton tracking
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uations is facilitated and happening. As such, we want to include
ways of discussing and articulating the more dynamic and changing
elements of proxemic configurations in action (the complex of peo-
ple, interactive technology, physical spatial elements and their mutual
relationships) and the opportunities for transition between them. To
help us here, we further introduce 3 sensitizing concepts, that provide
grounds for discussing change, what initiates and influences change,
how stable the change might be, and in this way encourage a level of
granularity beyond the frames in scenarios (see [78] for a more detail
on proxemic transitions):

proxemic malleability : the range of socio-spatial configurations
that design decisions will encourage and enable spanning dif-
ferent distances, orientations and facing formations in intimate,
personal, social and public encounters.

proxemic threshold : the difficulty with which the design of in-
teractive technology allows for socio-spatial configurations to
be changed.

proxemic gravity : the tendency of a setting to over time gravitate
towards a default socio-spatial configuration.

In line with Zimmerman et al’s analysis of Research through De-
sign [259], the proposed sensitizing concepts serve as Theory for De-
sign when applied generatively and as perspectives when deployed
analytically.

In order to position the perspective presented above, we start out
by a more detailed look at the notions of proxemics and interaction
proxemics and review related work. On the basis of this, the theo-
retical position of the paper is presented. The empirical work of the
argument is comprised of a description of a work situation (videocon-
ferencing); two proposals for re-design of the interactive resources in
such a situation and finally a workplace study carried out in an en-
vironment designed to invite for ad-hoc meetings. Through these 4

cases we flesh out the characteristics of the suggested sensitizing con-
cepts articulating socio-spatial qualities. In the subsequent section we
wrap and put the sensitizing concepts and related socio- spatial qual-
ities in perspective. Finally, we point to future work and present our
conclusion.

8.2 related work

Key to our concerns is the concept of proxemics [84] that refers the
use of space as a special and powerful feature of culture; our spatial
relations with each other and with artefacts in the environment being
key components in the unfolding organisation of social action and
interpersonal relations. Perhaps the most well-known instantiation of
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proxemics can be found in Hall’s ideas about interpersonal distance
whereby that people maintain different degrees of physical closeness
to one another depending on the type of relationship they are in: inti-
mate distance allows touch, embrace and whisper, personal distance
sensorially provide access to the odor of another, while social dis-
tance allows a gaze that catches the eye of the other, and public is the
distance you would find in public speaking.

The key essence of Hall’s ideas then was a linking of spatial rela-
tionships to action, the action of bodies to the moral compass of the
mind, in highlighting how the delicate management of space affords
certain actions and operations, which in turn provides the bedrock
for social organization, for culture. So, for example, to be close to an-
other allows touch or be touched, which can be enabling of intimacy
but also leaving one vulnerable to more violent acts – it is easy to be
hit and hurt when someone is right beside you. In Hall’s view, then,
physical closeness is an act of faith. To allow oneself to be the subject
of gaze allows judgments of trust to be made, it enables others to see
whether they can act with you together, corporately, as a moral unit.

While ideas of interpersonal distances and zones have come to
dominate interpretations of proxemics theory, the core ideas of prox-
emics apply more generally than concerns just with just interpersonal
distance. Indeed, Hall’s arguments relate to a broader set of spatial
relations that we might have with particular arrangements of people
and objects in our environment, in co-located as well as in remote
environments [172]. Such arrangements present us with constraints
and possibilities for how we orient to [116], manipulate and attend to
particular actors and features in our environment in the organisation
of our social and cultural practices and the construction of meaning
constitutive of such practices. The key issue here is that coordinated
action, meaning making and intersubjective understanding in human
relations are continuously realised, through our embodied actions in
space and the availability of these actions to others and the availabil-
ity of others’ actions to ourselves. For example, in the way we move,
point, touch and gesture in relation to objects and other people in that
physical space, cf. [54, 55, 57, 61, 62, 89–91, 97, 98, 157, 187, 196].

These notions of proxemics have achieved widespread influence in
certain design fields such as architecture. This is perhaps unsurpris-
ing given architecture’s central concern with the ways that the built
environment bears on the configuring of spatial relations among peo-
ple and things, which, in McCullough’s [153] terms, frame and in-
strumentalise social orientation and the interplay of embodied be-
haviours. This applies both to fixed and semi- fixed features of a
building; its scale, and its boundaries as well as the configurations of
furniture and artefacts that comprise the interior design. Sommer’s
[210, 211] work, for example, points to ways in which tables of dif-
ferent sizes and shapes (which can positon people at different orien-
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tations, distances and adjacencies) come to frame influence the social
interactions, conversations and relations that play out in particular
configurations around the table [211].

Such architectural concerns with proxemics are finding new form
as new pervasive technologies permeate evermore aspects of our ev-
eryday world. In McCullough’s [153] view, for example, networked,
mobile and embedded digital technologies will allow the seams that
separate people from architected things to blur and become change-
able; networked connectivity particularly will bind space and peo-
ple in new ways: through and across walls and buildings. In these
ways, the patterned flow of bodies through architectural space is be-
ing reimagined. Proxemics and man’s cultural use of space then has
become an increasingly technological concern. Indeed, this has been
recognised for some time, most notably in some of the foundational
work with media spaces. Such technologies were of interest not just
in the ability to transcend distances between physically separated
spaces, but also in the ways that different camera, and display set-ups
could reconfigure spatial relationships between actors and artefacts,
e.g., [35, 73, 91, 174, 207, 254]. As well as being informed by key ideas
within Hall’s theory of proxemics, these media spaces became a ve-
hicle for further understanding the shifting cultural and behavioral
orientations in our spatial relations with other people and artefacts.

8.2.1 Proxemic Interactions

More recently, we have witnessed a certain resurgence in Hall’s in-
fluence in the context of technology innovation. This has been driven
as a more sophisticated computational ability to sense and interpret
our environment allowing technologies to be more sentient of what
is around and to establish proximal relations between ourselves, peo-
ple and objects, e.g., [52, 74, 144, 146, 148, 187, 213, 243]. In particular
Greenberg et al.’s [74] exposition of proxemic interactions has done
much to influence this recent thinking around proxemics in HCI and
ubiquitous computing research. Predominant within this paradigm
of proxemic interactions is a concern with inter-entity distance, ori-
entation, identity, location and movement. Entities here can refer to a
mix of people, digital devices, and non-digital artefacts. The idea here
is to operationalize such spatial relations to achieve particular system
responses that react adaptively to the context defined by measured
inter-entity relations. That is the system can respond in various ways
to the fact that another entity is approaching it, close to it, orienting
to or away from it and so on and so forth. These systems, then, are
about using sensible properties of spatial relations as new forms of
computational input.

There is no denying that such interaction possibilities offer huge
potential and intrigue in terms of opportunities for action. However,
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as Greenberg and colleagues acknowledge, their proxemics-as-input
characterization operationalizes the ideas of proxemics in a very par-
ticular way for a set of context aware technologies. Arguably this
may have obscured the potential for a wider application of proxemics
thinking in relation to how we understand a broader set of technolo-
gies in practice.

What we want to argue here is that such a perspective conceptual-
izes proxemics in HCI and Ubicomp in reasonably classic terms. In
this respect, the analytic attention and design orientations are focused
“inwards” to the interface between person and machine rather than
“outwards” to ways that particular technologies alter the relations be-
tween bodies and their environment in socially meaningful ways. We
do not want to argue that proxemic interactions do not consider the
relation between other people and other objects. Indeed, they would
explicitly do so. However, what we do argue is that their consider-
ation of such relations is still primarily an inwards focused orien-
tation that treats such relations as an interface between person and
machine. Re-conceptualisations of the computer interface by authors
such as Manovich [143], Gane and Beer [66] and de Souza and Frith
[209], among several others, move us beyond notions of the interface
simply as the mediator between man and machine to one which con-
ceives of interfaces as mediators of our everyday experiences in social
and physical space transforming relations between bodies, artefacts
and environment in social practices.

8.2.2 Interaction Proxemics and Spatial Sharing

Such re-conceptualisations begin to point to alternative ways in which
we might conceive the ideas of proxemics within the realms of Human-
Computer Interaction and Ubiquitous Computing. Moving beyond
the ideas of proxemics as input, we will consider the wider impact
in terms of the socio-spatial qualities that the design of interactive
technology may support or suppress, i.e. we wish to focus attention
“outwards” at how the design of interactive technologies may change,
support and/or inhibit socio-spatial experiences. This understanding
can also be found in the ideas of Fogtmann et al.’s [62] notion of
spatial sharing. Caricatures, as presented in spatial sharing [62] also
point to the strong legacy in HCI to design computers for single per-
son use. Spatial sharing concerns itself not with the ways that we
interact with artefacts as a primary concern but with the ways that
this has a bearing on how we interact with others who are around. An
example they use to illustrate this shift in perspective can be found
in the form of a soccer game. By focusing primarily on an individ-
ual player’s interaction with the ball, we ignore the relationship with
all the other players on the field and the relationship with other ob-
jects (e.g. lines on the pitch, goal posts and so on). In focusing on the
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spatial and interactional relationship to the ball in and of itself we
may as well give each player his or her own ball to play with. The
spatial sharing approach, by contrast looks at how we can approach
the understanding and designing of computational artefacts in the
same way, as we might understand the qualities of the shared ball
in a soccer game. In such a game, the action of those co-present is
collectively configured in relation to the ball and environment – in
the ways that participants “negotiate, fight, communicate and relate
to one another” in the use of the artefact, space and environment.
Here then the concerns are with how particular properties of interac-
tive technologies are implicated in the configuration of our proxemic
relations with co-present others.

Important in these arguments is a concern too with the way that
interactive characteristics enable technologies to sit in particular rela-
tion to other artefacts in the environment. The possibilities for con-
figuring these larger artefact ensembles in turn offer opportunities
through which our proxemic relations with others can be configured
and understood. To illustrate let us consider the simple scenario of
sitting on the sofa with family, snuggled under a blanket, watching
a film on a laptop that is placed on the coffee table in front of the
sofa. That the laptop is stable on the table and large enough to be
visible from a particular distance/angle enables characteristics of the
sofa and table to express more agency in the configuring of our prox-
emic relations with others. A tablet device, even with the same size
display, would not facilitate such an arrangement. It would need to
be held and supported at arm’s length by an individual on the sofa
while others leant in towards the display to achieve visibility.

There are some parallels drawn here with Kinch’s [120] notion of
middleground and McCullough’s [153] ideas around “embodied pre-
dispositions” in which we design interactive technologies from the
perspective of framing our bodily interactions with the broader socio-
spatial world. Kinch [120] argues that notions of foreground and back-
ground in HCI are insufficient to deal with certain relations in design.
In Kinch’s terms, designing for the foreground activity of watching
the film does not sufficiently articulate the full spectrum of design
concerns here. By articulating further aspects of the middleground
and proxemics the embodied relations between other bodies and arte-
facts in the situation. The middleground would comprise the sofa, the
family and their seating positions on the sofa, the blanket, the coffee
table, and laptop hardware. Our proxemic relations are configured,
expressed and understood in relation to all of these components in
space.

Critical in these arguments, and where these arguments build upon
Hall’s work while advancing it in the context of HCI is the idea that
particular interactive artefacts, through their various interactive prop-
erties, dimensions and form factors have an influence on proxemics
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with respect to the artefacts – and in consequence, the opportunities
for how we configure ourselves with respect to other actors and arte-
facts in the environment. The spatial opportunities and interdictions
arising from these particular interactive properties are what O’Hara
et al. [172] term interaction proxemics. This is in contrast to the idea
of proxemic interactions – and is an acknowledgement of the impact
of technology on proxemics [172] rather than the impact of proxemics
on technology [74]. In the following, we will emphasize how this con-
ception of Hall’s work opens up new opportunities for how we can
use his work in HCI and design.

8.3 emerging sensitizing concepts

Even though proxemics is sometimes operationalized in terms of mea-
surable distances, according to Hall [84] one should understand prox-
emics as inherently dynamic: Hall describes “. . . man as surrounded
by a number of expanding and contracting fields which provide in-
formation of many kinds. . . ” This dynamism is emphasized by Hall’s
noting that the fields do not start or end at the skin of man. E.g. the
experience of intimate proxemics can be both larger and smaller than
the boundary of the skin dependent on context, culture and role.

So, the proxemic fields are themselves dynamic, however the study
of the empirical work presented later in this section made us realize
that properties of socio-spatial configurations also differ in the way
they allow people to engage across the range of proxemic fields –
what we term proxemic malleability. In further discussing this, we
draw upon Dunne and Raby [57]. Dunne and Raby also reference
Hall [84] in developing the concepts of fields and thresholds. Their
vision is to fuse physical and digital space, where “the interface gets
off the screen and surfaces of ultra-generic products to become spatial
and architectural tools allowing us to bring some of the subtle com-
plexities of our social skills into the world of telecommunications”
[57, p. 64]. The empirical material presented and referenced in this
paper enable us to deepen the concept of thresholds through artic-
ulating how the particular properties of specific technology designs
have agency in terms of raising or lowering the difficulty with which
socio-spatial configurations can be changed. Furthermore, we show
that some socio-spatial configurations though dynamically changing
may have a tendency to gravitate towards a dominant configuration.
In the following we describe in greater detail how the 3 sensitizing
concepts Proxemic Malleability, Proxemic Threshold and Proxemic
Gravity, have emerged from complementing theoretical reflections
with analyses of cases from the office domain.
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Figure 8.4: A typical video conferencing setup

Figure 8.5: Different ways of pointing at shared materials

8.3.1 Case 1: Planned Meeting Using Video Conferencing

In this example, we want to consider a common scenario in the work-
place, namely having a planned meeting using video conferencing
in a standard conference room. Video conferencing provides a useful
means through which we can explicate our arguments in part because
it has often been used elsewhere to enable discussions around spatial
and proxemic features of technology, e.g., [33, 73, 89]. This can help
highlight some of the distinctive element of our particular version of
these arguments.

If we consider the above illustrative example of a work based video-
conference, see Figure 8.4, a typical set up involves a large display
arrangement at the front of a room with a camera pointing out at the
room. These screens are used to display some combination of remote
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video feeds or data based screen shares. Many local participants are
arranged around the table and may have some combination of pa-
per documents and digital devices such as laptops smartphones and
tablets arranged in the personal space in front of each of them. The
first thing to note in this scenario is the ways in which the local par-
ticipants configure themselves. The scale of the display first off all
makes it visible from a particular distance and orientation meaning
that all the local participants can be comfortably spaced apart from
each other and from the screen; and meaning that they have a certain
flexibility to orient themselves around the table. In this regard the
shape and dimensions of the table becomes an expressive resource in
the spatial configuration of the local participants. Having such a sur-
face allows them also to arrange their various information artefacts in
front of them. What is of particular note, though, is how having the
display at the front of the room impacts on the bodily configuration
of the local participants with respect to each other. In order to view
the screen and in order to orient themselves within the field of view
of the camera, the participants orient themselves towards the camera
and display at the expense of facing those people with whom they are
gathered. As the video screen is made the object of attention there is
a constraint on the ability to direct attention to those around the table.
This can be understood in terms of proxemic malleability. In terms of
Halls proxemic zones (public, social, personal and intimate), this de-
sign centers on the social field where there is a speaker speaking out
to the remote meeting participants. As discussion takes place poten-
tially also between co-located meeting participants, this shifts more
towards the personal field, but the design does not support this very
well as it also enforces a specific spatial distance between co-located
meeting participants for them to be visible to the camera. Thus, there
is rather little flexibility in the possible ways of enacting social rela-
tionships in this setting.

Let us further consider a usual feature of video conferencing namely
the sharing of digital documents and data, which is visible to both lo-
cal and remote participants via their respective large displays on the
front wall of their respective rooms, see Figure 8.5. Such visual re-
sources play an important part in conversation, providing a common
frame of reference that can be gestured, pointed at, manipulated and
attended to in the production of talk [e.g. 16, 22, 23, 24]. Pointing to
features of these shared visual representations in conjunction with
talk is part of the repertoire of actions that we use to participate in
collaborative action, see Figure 8.5. So for example, the act of dis-
playing something might be used as a means to take the floor in the
conversation. Likewise, we might point to a particular detail of the
resource to help formulate an utterance. The extent to which these re-
sources are to hand and accessible to all parties, then, can impact on
the ability to participate. We term this proxemic threshold. Proxemic
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Threshold articulates the ease or difficulty by which the socio-spatial
situation may be changed. High proxemic thresholds create stable
socio-spatial configurations and low proxemic threshold invites for
dynamic even rapid changes. To deepen this in relation to a classical
video conference set-up as presented here we may look into available
and deployable resources for participants in mobilising the shared vi-
sual display in conversations and in this way lowering the proxemic
threshold?

We can begin at the most basic level of resource, which would be
for a participant at the table to simply point and gesture from their
seating position. While such action would enable some level of deixis,
the level of precision limits its possibilities that such arm-based ges-
ture can achieve at that distance while sitting at the table. So utter-
ances and gesture would be added in attempt to overcome this. To
take advantage of more gestural precision with respect to the shared
visual representation on the display, a participant would need to get
up from their seat and move close enough to the screen to delineate
features of a certain scale with the desired precision.

The argument here is that such a transition from table to the re-
quired adjacency next to the whiteboard is imbued with social sig-
nificance and comes at a high transition cost. The physical transition
to the front of the room is a grand gesture in the ways of taking the
floor in conversation. The interactive requirement of adjacency to the
display at the front of the room also positions the actor in a particular
proxemic relation with respect to the others in the room. By virtue
of this positioning, the actor assumes a certain display of control and
power, cf. [165, 199, 214, 254]. Such a spatial enactment of social power
and control in the collaboration demands a big idea and contribution
to justify it. Indeed, this may be the desired effect of such a socio-
spatial enactment – an intended high proxemic threshold.

One can take this further and look to ways that such spatial transi-
tion from table to screen incurs additional consequences of spatial
configuration with respect to other artefacts. Let us consider that
the same actor had an arrangement of various artefacts on the table
where they are seated, including various paper documents and lap-
top and a phone. Such personal information resources may contain
important supporting materials for reference in the context of utter-
ance preparation of in the context of utterance execution. Being phys-
ically separated from this ensemble, removes them as a supporting re-
source for the continued interaction at the display. Such organization
of resources may incline a quick return to the original socio-spatial
configuration. We term this strong proxemic gravity.

The significance of this lies not just in the use of personal resources
as a point of reference in the formulation of utterances in conver-
sation. It also has a bearing on other opportunities for the deploy-
ment of visual resources in the unfolding collaborative scenario. Such
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opportunities relate to how personal resources, both physical docu-
ments and digital materials from the various personal devices that
are assembled on the table. The use of the single host PC again plays
out in significant ways here with access limited by the positioning of
the device, its interaction mechanisms (keyboard and mouse in front
of meeting host) and any supporting cabling constraints such as the
length of HDMI cable. In order to display materials from their lap-
top the participant would have to get up from their seating position
around the table to gain access to the mechanisms available for shar-
ing personal information to the large display. So again, we see how
particular interactive properties of a system involve certain spatial
configurations and transitions in the performance of particular be-
haviors. When describing the above classical video conference setting
with the sensitizing concepts suggested here we would characterize
the set-up as being designed to exhibit: 1) a proxemic malleability
ranging from personal to social 2) high proxemic threshold to take
turns in taking the floor using supporting materials 3) high proxemic
gravity stabilizing the socio-spatial configuration with a presenter in
command and an audience.

As we illustrate here, the spatial properties of the system are sig-
nificant elements in the opportunities for configuring in socio-spatial
ways with respect to co-workers. This is not to make a normative judg-
ment about whether this is good or bad. The point here is literacy;
i.e. that the potential proxemic consequences of technology design is
understood by designers. To further aid our discussion of these con-
cerns and their significance in both analytic and generative terms let
us consider a class of technological groupware interventions that look
to shift these socio- spatial relations in intriguing ways.

8.3.2 Case 2: Planned Meeting with Democratic Control

As part of an initiative to increase audience engagement in planned
meetings, Chattopadhyay et al.’s [44] Office Social was developed and
tested in a longitudinal study. Office Social is a PowerPoint plugin
and companion smartphone app giving meeting participants access
to slides from their mobile device for personal review and, when
given permission by the presenter, also public control over slide navi-
gation (see Figure 8.6). In this way all participants can navigate through
the slides of the presenter and use a virtual pointer controlled from
their own mobile device. Rich description of trial uses of the system
[44] highlights how meeting participants engage in taking responsibil-
ity for displaying relevant contents during discussion, and also how
discussions, unfold in an ad-hoc fashion in smaller groups, collec-
tively viewing contents of the presentation on smartphones. The ad-
hoc discussions being short-lived and the situation gravitating back
to the classic presentation formation. Thus, compared to the first case,
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Figure 8.6: Chattopadhyay’s collaborative remote application allows partici-
pants to control navigation and point on the shared display from
their mobile device

Figure 8.7: Sørensen’s Beamer application allows for wireless screen sharing
[214]
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Office Social seems to offer proxemic malleability with a more equal
balance between social and personal fields, as the situation shifts be-
tween presentation and discussions in smaller groups. In addition, we
see a lower threshold, as the smaller groups seems to form more natu-
rally in this context. However, the overall situation is still gravitating
towards the presentation situation and the social field.

8.3.3 Case 3: Planned Meeting – Democratizing Contents in Video Calls

In classic video calls, contents sharing is often restricted to the con-
tents of the person driving the host computer. Sorensen et al.’s [214]
Beamer application was designed to democratize contents through
allow any of the local meeting participants to wirelessly share the
screen on their mobile device into an ongoing video call being hosted
on a single PC that is connected to a public display at the front of the
room (Figure 8.7). This then provides the participants with the ability
to influence the shared visual resources of the public display from
wherever. They can do this by sharing documents from the device. In
addition, through sharing the camera feed of the mobile they can also
share physical documents from wherever they have been assembled.
During trial uses of this system, it was observed how the system al-
lowed for rather fluid switching of floor control in the meeting and
for flexibility in how the mobile devices was used to capture contents
both outside the room as well as live capture of contents generated
on site such as whiteboard notes.

Articulating these qualities in terms of the sensitizing concepts, we
argue that similar to case 2, this case also has a more equal balance
between social and personal fields. Indeed, the proxemic threshold is
lower here in the ways that situations continuously shifted between
individual and shared working and the fluid interleaving between
these activities as shifting participants took the floor. Compared to
Case 2, this design seems to gravitate much less towards the classic
presenter setup.

While the exact functionalities of case 2 and 3 may differ to some
extent, what is common to them both is the ability to access and inter-
act with shared visual resources within a conference room from their
own personal mobile device from wherever they are seated. From the
perspective of the sensitizing concepts forwarded here the 1) prox-
emic malleability stays the same, however, 2) the proxemic threshold
is lowered as each participant can with little social cost intervene as
each has be granted the power by device to do so and 3) the proxemic
gravity is low in case 3 as the socio-spatial configuration may easily
change into a shared discussion mode leaving the socio-spatial pre-
senter/audience configuration. Had the system been designed with
e.g. a time limit for participant’s interruption or time limit for per-
sistence of notes added to the slides the socio-spatial configuration
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would have gravitated more towards a presenter/ audience configu-
ration.

What can be read from the above example is that interactive tech-
nologies change the signs, resources spatial experiences and human
gestures of socio-spatial configurations. As will be further explored in
the following example we claim that the sensitizing concepts brought
forward in this paper in this way contributes to spatial literacy in
HCI.

8.3.4 Case 4: Informal Meetings in Open-office Environment

As a final case, we bring to the fore common scenarios observed in
an open-office environment designed intentionally to support infor-
mal meetings amongst co- located software developers, working on
the same projects. In order to understand the nature of how both
the physical interior as well as the technologies and infrastructure
support collaboration during informal meetings, we conducted ob-
servations in a software development company with 50 employees. It
is a Scandinavian company with a flat hierarchy with strong empha-
sis on democratic values. They had just been through a process of re-
structuring the physical setup of the workplace. with high employee
involvement. As a result, everyone, including the managers, work in
an open-office environment. Collaboration in the form of informal
meetings is highly valued, thus if people wish to focus on individ-
ual work for an extended period, they book a meeting room. Two of
the authors spent a total of 20 hours observing the work practices
and conducting 4 open-ended interviews with employees. During ob-
servations, socio-spatial transitions were captured using a snapshot
notation, as can be seen in Figure 8.9. This notation was appropri-
ated from [22, 217] drawing upon space syntax (Figure 8.10). As can
be seen in Figure 8.8, in this environment, each person has a height-
adjustable desktop with double screens, mouse and keyboard at an
individual workstation. The environment is further well equipped
with orange guest chairs, which can be grabbed for informal conver-
sation. The two researchers conducting the observations analysed the
snapshots and identified a range of patterns, which were frequently
observed. One such pattern is illustrated in Figure 8.9. These patterns
form the basis of the discussion in the following.

What is striking from the observations are the recurring bodily en-
actments of sustained collaboration, where re- configurations of body
posture and furniture serve to enact the collaboration around the com-
mon project. An example of a common scenario (as illustrated in Fig-
ure 8.9) is when two people work initially, individually besides each
other at their shared desk, when one person asks the co-worker to
consider an aspect of her work. The co-worker first turns his head
only to glance at the problem of his colleague. A little later, he rolls
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Figure 8.8: Open office space with personal workstations and orange "guest"
chairs

Figure 8.9: Illustration of common
scenarios observed in the
open office noted using
the snapshots notation

Figure 8.10: Snapshot notation, as
developed further from
[22]
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his office chair towards his colleague to engage more deeply into the
problem, and oftentimes, a third person approaches to engage in the
discussions. Another recurring scenario involves the two people in
the first configuration turn towards each other for a prolonged dis-
cussion, where no immediate visual reference is needed (Figure 8.9
left-side top and bottom pictures).

In this environment we see how proxemic malleability is centered
on social and personal fields, where the flexibility of the physical
environment in particular serve to support easy transitions between
individual work and awareness of colleagues in the environment, to
shift focus and orientation and engage in discussions entering per-
sonal fields reconfiguring body position, body posture and gestures.
Thus, the low proxemic threshold is very much due to the qualities
of the physical environment, and the setup of the screens. In contrast,
the proxemic threshold is high for modification of the digital material,
as the owner retains control over the digital contents of the screen
through his mouse and keyboard, as can be seen in Figure 8.9. Only
through taking over these devices, others can obtain control, and only
one person at a time. Only once did we observe that someone else
took over mouse and keyboard, and the owner shifted to engage in
discussions and observe the interaction. Thus, the proxemic thresh-
old is low in terms of the physical configuration, but high in terms of
the digital means of supporting proxemic transitions. Reflecting fur-
ther on the properties of the physical environment, the guest chairs
invite for equal foot regarding deixis and perceptual proxemics [157].
However, this only scales up to a group size of two people. As can
be seen in Figure 8.9, we often saw how a third person would stand
in the periphery of the discussion looking over the shoulders of two
collaborators. Even though we observed a very dynamic environment
with continuous reconfigurations around the office and conversations
over and across tables, the work situation always tended to gravitate
towards the individual working at his workstation at his desk. Based
on this analysis, we envision a future design space supporting infor-
mal meetings in an open office and having a low proxemic threshold
regarding both physical and digital contents. This could be in the
form of a shape-changing surface, as envisioned in [78], a flexible
desktop surface, which allows for both physical and digital transfor-
mations in its ability to scale up and down digital contents, as well as
reconfigure scale and orientation of the physical surface.

8.4 discussion

Our aim in the paper has been to highlight further need for an in-
creased socio-spatial literacy within HCI. Drawing on Hall’s notion
of proxemics, we want to offer an alternative perspective for how
such ideas can be usefully deployed within HCI design thinking over
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and above the recent interest in using spatial properties between hu-
man and machine as a form of system input. While our interests are
also bound to the particular spatial demands between humans and
interactive technologies (in terms of things such as distance, orienta-
tion, mobility etc.), our primary concern is with how these demands
come to bear on opportunities for our proxemic configurations with
other nearby actors. Much in the way a table of particular size and
shape presents opportunities and constraints for physically arranging
ourselves (adjacent, facing across width, facing across length, across
corner etc.) with respect to others with whom we have certain social
relationships, so too do interactive technologies. From where these
technologies can be seen and heard, from where can things be sensed,
and from where things can be effected will all offer different oppor-
tunities and constraints for the ways that we dynamically enact our
socio-spatial relations. As a simple illustration, increasing the size of
a display will allow it to be viewed from further away, but there will
still be requirements to face in a particular orientation (viewing angle
dependent) in order to view it. Similarly turning the volume up or
down will affect how near or far one has to be to the device in order
to hear it but not necessarily demand a particular orientation to the
device. The point then is to consider the implications of these prop-
erties in light of other social actors who around. So for example, if
one has to be close to a screen and face it what does it mean for how
that person may enact social relations with someone behind who is
5m away.

Our aim in developing this perspective was also to recognise the
dynamics of these unfolding socio spatial relations. The 3 sensitizing
concepts are important in our literacy here in that they draw our an-
alytic attention away from the idea of spatial configuration as a static
frame and raise awareness of our ability to adaptively transition to
different socio-spatial configurations. The opportunities for transition
are as important to consider in our design thinking as the static spa-
tial frames in themselves. In this respect understanding the extent to
which interactive contexts are malleable in terms of their proxemic
opportunities or understanding how and why there may be certain
thresholds to change is key to how socio-spatial relations may unfold.

What is exciting about this perspective and what we hope to have
illustrated in our various examples is that this alternative framing of
proxemics within HCI provides both analytic and generative value.
That is, not only does it offer an intriguing analytic framing within
which to consider our social and collaborative use of technology, it
can also serve as a generative resource in our design. As we have
seen in some of the examples, design interventions can be made to
deliberately shift spatial relations with technology and in doing so
offer new opportunities for the proxemic configuration of action. The
intention here is not to be prescriptive in terms of suggesting fixed
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guidelines and nor does it make sense to be so. It is not for us to be
making judgements here on what the appropriate dynamics are or
whether a high or low threshold is important, for example. The aim
rather is to sensitize us to this set of concerns and start to develop
our social-spatial literacy such that we can more deliberately design
with this concerns and social dynamics in mind.

Importantly, such sensibilities are not simply limited to the office
environment. The examples presented here merely offer a coherent
set of scenarios and interventions through which to illustrate the con-
cepts and help us start thinking along these lines. The Kinect exam-
ple at the beginning of the paper provides some indication of the
relevance in other domains. But we can imagine other examples here.
Consider the difference between siblings watching a film at home ei-
ther on a large screen TV or on a mini tablet. With the larger TV,
there is sufficient malleability for the siblings to position themselves
around the living room according to how well they are getting on at
the time – close if they wish to be and far if that is more appropriate.
By contrast, watching the same film on a tablet with smaller screen
and lower volume would require them to huddle around the display
in very close proximity – on the one hand a socio- spatial enactment
of a close bond, on the other a restricted opportunity to transition to
a more personal distance if necessary.

8.5 future work

In alignment with the above we recognize that there is no 1:1 map-
ping between the identified sensitizing concepts and socio-spatial ex-
periences. The spaces explored in depth in this paper are all designed
for collaboration and the identified sensitizing concepts are derived
on this basis. An important part in future work is to carry out 1) exper-
iments in “non-collaborative” situations, 2) secondly it is important
to scrutinize the socio-spatial qualities in contested situations both in
terms of convergent, mitigating and diverging design strategies.

There are numerous intriguing proxemic configurations in which
collaboration is not pursued however infused with interactive technol-
ogy co-producing the socio-spatial experience. This includes waiting
at a bus stop, sitting on a park bench, co-riding in a car, bus, or train,
in transit in airports, simultaneous but divergent use of urban spaces,
etc. Many of these situations include both personal and contextual
computing and interactive resource. What are the socio-spatial char-
acteristics of these situations? How does interactive technologies and
physical spatial attributes co- produce or counter-act socio-spatial
qualities and experiences? How may we design interactive technolo-
gies for socio-spatial configurations beyond alignment, mitigating, ac-
cepting and/or co-opting socio-spatial divergence? Further research
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may identify other sensitizing concepts and details of socio-spatial
configurations and experiences beyond what is presented here.

8.6 conclusion

There are many aspects that influence social experiences: rules, power,
habits etc. However, in this paper we focus on how socio-spatial expe-
riences are configured by technology, physical spatial properties and
people. For this the concept of proxemics as originally developed by
Hall [84] has been helpful. In the perspective of interaction proxemics
and spatial sharing we argue that every technology design has spatial
agency and can be viewed as influencing possible socio-spatial config-
urations. We present three sensitizing concepts Proxemic Malleability,
Proxemic Threshold and Proxemic Gravity as a contribution in this
direction, showing how we may build enhanced socio-spatial liter-
acy in HCI. Whereas the sensitizing concepts have been derived from
workplace design and studies characterized as collaboration-based
settings, we also apply the concepts for description and discussion
of socio-spatial qualities in other interactive developments to illus-
trate their explanatory strength and their relevance for building socio-
spatial literacy in HCI. The findings presented here invite for further
investigations into how the how one might better design for stable
and/or volatile socio-spatial configurations. We consider the research
presented here as a step further towards understanding the spatial
significance of interactive systems and devices, presenting concepts
that will help interaction designers develop socio-spatial literacy.
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abstract

Cross-device interactions enable ad hoc sharing of content and con-
trol in co-located collaboration. Cross-device research often draws
from proxemics theory for designing interactions based on detection
of spatial relations such as distance and orientation between people
and devices. However, detection of human-human or human-device
proximity also constrains flexibility in co-located social interaction.
We suggest a proxemics-based approach to designing flexible cross-
device interactions. From observations in a field study, we articulate
how co-located sharing practices are shaped by the interplay between
everyday mobile devices and the physical environment. Based on
these insights, we present three cross-device prototypes as proofs-
of-concept, demonstrating design sensitivities for considering prox-
emics beyond proximity; incorporating features in the environment,
enabling flexibility in interpersonal distance and orientation, and pro-
viding multiple alternative action possibilities. Drawing from charac-
teristics of our prototypes, we discuss concrete proposals for design-
ing cross-device interactions to enable flexible social interaction.

9.1 introduction

Today, people use personal mobile devices such as laptops, tablets
and smartphones in a variety of social and physical settings for shar-
ing digital content and control with each other. Yet, ad hoc sharing
between personal devices is still a challenge for people who are not
already connected. This has led to research on cross-device interac-
tion [31, 100], proposing a range of interactive sensing systems (e.g.,
[28, 148, 187]) that provide collaborating actors with the ability to
share across each others’ devices in an ad hoc manner. Many of these
systems draw from the framework of Proxemic Interaction by Green-
berg et al. [74], building on proxemics [84]; theroies on people’s social
use of space. The framework provides an overview of proxemic vari-
ables (such as distance and orientation) for detection mechanisms in
context-aware systems.

However, detecting such spatial relations may also constrain the
flexibility in social interactions. In this work, we propose to consider
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Proxemics Beyond Proximity, switching focus from detecting proxim-
ity (e.g., distance and orientation) to enabling interpersonal relations
by designing for a flexible interplay between people, interactive de-
vices and features in the environment (e.g., tables). We demonstrate
the approach via three prototypes for cross-device interaction (see
Figures 9.1-9.3).

Our work buils on prior proxemics-informed HCI research (e.g.,
[78, 79, 128, 157, 172, 231]) that conceptualizes interactive systems in
terms of how their properties work in an interplay with the environ-
ment of fixed (e.g., walls and ceilings) and semifixed (e.g., tables and
chairs) features to configure interpersonal relations. Extending this
line of research, we contribute three design sensitivities for consider-
ing proxemics beyond detection of proximity relations:

1. Incorporating fixed and semifixed features of the environment
to constrain and enable action during collaboration

Figure 9.1: Slam-to-Share: table properties define boundaries for sharing

Figure 9.2: Stick-to-Share: paper artifacts are mobile digital access points

Figure 9.3: Show-to-Share: resizing tags changes sharing possibilities
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2. Enabling flexibility in interpersonal distance and orientation
during sensor-based interaction

3. Supporting multiple alternative manipulation opportunities to
achieve the same effect

Together the sensitivities serve as a lens, helping future designers
and researchers to operationalize proxemics for designing flexible
cross-device systems. They are elicited and refined via a research-
through-design approach [12, 20, 29]. Brudy et al.’s cross-device sur-
vey welcomes research that unifies empirical and technical work [31].
Our work particularly triangulates between proxemics theory, empirical
studies of co-located sharing practices, and prototyping cross-device
interactions.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we outline related work on
proxemics and cross-device interaction. We then present our contribu-
tion of three design sensitivities. Then follows an in-depth discussion
of our design research based on empirical study and prototyping. Fi-
nally, we discuss the novelty and broader applicability of the design
sensitivities.

9.2 related work

In the following, we outline related conceptual lenses in HCI based on
proxemics theory, followed by an overview of state-of-the-art research
on cross-device interaction.

9.2.1 Proxemics as Conceptual Lens for HCI

Our work builds on Edward T. Hall’s proxemics theory [84]. Through
the lens of proxemics, we come to see social relations as affected
by and readable in people’s spatial organisation. Famously, Hall de-
scribes interpersonal space as enacted through proxemic zones (e.g., via
distances between people divided into ranges concerning intimate,
personal, social and public encounters) that provide different oppor-
tunities for social action. Furthermore, Hall describes how features of
the environment have significant impact on interpersonal relations,
e.g., furniture arrangements affect people’s social interactions.

These ideas have gained traction within HCI research. Most rel-
evant to our work is the framework of Proxemic Interaction [10, 74]
that operationalizes proxemics for context-aware systems to have fine-
grained system knowledge of proxemic dimensions (distance, orienta-
tion, movement, identity and location) based on sensor input from
devices and room equipment. The framework then acknowledges that
proxemics is more than proximity, yet focuses primarily on detecting
human-human or human-device relations, e.g., for interaction with
large displays [10, 74] or across multiple devices [48, 148], where the
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interface implicitly responds to user actions. For instance, the Prox-
emic Presenter [74] detects a user’s distance and orientation to a dis-
play to respond with different interface transitions, e.g. bringing up
personal notes or slide controls when a presenter faces the display.
While these systems offer interesting contextual adaptations, imple-
menting such rules can sometimes be constraining due to the particu-
larity of social and physical contexts in which interaction takes place
[54, 71, 128, 195]. For instance, in unlocking slide controls, Proxemic
Presenter also requires the presenter to face away from the audience
in order to control the slides.

Another strand of proxemics-informed research draws on the con-
ceptual lens of Interaction Proxemics [78, 79, 128, 157, 172, 231], which
provides a complementary approach to Proxemic Interaction. Instead,
it focuses on the interplay between interactive technologies, interper-
sonal relations and features of the environment. In particular, O’Hara
et al. [172] argue that the design of an interactive system has proxemic
consequences: people’s spatial organization is enabled and conditioned
by the system’s interplay with its physical environment to encour-
age or inhibit certain social and collaborative behaviour. They further
argue that in order to design for effective collaboration, we must con-
sider how interactive systems and design of workplace environments
mutually frame social actions.

Our contribution builds on the conceptual lens of Interaction Prox-
emics [78, 79, 128, 157, 172, 231], contributing design sensitivities
specifically for enabling flexible social interaction through cross-device
interaction.

9.2.2 Systems for Cross-Device Interaction

The research area of cross-device interaction has contributed interac-
tive systems that let users transfer content and control across nearby
devices. Such systems have the potential to enable new forms of
collaboration with fluid transitions between activities [100] by sup-
porting ad hoc content sharing (e.g., GroupTogether [148] and Flexi-
Groups [112]), interaction in meetings based on mid-air gestures (e.g.,
CodeSpace [28] and HuddleLamp [187]) or wireless control of dis-
plays (e.g., Office Social [44] and TouchProjector [27]). Many systems
deploy a sensing infrastructure to achieve wireless associations be-
tween devices in an ad hoc manner – i.e., without being connected a
priori. The systems typically deploy external cameras mounted in the
environment to enable detection of spatial relations via fine-grained
modelling of human-human interactions [74, 145, 148, 253], human
gestures [28, 215, 251] or spatial device relations [48, 186, 187].

When considering mobile vs. stationary sensing infrastructure, there
are tradeoffs in terms of how they enable or constrain proxemic re-
lationships. Sometimes a fixed tracking area is desirable, but as ac-
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knowledged by Houben et al. [31, 100] they also constrain mobile
use: stationary sensors are fixed features of the environment, requir-
ing users to organize within particular sensed areas. Furthermore, the
detection mechanism has proxemic consequences. For instance, while
GroupTogether [148] enables cross-device sharing based on typical
patterns of how people organize, it also requires users to stand in dis-
crete orientations and distances to each other while holding devices
to reveal intent of sharing. TouchProjector [27] enables wireless con-
trol of other displays via mobile cameras, while requiring users to
stand within line of sight to the display that they remotely control. Fi-
nally, sensor choices impact people’s proxemic relations. For instance,
SurfaceLink [70] (using microphones), HuddleLamp [187] (using ex-
ternal cameras) and the Collaborative Workplace Table [181] (using
WiFi-based proximity detection) all exploit tables as a semifixed fea-
ture to enable ad hoc sharing across devices. The interplay between
tables and the utilized sensors then offers different degrees of flex-
ibility for ad hoc sharing: for instance, HuddleLamp requires users
to organize around particular tables (with external camera sensing),
while SurfaceLink would enable sharing on any surface (requiring
only mobile microphones).

Research on cross-device interaction often focuses on detecting prox-
imity. We suggest a complementary approach which focuses on en-
abling flexible social interaction through design of cross-device inter-
actions.

9.3 research approach

Before presenting our contribution in more detail, we outline our re-
search approach. The research in this paper can be described as pro-
grammatic design research [12, 20, 29] where an overarching Question
(Q) is framed by a Program (P), explored and informed through Design
Experiments (X):

• Q: Building on a community of research that considers prox-
emics as a lens on interactive technologies [74, 128, 148, 157,
172], our work aims to understand the following question: how
do the spaces shaped by the interplay between interactive systems and
our physical environments condition interpersonal relations, and what
does it mean for interaction design?

• P: We extend prior HCI research on proxemics [128, 157, 172]
by articulating a conceptual lens of design sensitivities based
on the following design goal: enabling flexibility for enactment of
interpersonal relations in the design of interactions for cross-device
sharing.

• X: We elicited and refined design sensitivities through prototyp-
ing of cross-device systems inspired by a field study of ad hoc
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sharing. Our three proof-of-concept prototypes demonstrate how
to design for proxemics beyond proximity.

The design sensitivities presented in this paper have emerged from
three overlapping concurrent research activities:

1. Empirical observations of collaboration and sharing practices
with mobile devices (laptops, phones, etc.) in a furnished envi-
ronment (with tables, whiteboards, walls, etc.)

2. Theoretical conceptualization of sharing practices and cross-device
interactions in terms of proxemics

3. Designing and prototyping cross-device interactions with mo-
bile built-in sensors for enabling flexible ad hoc sharing

In the following, we unpack the above three research activities and
how they link together. We conducted observations of co-located shar-
ing practices in a concrete context. The prototype designs of cross-
device interactions (design) are motivated by analysis of real-world
sharing practices (empirical) through the lens of proxemics (theory),
leading to the contribution of three design sensitivities. The empir-
ical study was structured as follows: Two researchers followed the
initial phases of an ICT design project course; a class of 9 student
groups (each consisting of 3-5 students), 2 teachers and 4 teaching as-
sistants. Each student group had a dedicated area for organizing con-
tents and materials throughout the course. Such a setting allowed for
observing social use of space (proxemics) in activities for both work
in small groups and on-class presentations, where people respond to
the opportunities of technology arrangements and the layout of inte-
rior elements (such as tables, walls, whiteboards, etc.). Observations
were conducted in 4 sessions, each consisting of 3 hours. Sessions fol-
lowed 4 consecutive classes in the project course, in which students
went through the initial phase of identifying a problem in a concrete
domain to address through design, and finally present ideas on class.
Each session consisted of observation and taking photos (approx. 800

photos) as the primary form of note taking.
The photo material provided real-world inspiration for developing

scenarios that bring proxemics of social interaction with interactive
devices to the fore. Our observations are viewed through the lens of
proxemics, with particular attention to proxemic transitions and dy-
namics of technology use (in line with [78, 128]). Proxemics then serve
as conceptual glue [178] between the empirical findings and design ra-
tionales. Hence, rather than presenting the empirical findings in a
traditional way, the integrated design research approach (bridging of-
ten separated activities) lends itself to a discussion of the findings in
the context of prototype design rationales. By relating design propos-
als from design experiments to the theoretical outset (as promoted by
Zimmerman et al. [259]), the design rationales of the prototypes serve
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to both operationalize and articulate the design sensitivities. Hence,
while aspects of our prototypes may be similar to prior systems, their
purpose here is to help articulate design sensitivities for proxemics
that have received less attention in cross-device interaction research.

9.4 proxemics beyond proximity

Before describing our empirical and design work in detail, we present
the outcome of our work in terms of three design sensitivities, outlin-
ing a novel approach to operationalizing proxemics for cross-device
interaction.

9.4.1 Fixed and Semifixed Features

Incorporating fixed and semifixed features of the environment to constrain
and enable action during collaboration

First, an important point from proxemics theory is that interper-
sonal relations are not articulated in isolation: interpersonal space
(e.g., proximity) is considered within a material world, where peo-
ple’s actions are conditioned and enabled by features of the environ-
ment. Hall articulates how fixed (e.g., walls, doorsteps) and semifixed
(e.g., tables and chairs) features in the environment provide different
means to configure people’s social interactions [84]. For instance, re-
arranging tables (semifixed) can affect how people have conversations
around them, and lecture halls lay out a socio-spatial order (fixed) re-
garding who is in power to speak (on stage) and who is listening (in
seats facing the stage).

While some systems for cross-device interaction are designed to ex-
ploit features in the physical environment (e.g., [187]), it is rarely ar-
ticulated how such features constrain and enable action possibilities in
co-located collaboration. Considering Fixed and Semifixed Features,
we suggest to have explicit design rationale for how the cross-device
system works together with features of the environment (e.g., sens-
ing is affected by tables and walls) and its social consequences (e.g.,
people are bound to tables for interacting). We expand on this idea
in the articulation of our prototypes. For instance, Slam-to-Share (see
Figure 9.1) enables sharing content across devices based on their mu-
tual detection of a slam gesture on a horizontal surface. It considers
tables as an explicit and complementary component alongside the
device in the configuration of action (e.g., devices can be placed and
oriented on tables for opting in and out). This device-and-table inter-
play allows collaborators to exploit tables as features in the environment
to flexibly reconfigure their sharing relations.
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9.4.2 Interpersonal Flexibility

Enabling flexibility in interpersonal distance and orientation during sensor-
based interaction

Second, Hall discusses a design sensitivity regarding how archi-
tectural design may support co-located people in flexible enactment
of interpersonal relations: " [...] What is desirable is flexibility and con-
gruence between design and function so that there is a variety of spaces,
and people can be involved or not, as the occasion and mood demand." [84].
Lawson [132] builds on this argument showing (in studies of office
spaces and train coaches) how features of furniture arrangements
support the fundamental spatial need for humans to have multiple
ways of approaching co-located others. A study on how people com-
monly distribute themselves around a six-seat table shows that where
people decide to sit is significant to how they intent to engage with
co-located others, e.g., conversational, confrontational, or (merely) co-
existing.

Accordingly, we suggest a need to adopt a stronger sensitivity to
Interpersonal Flexibility for designing sensor-based interactions by
allowing users to negotiate interpersonal space in a way that is mean-
ingful to the particular situation. This design sensitivity is particularly
complementary to the Proxemic Interaction approach [74]: While Prox-
emic Interactions have sought to detect particular interpersonal rela-
tions through distance and orientation, we suggest that it can also be
important to consider how our designs allow for flexibility in adapt-
ing interpersonal distances and orientations. For instance, by utiliz-
ing mobile sensors (as opposed to external sensing) the sensing area
can be moved by one or more users to different places for sharing.
This is, for instance, illustrated by the design of Stick-to-Share (see Fig-
ure 9.2). The prototype enables associating a "sticker" (a detectable
image on paper) with a digital resource (a URL), accessible via the
camera frame in an augmented reality application. It demonstrates
how the locational flexibility of the sticker can be exploited for con-
figuring shared access to digital content – both in person-to-person
exchanges and in semi-public exchanges, where people co-exist in the
same space with the same shared resources.

9.4.3 Multiple Alternatives

Supporting multiple alternative manipulation opportunities to achieve the
same effect

Third, we refer to Reeves et al.’s distinction between manipulations
and effects [193], where manipulations are the actions carried out by
the user of a system, while effects are the results of these manipula-
tions. In particular, we are concerned here with cross-device manipu-
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Figure 9.4: Slam-to-Share detects a slam gesture on devices placed on the
same table surface. A: Users can opt out via the gesture of flip-
ping the phone face-down on the table. B-C: Since it uses mobile
sensors, devices can be moved between tables to engage in dif-
ferent sharing relations.

Figure 9.5: Sharing supported by tables. A: A laptop screen (green) is ro-
tated on the table (blue) to show others a document. B: Gather-
ing around a person’s laptop screen (green) on one side of the
table (blue).

lations based on sensors, and effects that are ’interpersonal’ (e.g., dyad
or group exchanges).

We suggest to adopt a sensitivity towards supporting multiple al-
ternative opportunities for manipulating to achieve the same effect
(referred to as Multiple Alternatives). This concern is motivated by
a study result [171], revealing proxemic consequences of QR tag in-
teraction. The study showed that required closeness to QR tags in
the environment sometimes created an awkward social situation (e.g.,
users had to ask strangers to move). However, providing multiple al-
ternative proxemic opportunities for interaction (i.e., dialing a phone
number from a distance vs. scanning tag up close) helped some users
avoid such situations. We demonstrate how to consider this sensitiv-
ity, for instance, through the design of Show-to-Share (see Figure 9.3)
– a presentation tool that provides users with a palette of interaction
opportunities for distributing wireless control via QR code tags. It
illustrates how the ability to show/hide QR tags on displays of differ-
ent form factors (small, large, mobile, fixed, etc.) allows for multiple
alternative ways of interacting (manipulations) to establish the same
sharing relation (effect), consequently allowing for flexibility in how
control is shared among co-located people.
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9.5 slam-to-share

With Slam-to-Share (see Figure 9.4), we consider how mobile devices
and tables can work together to configure people’s sharing relations
through cross-device interaction.

9.5.1 Prototype

Slam-to-Share is a web app that utilizes accelerometer and gyroscope
in mobile phones for detecting an explicit physical gesture of two con-
secutive slams on a table surface for phones with screens facing up-
wards. The slamming gesture creates an ad hoc association between
multiple users’ device ecologies. It exploits the built-in sensing capa-
bilities of people’s mobile phones, however, the phones are merely
companions for sending and receiving documents that serve best to
be manipulated on their laptop. This is supported via personal user
accounts, where events are accessible by all devices in one person’s
ecology through the tap of a "sync" button (that broadcasts messages
to any currently open client associated with the same user). The gy-
roscope is used to only actively respond to slams when the phone is
lying flat on the table with the display facing upwards. When two
consecutive peaks from user slams are detected by a mobile phone’s
accelerometer, the user opts in to be associated with other devices
on the surface for the exchange. The double-peak detection reliably
avoids that devices detect random motion from the table surface.

9.5.2 Empirical: Tables as Semifixed Features for Sharing

The design of Slam-to-Share is inspired by how students organized
with mobile devices and tables as a feature of their shared space. In
our observations, we found that a common act of sharing was for
students to invite others to view digital resources on mobile device
screens temporarily during conversations (see Figure 9.5). In each
group, laptops were distributed around the group table and could
easily be used for sharing during conversation, and the table sup-
ported movements with and around laptops. For instance, in Fig-
ure 9.5(A), a person’s laptop is oriented towards others around the
table as a gesture for sharing a document on affinity diagrams, dur-
ing an affinity diagram exercise. In contrast, Figure 9.5(B) shows a
situation where others gather around one person’s laptop.

The important implication from these social gestures with laptops
on tables is that the interplay between mobile devices and tables shapes
how users can configure sharing relations. In other words, without
the table - the enacted interpersonal spatial relations in these exam-
ples would not be possible (Fixed and Semifixed Features). Further-
more, the examples illustrate how the students use the features of the
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table to enact particular sharing relations: in Figure 9.5(A), the person
in the middle has explicitly allowed for others to view screen content
by rotating the screen towards them, resting on the table away from
him, whereas the laptop screen in the right corner remains a private
screen, restricted by the orientation of the laptop and boundaries of
the table surface together.

9.5.3 Design Rationale: Sharing by Slamming Tables

We consider a scenario of how Slam-to-Share may augment the inter-
play between tables and mobile devices for sharing:

In the first week of their project course, Alice, Bob, and
Emma sit around a table after having written some notes
on project ideas on a whiteboard next to them. They now
want to share a slide deck to collaboratively fill in content,
and they have not previously shared any digital content.
They all have their laptops and mobile phones out on the
table. Alice creates a slide deck and syncs it to her mobile
phone. They all place their mobile phones on the table.
After placing his mobile phone on the table, Bob walks
up to the whiteboard to take some photos of notes on the
whiteboard to appear on a slide. Alice does the slam ges-
ture (Figure 9.4A), broadcasting a link to the newly cre-
ated slide document. This event syncs to all their laptops
through their personal accounts by proxy of the mobile
phones (Figure 9.4B). They start collaboratively filling in
content via their laptops,

The teachers are standing at separate tables with their lap-
tops to help students with questions. Bob walks over to
talk to one of the teachers, Peter, who currently talks to a
student from another group. Peter mentions a handful of
publications that might be relevant to the students. Dur-
ing the conversation, he finds them on his laptop, attaches
URLs from the laptop version of Slam-to-Share. The stu-
dents have placed their phones on the table next to his,
and he slams to share multiple times. Bob is not inter-
ested in receiving a resource that is only of interest to the
other student, so he flips his phone face-down to opt out
of receiving it (see Figure 9.4A).

In the sensing design of Slam-to-Share, we incorporate the interplay
between mobile devices and tables, creating a sharing relation de-
fined by "slamming table surfaces" in the environment (Fixed and Semi-
fixed Features). The system requires devices to share the same un-
derlying surface, similar to SurfaceLink [70] and HuddleLamp [187].
Such sharing relations bound to a table enables a group of people
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Figure 9.6: Stick-to-Share exploits mobility of paper artifacts to enable asso-
ciation of content with and juxtapose it to artifacts in the envi-
ronment. A: A sticker enables digital access, e.g., on the back of
a laptop. B: By pinning paper artifacts to a shared space, digital
access is persistently available to all.

Figure 9.7: Mobile artifacts allow for flexible organization, such as, A: juxta-
posing laptop displays (green) to paper artifacts on a wall (blue)
while others sit at the table with access to individual resources,
or B: sitting around a table with whiteboards and books (blue) in
view.

to define a bounded area for sharing that does not involve other co-
located people.

However, similar to Jokela et al. [112], we suggest that the sensing
capabilities should allow for users to appropriate features of the sys-
tem in response to shifts in social situations, where the spatial needs
(e.g., interpersonal distances and orientations) change (Interpersonal
Flexibility). In contrast to HuddleLamp [187] – which uses external
sensing – Slam-to-Share (along with SurfaceLink [70]) utilizes mobile
sensors, providing the opportunity for moving the space for sharing
to different tables, allowing collaborating actors to flexibly engage in
different sharing relations. Even though the detection mechanism is
bound to a horizontal surface, it supports Interpersonal Flexibility
because opting in and out of a sharing relation is not bound up in
detecting distances and orientations between people and devices. For
instance, while the detection mechanism of GroupTogether [148] re-
quires users to hold their devices while sharing (because F-formations
are detected together with devices), Slam-to-Share detects devices in-
dependent of their users. This enables Bob to place his phone in the
sensed area for sharing and wander off, knowing he opted in.

Finally, Slam-to-Share supports multiple proxemic opportunities
for opting in and out (Multiple Alternatives): collaborating actors
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can easily opt out by either picking up the device or subtly flipping it
over face down. Such micro-mobility gestures allow for flexible man-
agement of sharing relations: e.g, it supports opting out of a share
while staying seated around the table, without the need to trigger
through discrete distance and orientation thresholds.

9.6 stick-to-share

Stick-to-Share (see Figure 9.6) illustrates how mobile artifacts allow
for flexibility in interpersonal space, and that fixed features serve as
resources for organizing these artifacts.

9.6.1 Prototype

Stick-to-Share uses the built-in camera for detecting images in the
camera frame using the AR framework Vuforia’s cloud recognition
API for creating and detecting image targets [240]. The application is
a lightweight platform for associating a URL with an image, which
can then be printed and attached to artifacts, effectively distribut-
ing interaction opportunities with Stick-to-Share around physical sur-
roundings. A web app enables associating URLs to image targets
(processed by Vuforia’s feature detection service). A native mobile
app (see Figure 9.6) can then recognize the image targets using the
built-in camera and display links to URLs in AR.

9.6.2 Empirical: Mobility Enables Interpersonal Flexibility

The design of Stick-to-Share is inspired by the observation that mobile
artifacts such as paper and laptops allow for flexible interpersonal
sharing. More specifically (in line with prior studies, e.g., [139, 182]),
our observations show that the ability to manipulate and juxtapose
paper artifacts and mobile devices in relation to fixed features enables
flexible configuration of interpersonal relations during collaborative
activities.

Even though features of the space remain relatively fixed (tables,
corkboards and whiteboards), the locational flexibility of paper arti-
facts and mobile devices allows for collaborators to enact a large va-
riety of interpersonal relations, ranging from addressing one or two
others (like in Figure 9.5A) to an entire group (like in Figure 9.7A).
Yet, it is evident that these features of the environment condition how
people can arrange their mobile artifacts. E.g., whiteboards and cork
boards are utilized as resources for making access to content persis-
tent through paper artifacts stuck on them. They further allow for
sustaining activities where mobile displays are moved in relation to
post-its, whiteboard writings and printed materials for having mul-
tiple information resources in view (Figure 9.7). For instance, Fig-
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Figure 9.8: Show-to-Share enables adjusting co-located access to control by
manipulating size and orientation of QR tags via different display
properties.

Figure 9.9: Show-to-Share on fixed and mobile displays. A: A laptop client
can scale tag size up and down on a large display. B: A phone
client can swipe between slides. C: A phone client displays a tag
via a share button.

ure 9.7(A) shows how paper artifacts can be organized flexibly by
pinning them in juxtaposition to each other, and device screens can
similarly be placed in relation to these and rest near the owner dur-
ing discussions. Furthermore, the situation in Figure 9.7(B) shows an
arrangement where a whiteboard with shared notes (from a previous
activity) serves as a conversational resource in a collaborative writing
activity, due to its persistent visibility in a fixed location. However,
what makes the whiteboard accessible in the given activity, is the mo-
bility of the laptops allowing for each person to orient flexibly towards
the whiteboard while working. The collaboration is, in this example,
coordinated by referring to a shared synchronized document that is
open on each student laptop.

9.6.3 Design Rationale: Interpersonal Flexibility via Stickers

We present a scenario for Stick-to-Share, used in conjunction with
mobile artifacts for flexible digital exchanges.

Alice, Bob and Emma meet to do a literature review on
HCI research in an affinity diagram on the whiteboard.
Alice finds a photo of Mark Weiser, the father of ubiqui-
tous computing, with a famous quote on it. She creates a
sticker via Stick-to-Share out of the image and associates
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it with a publication link. She prints the sticker and hangs
it next to the affinity diagram.

The following week, they discuss the affinity diagram on
the whiteboard. They are suddenly unsure about some
parts within the Mark Weiser publication. In juxtaposition
to the affinity diagram, Emma finds the sticker associated
with the publication link and points her device camera at
it to get access to the publication. She also accesses a video
associated with another paper (Figure 9.6B).

Later, they are sitting around the table, and Bob wants
to edit a collage that Alice created for their next presen-
tation. Alice has made links to relevant files available to
her group in a public folder, accessible through a sticker
on the back of her laptop. She is seated on the other side
of the table face-to-face with Bob, with her laptop facing
away from Bob. Bob scans the back of her laptop (Fig-
ure 9.6A) and is able to download this file from Alice’s
public folder. Alice notices this action – because the action
of pointing with a camera is explicit and visible to others
– and Bob explains why he needs the collage file. Alice
is already currently editing the file, and they reorganize
around the table to work together on it.

Stick-to-Share allows for configuration of persistent access to digi-
tal resources by flexibly "attaching stickers" (i.e., printed paper) to
devices, things or places. Significant to a system like Stick-to-Share,
which is purely based on mobile artifacts (paper and smartphones), is
the span of proxemic relations that may emerge from its interaction
style (Interpersonal Flexibility): e.g., scanning the back of another
person’s laptop embodies a personal one-to-one relation between two
people (see Figure 9.6A), whereas a paper pinned to the whiteboard
in the group area provides a semi-public access point allowing for sus-
tained access to the group of people or visitors to the space. This
allows collaborating actors to make socially meaningful content asso-
ciations and make digital content accessible in contextually relevant
ways, similar to interactions with RFID tags [244] or beacons [184].

Furthermore, Stick-to-Share supports the ability to increase possi-
bilities for accessing the same resource in multiple ways by printing
the same image target (’access point’) multiple times and placing it
in multiple contexts (Multiple Alternatives). As demonstrated in the
observations, paper artifacts can easily become part of semifixed and
fixed features – such as sticking to whiteboards, cork boards, or walls
using magnets, pins or tape – in ways that are meaningful to a group
of people (Fixed and Semifixed Features). However, they may also be
attached to other mobile artifacts, becoming a more dynamic feature
of space. For instance, the explicit gesture of pointing a mobile device
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camera at a sticker (an action visible to co-located others) has a dif-
ferent social meaning when attached to the back of a laptop, in that
it discloses a person’s intent of accessing an other person’s digital
resource.

9.7 show-to-share

With Show-to-Share (see Figure 9.8), we focus on how the architec-
tural layout (including displays) in a presentation situation can pro-
vide multiple proxemic opportunities for action.

9.7.1 Prototype

Show-to-Share is a web-based presentation tool that generates QR
codes via a REST API 1. Most mobile phones have built-in or down-
loadable apps for QR scanning. The laptop version of the web app
supports QR scanning via the front camera, allowing mobile phones
to share a new slide deck to it for presentation by showing a code
from phone to laptop. The QR code contains an access token that
allows for different levels of control, ranging from posting a slide-
related question with temporary slide controls granted (audience) to
having full control of the slides (presenter). The system makes access
to control flexible by providing multiple interaction possibilities for
sharing. On laptops connected to large displays, the QR code can be
scaled up and down to change the detection range (see Figure 9.9A). Pre-
senters can further decide to show the QR code on different devices
(e.g., large display, laptop or smartphone as in Figure 9.9B-C), conse-
quently requiring scanners to be at a certain distance and orientation
to the display.

9.7.2 Empirical: Lack of Manipulation Alternatives

The design of Show-to-Share is inspired by observations from a pre-
sentation session that illustrate how personal devices and fixed (shared
display) and semifixed (table and chairs) features of space collectively
shape opportunities for action in a presentation situation for the stu-
dents and teachers involved. During the session, student groups switched
between presenting their projects and getting feedback from the audi-
ence (teachers and other students). A slide deck was pre-configured
to contain slides from all groups, in order to present from a single
laptop cabled to a large display and avoid tedious switching of dis-
play cables between laptops when new groups had to present. Fig-
ure 9.10 shows how the connected laptop is placed on a table near
the large fixed display and people sit on chairs in the audience. This

1 QR code generator API http://goqr.me/ (Accessed 03-01-2019)

http://goqr.me/
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Figure 9.10: Two zones in group presentations. A-B: In the presentation
zone, A is the presenter with control access, and B are two co-
presenters who can point at the shared fixed display. C: In the
audience zone, people sit on chairs and view the shared display
from a distance.

arrangement separates presenters and audience in zones during pre-
sentations, where the large display is viewed from a distance by the
audience and controlled from the laptop by only one of the presenters.
It has previously been argued by Chattopadhyay et al. that participa-
tion during such presentations – e.g., walking over to a laptop to tem-
porarily take control for navigating and pointing at slides – is socially
burdensome [45]. In line with this, we found that during presenta-
tions, only the one group member nearest the laptop would remain
in control of slides (Figure 9.10A). Other presenters (Figure 9.10B)
would verbally instruct that person to navigate and point on slides.
The same dynamics occurred during feedback sessions: when audi-
ence members referred to slides via verbal instructions from a dis-
tance (see Figure 9.10C).

9.7.3 Design Rationale: Multiple Alternatives for Showing Tags

Extending the idea of Office Social [44], we focused on designing for
multiple opportunities of distributing wireless control by exploiting
the spatial arrangement of people, technologies and features of the
environment (as annotated in Figure 9.10). The following scenario
envisions how Show-to-Share enables multiple proxemic ways of dis-
tributing wireless control:

Alice, Bob, and Emma enter the stage to present their
project ideas. The laptop that is hooked to the large dis-
play is resting at the table on one side. Alice shares a slide
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deck to the laptop via her mobile phone displaying a QR
code to the laptop front camera. She then shares access to
controls with Bob’s mobile phone by presenting a small
code on the large display that he scans and Emma subse-
quently scans Bob’s phone display where Bob shows the
code (Figure 9.8A). During the presentation, each presen-
ter can move freely around the slides with wireless access
to controls. Bob points at something on slide 10 and then
flicks (via the phone) through to slide 11 to point at a
figure, making a verbal connection between these two en-
tities of the slide deck.

The presentation ends on a Q&A slide. Alice shares a QR
code on the display, scaling it up to a size that anyone in
the audience can detect with their phones. The access to-
ken of this code contains privileges for posting questions
on the Q&A slide. The teacher Peter and others in the au-
dience can scan the code (see Figure 9.8C). After scanning,
they can fill in questions and comments about the pre-
sentation. The presenters moderate the Q&A and ask Pe-
ter to make his comment. Peter uses the wireless controls
to jump straight to slide 11 and uses the remote pointer
via touch on his mobile phone to direct the attention to a
particular figure on the slide while remaining seated. He
flicks back to the previous slide to provide more context
to his question.

Show-to-Share supports multiple manipulations to achieve the same
social outcome (Multiple Alternatives): a presenter can, for instance,
share with a co-presenter either by ’showing’ a small tag on a large
display or by ’showing’ a tag on a (small) mobile display. Because
of the different features of the display form factors (size and mo-
bility), these manipulations have different proxemic consequences.
For instance, sharing via a large display supports one-to-many re-
lations with a scaled-up tag (see Figure 9.8C) and one-to-few rela-
tions with a scaled-down tag (see Figure 9.8B), and one-to-one rela-
tions are supported via mobile devices (see Figure 9.8A). A mobile
phone display enables a presenter to establish a personal sharing zone
with a co-presenter, configured by characteristics of the mobile phone;
its display size (small) and mobility for re-orienting the display allow
for fine-grained control of which person to invite for scanning a tag
shown on it. This demonstrates the spectrum of multiple ways that
co-presenters can share controls with each other and the audience.

Figure 9.10 illustrates the common proxemic configuration of pre-
sentations, separated in two zones; (1) a presenter zone where pre-
senters are standing near the display, one person nearest laptop con-
trols, and (2) an audience zone where members are sitting on chairs
at a distance to have the full display in view. This configuration is
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a fixed feature of the space during the entirety of the presentation,
facilitated by a fixed display, a table for the presentation device, and
chairs for audience members. Show-to-Share augments this configu-
ration of Fixed and Semifixed Features by allowing for presenters to
shape how control access is made available to others through show-
ing/hiding, resizing or reorienting QR tags on displays to configure
the sharing relation between people and displays.

The explicit scanning of a tag within line-of-sight of the display and
within range of the detection threshold is a purposeful constraint, al-
lowing the presenter currently sharing to remain in control of who
gets access when. However, the interactions of "showing displays to
others" provides opportunities to manipulate size and orientation of
QR tags, making the system adaptable to different architectural ar-
rangements of displays and people (Interpersonal Flexibility). For
instance, showing a large QR tags on the display creates a "broad-
casting" zone with a one-to-many sharing relation, however, it also
supports sharing controls in a one-to-few relation with nearby co-
presenters by scaling down the tag. Comparing to Proxemic Presenter
[74], we can see that the way in which sensing is applied to interaction
has different proxemic consequences. Proxemic Presenter allows for
implicitly unlocking slide controls when a presenter orients towards
the display within a certain distance threshold. However, by making
distance thresholds flexible, as illustrated with Show-to-Share, we can
make the same detection mechanism adaptable to different social pur-
poses and physical environments.
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Figure 9.11: Proxemics Beyond Proximity: People exploit artifacts in the environment – such as tables, paper artifacts, and mobile and fixed displays –
to flexibly enact proxemic relations for ad hoc sharing. We suggest three design sensitivities to augment these practices with cross-device
interactions.
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9.8 discussion

In the following, we discuss the contributions and delimitation of the
design sensitivities presented in this paper, including how they point
to future directions for cross-device systems.

9.8.1 A Design Lens for Proxemics Beyond Proximity

Our work has started to unpack an approach to cross-device interac-
tion that considers proxemics beyond proximity (see Figure 9.11). The
goal has not been to make general judgments about certain cross-
device sensing systems (such as whether mobile or stationary sensors
are generally better or worse). We neither suggest that our prototype
systems are optimal solutions for all sharing practices, and future
work is needed to validate the design sensitivities through evaluation
of prototypes with users. For instance, slamming tables when sharing
is certainly not appropriate in more serious social contexts. However,
the prototypes serve as exemplars highlighting less articulated op-
portunities for designing flexible cross-device systems. Based on our
research approach – embracing the complexities of real-world con-
ditions from field observations – we contribute to existing research
on cross-device systems (often studied in the lab, e.g., [148, 187]) by
proposing design sensitivities, grounded in proxemics theory and em-
pirical work.

Furthermore, framing our design exploration by observations from
a specific real-world practice has its limitations: design rationales are
limited to the characteristics of the practice and furnished environ-
ment that we observed. For instance, the socio-spatial context was
specifically relevant for considering flexibility in interpersonal space
(as opposed to high security constraints, for instance). Hence, rather
than considering our design sensitivities as an exhaustive list, we ar-
gue that they serve as starting points for operationalizing proxemics
beyond proximity detection, outlining a research direction on design-
ing cross-device interactions for flexible social interaction.

9.8.2 Adopting Sensitivity to Fixed and Semifixed Features

We have demonstrated through prototypes how interactions with mo-
bile built-in sensors (accelerometers, gyroscopes and cameras) can in-
corporate features of the environment as part of the cross-device inter-
action, e.g., allowing tables, walls, boards and fixed displays to have
agency in the interaction (Fixed and Semifixed Features). Other re-
searchers have also drawn attention to such concerns of proxemics be-
yond proximity, operationalizing relationships between interpersonal
and architectural space for design [34, 62, 79, 97, 110, 147], and our
examples build on this work. For instance, our work is inspired by
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Buxton’s Space-Function Integration [34], where space design (e.g.,
locations of fixed display devices) is considered to have social mean-
ing. Furthermore, a few cases specifically engage with the proxemics
literature [10, 79, 147]. For instance, Ballendat et al. [10] and Mar-
quardt et al. [147] discuss how Proxemic Interactions may consider
fixed and semifixed features as mediators of interaction, such as al-
lowing the use of a (semifixed) couch to become a signifier of intent
in the Proxemic Media Player. They suggest that the position of semi-
fixed features needs to be continually tracked. The focus here is on
how such features can mediate implicit human-computer interaction
through proximity sensing.

However, in adopting a sensitivity to Fixed and Semifixed Fea-
tures, we suggest to consider the interplay between social interaction,
cross-device systems and their environment. Our prototypes demon-
strate how fixed and semifixed features can become resources for me-
diating human-human interaction through cross-device interaction.
They are only examples of incorporating features, and the idea may
be applied in principle to any sensor when considering which prox-
emic relations to enable. For instance, RF-based techniques [112, 141,
181, 221] (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth) exploit a signal range that goes be-
yond walls. In contrast, microphone-based techniques [46, 111] de-
tect signals from devices within boundaries of walls (dependent on
how loud the sound signal is). While not explicitly tracking prox-
imity, techniques using mobile cameras [8, 26] exploit line-of-sight
between devices, and techniques based on device motion [151] and
orientation [80, 123] exploit synchronous gestures by people sharing
the same space.

9.8.3 Adopting Sensitivity to Interpersonal Flexibility

The fundamental ideas of Interpersonal Flexibility build on prior
HCI research. Luff et al. [139] studied how placement and manipula-
tion of paper in relation to the physical work space serve to manage
the dynamics of collaboration. They identified key characteristics of
paper artifacts such as micro-mobility (the fine-grained orientation and
re-positioning of artifacts to manage how they are viewable by others)
and local mobility (the movement of artifacts through different spaces
in the local vicinity), and these have also informed design of cross-
device environments [14, 19, 148]. The design sensitivity is further
inspired by Krogh et al.’s sensitizing concept of Proxemic Malleabil-
ity, defined as the ability of an interactive system to support a range
of socio-spatial relations [128].

We extend this research with concrete design rationales for cross-
device interaction. In contrast to cross-device interactions that detect
human-human proximity (e.g., [148]), our examples of Interpersonal
Flexibility allow for re-configuration of the relations between peo-
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ple and their environment through manipulation of the cross-device
system. For instance, the Show-to-Share idea of manipulating the dis-
tance with which a camera can detect a tag invites for further inves-
tigation into flexible detection mechanisms with other sensors. For
microphone-based techniques (e.g., Chirp [46]), the volume of a sig-
nal affects the range with which a microphone can pick it up. In
this way, adjusting volume is effectively fine-tuning the bounds of
the sensing area for sharing – and artifacts such as megaphones can
make these bounds flexible.

9.8.4 Adopting Sensitivity to Multiple Alternatives

Finally, similar arguments to the idea of Multiple Alternatives have
been made about the ability to remote control in collaboration prac-
tices, e.g., via touchless interaction (e.g., [169]) and cross-device in-
teraction (e.g., [44, 128]), showing that remote control enables more
flexibility of action in collaboration. By providing multiple proxemic
ways of gesturing around a shared display (next to it or from a dis-
tance), a system can enable multiple alternative actions for achieving
the effect of communicating around displayed content.

We complement these suggestions with design proposals of cross-
device interactions that enable multiple interaction possibilities for
achieving the same effect. For instance, Show-to-Share allows for shar-
ing both via showing a QR tag on the mobile phone, the laptop screen
or on a large display (scaled up or down), all possibly leading to the
same effect, but with different proxemic consequences (i.e., different
conditions for how people can move in relation to each other and
the QR tag). While Show-to-Share conveys this sensitivity through
the manipulation of a camera-to-tag relation, the sensitivity invites
for further ideas, such as sensor fusion. Deploying multiple sensors
simultaneously can enable users to switch between distinct sensing
properties for configuring a sharing relation to others, e.g., switching
between RF-based (from a distance) and NFC-based (close proximity)
sharing.

9.8.5 Flexibility is Not Always Better

Our research builds on Krogh et al.’s work to advance socio-spatial
literacy [128], meaning to articulate system properties in terms of how
they frame the organization of socio-spatial behaviour. They argue
that systems supporting high Proxemic Malleability are neither good
nor bad in general, but rather may be good for some social situations
and bad for others.

Motivated by our field study of collaboration (relying on mobility
and flexibility), our prototypes specifically explore how cross-device
interactions can be designed to be adaptable to different socio-spatial
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configurations. Hence, the actions enabled by our prototypes have
certain characteristics that are meaningful to such flexible practices.
However, limited flexibility may be more desirable in other situations.
For instance, the tradeoff is clear when comparing the inherent range
properties of RF-based (e.g., AirDrop [1]) and NFC-based (e.g., An-
droid Beam [4]) techniques: AirDrop enables people to flexibly ar-
range for sharing from one to many devices enabling sharing from
anywhere within a long range (> 10 m), while Beam requires devices
to nearly touch (< 10 cm) – a physical gesture that embodies trust
between users.

Furthermore, our choice of mobile sensing infrastructure is moti-
vated by the importance of mobility in the studied practice, where
fixed sensing equipment was less desirable. However, in some prac-
tices, it might be desirable to limit the mobility. For instance, a fixed
tracking area (e.g., in HuddleLamp [187] and Collaborative Work-
place Table [181]) can be used as an explicit resource for configuring
interpersonal relations: it supports making a system for cross-device
sharing a fixed feature of space, where the act of sharing is bounded
to one particular table surface. This may be desirable for enforcing
high security requirements on certain exchanges.

9.9 conclusion

While proximity detection enables ad hoc cross-device interaction,
it also constrains flexibility in social interaction. Through prototyp-
ing, we explored how cross-device interactions can enable flexible
proxemic relations for ad hoc sharing. To this end, we propose three
design sensitivities for supporting flexible social interaction through
cross-device interaction: (1) Incorporating fixed and semifixed features of
the environment to constrain and enable action during collaboration, (2)
Enabling flexibility in interpersonal distance and orientation during sensor-
based interaction, and (3) Supporting multiple alternative manipulation op-
portunities to achieve the same effect. Informed by proxemics analysis
of sharing practices in the wild, three prototypes are developed as
demonstrators of how designers may adopt these sensitivities. With
this work, we hope to inspire others to consider how properties of
cross-device systems combine with fixed and semifixed features of
the environment to enable flexible social interaction.
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Figure 10.1: Shape-changing furniture with interactive surfaces allowing
people to change proxemic arrangements by gradually transi-
tioning between tabletop and wall display configurations.

abstract

The field of Shape-Changing Interfaces explores the qualities of phys-
ically dynamic artifacts. At furniture-scale, such artifacts have the po-
tential of changing the ways we collaborate and engage with interi-
ors and physical spaces. Informed by theories of proxemics, empirical
studies of informal meetings and design work with shape-changing
furniture, we develop the notion of proxemic transitions. We present
three design aspects of proxemic transitions: transition speed, step-
wise reconfiguration, and radical shifts. The design aspects focus on
how to balance between physical and digital transformations in de-
signing for proxemic transitions. Our contribution is three-fold: 1) the
notion of proxemic transitions, 2) three design aspects to consider in
designing for proxemic transitions, and 3) initial exploration of how
these design aspects might generate designs of dynamic furniture.
These contributions outline important aspects to consider when de-
signing shape-changing furniture for informal workplace meetings.

10.1 introduction

This paper investigates how the theory of proxemics [84] might in-
form the design of shape-changing furniture with interactive surfaces.
Shape-changing furniture opens up new possibilities in designing for
dynamic social situations such as informal meetings. Interaction prox-
emics articulate how properties of interactive devices inherently serve
to configure people in spatial ways with respect to the technology,
content and each other [157, 172]. As mentioned by Leithinger et
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al. [134], what is particularly interesting about shape-changing fur-
niture is the spatial dynamics that they enable, and we particularly
explore what these dynamics enable for informal workplace meetings.
Through an empirical study of a workplace with highly collaborative
work practices, we explore the nature of the socio-spatial transitions
in collaboration and we envision how shape-changing furniture can
offer new opportunities for collaboration through its ability to shift
spatial configurations and accommodate for shifting social situations.
Insights from this work is coined in the notion of proxemic transitions.
Design of interactive shared surfaces, such as digital tabletops [206,
208, 250], wall displays [16, 218, 224, 230], and combinations hereof
[246, 250, 252] is an active research area in exploring new ways of
orchestrating collaboration through technologies. Studies of shared
displays have shown that vertical and horizontal surfaces have dif-
ferent properties in how they support collaborative activities [197].
Even though these shared displays hold unique properties in sup-
porting group dynamics, they rarely accommodate shifting physical
constellations. Only recently, attention has been drawn to the opportu-
nities for shape-changing surfaces to support collaboration [223–225].
Furthermore, recent work on shape-changing interfaces explores the
combination of physical shape change and digital projection and ani-
mation, bringing attention to how dynamic properties of the physical
and digital may complement each other [11, 64, 135, 137, 198].

In this paper, we use a Research-through-Design approach [126],
where the design work draws upon theories on proxemics and itera-
tions between design explorations and empirical studies of a highly
dynamic work environment. Based on recurring scenarios of the in-
formal meetings observed, the dynamic surface was designed to en-
able a group of people to maintain shared space, while switching be-
tween the vertical, horizontal, and in-between configurations around
a shared surface. In this way we explore how a shape-changing sur-
face can provide improved flexibility in supporting informal meet-
ings. The prototype can transition between being an interactive ta-
ble and a wall surface, and a range of states in between (see figure
10.4). With the design we investigate the qualities of having dynamic
horizontal and vertical surfaces in supporting the multitude of ways
people enact spatial relations during informal meetings. Further, we
explore how user interface transformations and physical transforma-
tions complement each other. The design explorations have led to
defining the notion of proxemic transitions as a design concept for
shape-changing furniture. Proxemic transitions has served as the con-
ceptual glue [178] and nucleus of the research interest [126] in how
it links together empirical and constructive solutions on dynamic fur-
niture. The paper highlights three aspects of proxemic transitions –
namely transition speed, stepwise reconfiguration, and radical shifts – all
three tying together the dynamics in proxemics and the spatial quali-
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ties of dynamic surfaces. In this way we contribute with the following:
1) the concept of proxemic transitions for articulating a possible de-
sign space for shape-changing furniture in workplaces, 2) an outline
of three qualities to consider in such designs, and 3) a novel prototype
exploration for envisioning shape-changing furniture and its spatial
qualities in a workplace setting.

10.2 related work

This paper relates to a substantial body of work that spans multiple
areas of inquiry, including design of novel shape-changing interfaces,
interactive surfaces, workplace studies and proxemics theory.

10.2.1 Shape-Changing Interfaces

Shape-changing interfaces is an interdisciplinary research field bring-
ing together competences from design, art and computing in explor-
ing the potential of physically dynamic artifacts [134, 190, 198]. Ras-
mussen et al. [190] have proposed a taxonomy for articulating the
design space of shape-changing interfaces. The paper highlights key
challenges for the field, including moving beyond point designs, and
argues that future work within the field should use a systematic ap-
proach in exploring the design space by combining purpose with
shapes and transformations [190]. Our work takes up this challenge
in exploring design of furniture-scale shape-changing interfaces with
the purpose of supporting informal meetings. A few examples of
shape-changing furniture and room elements have emerged recently
[82, 134, 223, 225]. In the work domain, the subjects of study have
ranged from dynamics regarding ergonomics, privacy and variable
group sizes [134, 224] to dynamic shapes in relation to task perfor-
mance [223]. Few have explored how shape-changing interior can fa-
cilitate collaboration [223, 225]. Selected work within shape-changing
interfaces explores the combination of physical shape change and
digital animation using spatial augmented reality [11, 64, 135, 137,
198]. Common for this research is the investigation of how properties
of physical transformation and pixel displays can complement each
other. We build upon the work of Lindlbauer et al. [137] who compare
virtual and physical transformation on a combined augmented real-
ity and shape-changing tablet-sized object. They compare the trans-
formations in relation to the property speed, stating that physical
transformations are limited in speed by the physical constraints of
the actuators in the object, whereas pixel animations are only lim-
ited by the frame rate. Our work seeks to explore how this aspect of
transformations (among others) compares in the two paradigms for
supporting the dynamics of ad-hoc collaboration.
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10.2.2 Interactive Surfaces and Spatial Configuration

Spatial properties of physically static interactive surfaces and their
impact on collaboration have been widely studied in HCI. In particu-
lar tabletop and wall displays have formed the locus of attention, but
also augmented furniture considered more widely [218]. Prototypes
have illustrated how orientation [208] and territories [180, 206] can
serve as means for coordinating. Scott et al. [206] found that when
people collaborate around tabletops they organize in the interactive
space in personal, group and storage territories. The concept of terri-
toriality relates to Hall’s [84] notion of distance zones and personal
space. We make use of these concepts and principles in the design of
the dynamic surface prototype. In addition, our investigation builds
on studies of how the spatial configuration of displays matter. Studies
have illustrated how different physical display configurations in pub-
lic space have implications for crowd sizes and social learning [230].
Rogers et al. [197] compare impact of vertically or horizontally ori-
ented displays concluding overall that tabletop displays are good at
supporting cohesive collaboration amongst groups of up to 3-4 peo-
ple whereas wall displays are superior for changing group sizes and
when dealing with information which is being primarily shown to
participants. This work is highly motivational for our research and
we contribute with investigating how dynamic surfaces can serve to
enable these properties in an ad-hoc fashion during informal meet-
ings.

10.2.3 Workplace Studies and Collocated Interaction

Multiple studies within computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW)
have discussed how spatial organisation and layout affect awareness
and coordination, local mobility and collocated work practices [13,
17, 56, 139]. In the early work, stationary computers, screens and
telephones forced workers to move between equipment, stations and
rooms throughout their activities. Luff & Heath [139] introduced the
term ecological flexibility to characterise how well artifacts and tech-
nology supported spatial adaptation. Whereas paper documents eas-
ily follow the work and affords sharing, reorientation, folding, anno-
tation, etc., the stationary computers required work to be relocated.
Today, mobile computing has increased the ecological flexibility, but
other aspects of the physical environment still require people to adapt
throughout their activities. Birnholtz et al.’s [21] study on privacy and
awareness in a work environment show the importance of local mo-
bility and proximity in coordination and awareness. Not surprisingly,
workers used moving into proximity as a way of creating attention
prior to initiating interaction, and as a way of judging whether the
interaction would be convenient to others. Similarly, in a study on
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social dynamics and spatial work practices in open office spaces, Bjer-
rum & Aaløkke [22] found that collocated ad-hoc collaboration and
informal meetings played an important role in everyday knowledge
sharing and collaboration. We have adopted their focus on informal
meetings and their notation in analyses of spatial dynamics.

10.2.4 Proxemics and F-formations

Hall’s [84] theory of proxemics has gained attention in the HCI com-
munity for his accounts of how people use space for enacting their so-
cial relations [9, 74]. Proxemics is often complemented with Kendon’s
[117] theory of F-formations describing a range of spatial patterns in
group formations. Together, these social theories provide a useful lan-
guage for understanding and designing for social situations involving
collocated people and shared artifacts. The theories have been used to
suggest new approaches to ubiquitous computing with Greenberg et
al.’s proxemic interactions [74] (e.g. [5, 9, 148]), and analytical work aim-
ing at deriving broader implications for novel interaction paradigms
(e.g. [76, 149, 157, 172, 212]). Our work is related to Greenberg et al.
[74], however, it provides a different design approach building on the
notion of interaction proxemics [157, 172]. Where Greenberg et al.’s
notion of proxemic interaction [74] seeks to operationalise users’ spa-
tial configurations to become a means of interacting with technology,
interaction proxemics [157, 172] emphasises how the specific proper-
ties of interactive technology influence users’ opportunities for config-
uring themselves with respect to each other. In line with this, Mentis
et al. [157] and Morrison et al. [163] provide findings regarding how
physical properties of interactive artifacts have implications for how
people can arrange for discussions and collaborations. These insights
can be used to understand how some properties work well whereas
others impede people’s abilities to collaborate. These insights have
driven our theoretical concept of proxemic transitions emphasising
how physically dynamic artifacts can provide new opportunities for
configuring the environment to support informal collaboration.

10.3 proxemic transitions

The theory of proxemics [84] has inspired our perspective on shape-
changing furniture. Hall describes how certain features of a space
either support or inhibit a certain type of social behaviour. He dis-
tinguishes between fixed- and semifixed-feature space, where build-
ings represent fixed-feature space, while furniture or other potentially
movable artifacts represent semifixed-feature space [84]. Our vision
for shape-changing furniture is inspired by Hall’s descriptions of the
relationship between semifixed-feature space and human behavior.
Accounts from an experiment in a hospital define rooms that tend to
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keep people apart as sociofugal space and rooms that tend to bring
people together as sociopetal. What particularly motivates our work is
the goal of spatial flexibility [84, p.110]:

“. . . sociofugal space is not necessarily bad, nor is sociopetal
space universally good. What is desirable is flexibility and
congruence between design and function so that there is
a variety of spaces, and people can be involved or not, as
the occasion and mood demand.”

O’Hara et al.’s concept of interaction proxemics [157, 172] empha-
sizes the need for considering proxemics in design of novel interac-
tions. Mentis et al. [157] provide a great example of how the theories
of proxemics and F-formations can come together and help articu-
late spatial properties of interaction designs and their social implica-
tions. In a study of collaborative practices in neurosurgery, they high-
light three dimensions of proxemics that are important to consider in
collaborations involving shared displays – namely control proxemics,
deixis proxemics and perceptual proxemics. These accounts are in line
with Hall’s arguments about how features of a space either support
or inhibit certain social behaviour. Morrison et al. [163] highlight the
role of F-formations and the ergonomics of horizontal and vertical
formats in facilitating or hindering group use of patient records. Both
studies show how physical setup of the technology may impede the
ability to collaborate.

Building on this work, our design explorations revolve around un-
derstanding how shape-changing furniture with dynamic horizontal
and vertical displays might support proxemics and F-formations for
collaboration. We envision shape-changing furniture that enable col-
located collaboration around the same shared artifact, while partici-
pants can switch between the affordances of different spatial config-
urations. Through the design of a dynamic surface, we explore the
question of what it might bring to the interaction proxemics of infor-
mal meetings that displayed content can transition between hybrids
of a horizontal and vertical surface. We found that people organize
and negotiate space to optimize their proxemic relations regarding
deixis, control and perception, similar to findings by Mentis et al.
[157]. The focus of this paper is on designing for the act of organising
and negotiating space with dynamic furniture. To emphasize this focus
we coin the term proxemic transitions to extend the conceptual frame-
work of interaction proxemics. A proxemic transition is defined as an
event involving at least two people negotiating a change in spatial
arrangement, i.e., either arranging in a certain F-formation around
content or spatially reconfiguring or reorganising artifacts in the sur-
rounding environment. To clarify what we mean by reconfiguring, we
distinguish between (1) adapting, i.e. adapting one’s posture or po-
sition in relation to the situation, and (2) reconfiguring, i.e. spatially
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reconfiguring objects in the environment. Both types of behaviour
are considered proxemic transitions given that proxemics are enacted
in an interplay between collocated people’s bodies, physical artifacts
and semifixed features that constitute the shared space. The purpose
of the present work is to understand opportunities in designing for
the latter. We explore the potential in combining physical transforma-
tions with shape-changing interfaces with digital transformations. In
particular, we demonstrate with a dynamic surface how the spatial
dynamics of both digital content and physical shapes complement
each other in providing a flexible space for collaboration and inter-
action proxemics. The concept of proxemic transitions is unfolded in
this paper by bringing attention to three aspects of people’s transi-
tions and how digital and physical transformations can support this.

10.4 research approach

The work presented here follows a Research-through-Design (RtD)
approach [67, 126, 259]. Empirical studies of informal meetings in an
open office environment have alternated with the design of dynamic
surfaces in a mutually informing process of knowledge production.
In this work, the concept of proxemic transitions serves as an integra-
tive concept that bridges between the empirical study and the design
work. The nature of typical informal meetings and design qualities of
shape-changing furniture have been tied together in this theoretical
concept which has formed the nucleus of research interest (see [178]).

Design activities involving provisional artifacts of dynamic sur-
faces have enriched and deepened the concept of proxemic transi-
tions in an accumulative fashion [126]. This approach has allowed for
freedom of exploration while promoting transparency in the design
process. As described in [178], the objective of the provisional arti-
facts is not the construction itself, but the theoretical development of
proxemic transitions that it manifests. In the lab, we built an initial
prototype of two pivoting table surfaces that could be repositioned
in relation to each other to try out how spatial dynamics were ex-
perienced in different physical configurations. Initial explorations in-
volved considering how different configurations allowed for transi-
tioning between personal and social space, i.e. transitioning in prox-
emics. The prototype supported thinking through designing and al-
lowed for experimenting with a larger set of different configurations
and form factors.

In parallel to the design work, we studied informal meetings in an
open office of a local software and web development company. This
place was selected since they have over the past years worked care-
fully to set up their open office environment in project-structured
zones to support tightly coupled collaboration between software de-
velopers. Two of the authors spent a total of 20 hours (during two
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visits with 26 days in between) in the workplace. The focus was to
understand transitions in their collaborative work. We conducted ob-
servations of detailed transitions between individual work, informal
coordination and smaller episodes of collaboration. Given the per-
spective of proxemics, we took detailed notes on how their spatial
practices around collaboration formed in the context of the physical
environment. Inspired by the spatial notation technique of snapshots
[22], we captured spatial behavior (see figures 10.6 and 10.7). The
field notes were supplemented with photos and video when possible.
In addition, we conducted four open-ended interviews. The collected
material was compared and synthesised by two researchers into pat-
terns of typical scenarios and important qualitative examples were
analysed in terms of their interaction proxemics and proxemic transi-
tions.

Figure 10.2: A proxemic transition into a longer-than-anticipated meeting
with a colleague. The man to the left adapts his body posture
to the environment and the duration of the meeting when he
gradually moves from standing (left), to leaning (centre), and
finally into squatting (right).

Figure 10.3: Two variants of sustained informal meetings. A pair both stand-
ing (left) and a pair both sitting (right).

10.5 collaboration and shape-changing furniture

The lessons from the studies of collaboration in open offices gave
context to our initial design explorations. They further provided em-
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Figure 10.4: Five example positions of the dynamic surface prototype. Ver-
tical movement from the linear actuators are translated into a
pivoting movement that lifts the plywood arms and lifts the
hinged table surfaces.

pirical motivation for the potential of shape-changing furniture. We
found that even though coworkers each have their personal desk
spaces, informal meetings play an important role in their everyday
work practice. People continually transition between individual, pair
and group work from minute to minute and sometimes even second
to second. In particular, we observed how coworkers frequently move
between personal workstations (with stationary computers equipped
with large screens) to colleagues’ desktops. Activities involved mak-
ing verbal exchanges of small bits of information or discussing some-
thing by referring through pointing to content on a colleague’s dis-
play (see figure 3, right). There was a high frequency of one-to-one
interactions as a form of coordination work reemphasizing the im-
portance of local mobility for collaboration [139]. Local mobility was
well supported by the physical open office space, where the per-
sonal desks are arranged in groups of four (see figures 10.6 and 10.7),
with additional chairs available for collaborative activities in smaller
groups. While coworkers very frequently transitioned between per-
sonal work and informal meetings at various durations, we found
their mobility to be in sharp contrast to the inflexibility of stationary
computers. The insights from the workplace study fed into the pro-
totyping sessions with dynamic surfaces in the form of typical sce-
narios. Analysis of interaction proxemics and F-formations provided
ideas for supporting people’s spatial behaviour in collaborations.

Initially, we conducted body-storming sessions with the first pro-
totype iteration of two individual table surfaces capable of rotating
horizontally (as opposed to the vertical screen rotations in [224]. This
allowed us to experiment with various physical spatial configurations
and projected digital contents while still learning about the physical
constraints of a furniture-scale shape-changing artifact that did not
reveal from abstract sketches. The explorations involved manipulat-
ing with orientation and scale of displayed content and the physical
surfaces over time. The prototype setup enabled rapid prototyping of
physical and digital transformations/animations to compare their re-
spective qualities in terms of proxemic transitions. As a result of our
second visit to study informal meetings, we learned more about the
challenges in supporting proxemic transitions at the workplace, and
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hence the potential of shape-changing furniture in this context. Identi-
fying typical scenarios we found that there were clear patterns in the
duration of meetings, and that the duration was rarely planned in
advance. For sustained meetings people would seek to continuously
adapt and reconfigure to support the activity under the constraints
of the current conditions, e.g. often passers by would lean over the
table resting on their arms or squatting to make the digital contents
equally accessible for the two people (see figure 10.2). Currently, the
individual workplaces made it challenging for more than two people
at a time to see the details of digital contents on the screen (see figure
10.3).

We built a refined prototype, enabling smooth physical and digital
transformation that allowed for exploring and enacting conceptual
scenarios addressing the challenges outlined above. This includes ad-
dressing 1) different timings of informal meetings, 2) gradual recon-
figuring of semifixed features in response to prolonged sessions, and
3) radical reconfiguring of semifixed features in response to shifting
activities and number of participants. Together these findings mo-
tivate our design explorations of three design aspects of proxemic
transitions manifested in our provisional artifact.

10.6 an augmented dynamic surface

The prototype is a shape-changing surface augmented with displays
using spatial augmented reality. The design is inspired by the notion
of interaction proxemics [157, 172] in how it provides a flexibility for
people to organize around shared display content in a physically dy-
namic way. The surface transforms between vertical and horizontal
configurations, ranging from being in a fully horizontal "table" con-
figuration to a fully vertical "wall" configuration. During the transfor-
mation between the two endpoints, the prototype can take a hybrid
"table + wall" configuration similar to BendDesk [246] and Curve
[252]. Changing between these configurations shifts the proxemics
in regards to how a group of people can naturally organize around
furniture for pointing to (deixis), controlling and perceiving the dis-
played content. The prototype serves as a token for envisioning and
experimenting with shape change in informal meetings through the
notion of proxemic transitions.

The dynamic surface consists of two parts held together by hinges.
The table surfaces are fixed on top of two Linak™ linear actuators
positioned side by side. When the actuators are in the maximum posi-
tion, the table surfaces literally hang in a vertical configuration. As the
actuators move downwards, the construction translates the vertical
movement by the actuators into a pivoting motion that slowly moves
two plywood arms from a vertical to a horizontal position, supporting
the rising surface (see figure 10.4). The hybrid "table+wall" configura-
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tion is achieved by pausing the movement as the table is moving into
a horizontal position. Here the lower table half rests on the support
arms while the upper half rests on the top of the actuators in cus-
tom mounting brackets. The virtual graphics are projected onto the
shape-changing desk through spatial augmented reality using a sin-
gle projector placed above the desk. In order to do dynamic projection
mapping during shape changes, each table surface is tracked using
OptiTrack [176]. Digital content is displayed through an application
built with the Unity3D game engine [236]. This application receives
real-time user inputs through OptiTrack to detect physical transfor-
mation of the furniture as well as collisions between users’ hands
and the furniture surfaces for simulating touch events. Currently the
physical shape of the desk is controlled with a button press by a user.
Since the focus of the paper is on explorations of the proxemic qual-
ities of shape change, self actuation is not part of the scenarios with
the dynamic surface. However, future iterations will provide an API
for controlling the desk such that the balance between user control
and self actuation could be explored in detail, as proposed in [191].
Surface textures in Unity3D display a web view that points to the URL
of a web application, enabling the user interface to be implemented
with web technologies (JavaScript, HTML5, and CSS3). The user in-
terface consists of territories, which are content areas with a color
associated with a user (see figure 10.5 for overview). Each territory
contains a rotation button (for rotating its contents) and a collection of
documents, e.g. PDFs or images, that can be flexibly reorganized and
moved around. Territories can overlap, enabling documents from dif-
ferent users to be spatially distributed across the entire surface area
of the physical prototype. The web application utilizes the web infras-
tructure of Webstrates [121]. This enables a simple way of connecting
across devices, so that mobile devices can easily interact with the con-
tent on the surfaces of the shape-changing surface by communicating
through a server. A mobile interface can be used to control the visibil-
ity of the content presented on the dynamic surface, enabling a user
to quickly toggle on/off a view to personal content.

10.7 design aspects of proxemic transitions

Our iterative Research-through-Design process – involving design ex-
plorations with the dynamic surface based on empirical examples of
informal meetings – enabled us to unfold and articulate aspects of
the design space. Our work elicited three design aspects of proxemic
transitions.

1. Transition speed: The duration of a particular informal meeting
has implications for the kinds of transitions people will make.
Quick exchanges require support for high-speed transitions that
involve a low transactional cost [157], whereas sustained infor-
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Figure 10.5: An overview of the dynamic surface’s user interface. Digital
documents are organized within a territory marked with a dot-
ted line in a personal color with a button in the middle of the
territory for rotating its content.

mal meetings would benefit from more ready-at-hand tools for
reconfiguring the physical space for digital content display, like
being able to change the height or the shape of a surface.

2. Stepwise reconfiguration: Informal meetings are spontaneous
and not planned out in advance, implying that participants
adapt to or reconfigure the spaces they engage with in a grad-
ual and stepwise manner as they move in and out of group
and personal work. This can be designed for in shape-changing
furniture by carefully designing the trajectory of its transforma-
tions with meaningful steps between its endpoints.

3. Radical shifts: In informal meetings it is not necessarily known
beforehand whether the nature of the activity will shift, by e.g.
the meeting going from containing two to five people within
few minutes. Dynamic surfaces have the potential for accom-
modating a variety of activities and group sizes in its abilities
to radically scale up/down or reorient the display area for digi-
tal content.

The design aspects are related to the temporal dimension of col-
laboration in that they describe the dynamics in physical space that
revolve around informal meetings. Speed is about the nature of a tran-
sition either towards, within or away from a meeting, sequences of
reconfiguration steps involve the nature of adaptation and step-wise re-
configuring the environment within a meeting activity, whereas rad-
ical shifts typically happen on a larger time scale when new people
enter or when the activity otherwise changes in nature, e.g. from de-
sign work to programming. The following sections synthesize our
understanding of the design aspects of proxemic transitions as it has
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developed. For each design aspect of proxemic transitions we account
for how it manifested in the observations of the workplace study ar-
ticulated in terms of snapshots [22], interaction proxemics [157, 172]
and F-formations [117]. In addition, we demonstrate and reflect on a
corresponding scenario with the dynamic surface prototype on how
shape-changing furniture could support this aspect of proxemic tran-
sitions.

Type of meeting Duration Typical behaviour Group size

Quick <1 min
Talk across space,

roll over.
2

Ephemeral <5 mins Roll over, walk over. 2-5

Sustained >5 mins
Squatting, lifting table,

or grabbing guest chair.
2-5

Table 10.1: Durations of typical informal meeting situations from observa-
tional study.

10.8 transition speed

The observational study indicated that the nature of informal meet-
ings could often be distinguished by their duration, i.e., for how long
the knowledge sharing and collaboration usually lasted before the
participants moved on to other activities. Table 10.1 provides an overview
of what we found to be typical informal meeting situations. As stated
in the table, observed situations could roughly be divided into quick
exchanges, ephemeral meetings, and sustained meetings. The examples
indicate how the open space allows for quick exchanges in the office
islands. The work stations right next to each other enabled quick
transitions between personal and group work (see figures 10.6 and
10.7) in an ad-hoc manner. Figure 10.6 is one example of behaviour
that can be characterized as a quick exchange, where two people sit-
ting next to each other can make quick and frequent transitions be-
tween personal work and short exchanges. Other examples include
talking to a colleague sitting across from you behind your displays or
quickly walk over to leave a verbal message. Analysing the situation
of figure 10.6, the proxemic transition is a very quick and temporary
exchange, usually indicated in A’s body language. In such situations,
participants are reluctant to make more radical physical transitions
like rearranging the space, as that type of behavior would signify a
different kind of transition than what was intended by A. Ephemeral
and sustained meetings often involved adaptation and reconfiguration
in a number of ways. As illustrated in figure 10.7, where one per-
son had tightly coupled collaborations with the colleague across. The
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Figure 10.6: A quick transition scenario where person A (red) physically
moves between her own (left) and B’s (blue) personal work
space to form a "2 sitting" configuration (right).

perceptual proxemics of this situation imply that one would have to
walk around in order to have shared visual access. In a "standing
and sitting" formation as in figure 10.7(right), one is standing imply-
ing a more ephemeral exchange. The sustained informal meetings
usually involved using the established physical configurations with
either two seated next to each other or standing next to each other con-
fronting a screen (see figure 10.3). We also observed examples of sus-
tained meetings where colleagues would either adapt their postures
around screens or would come to a point where they temporarily re-
configured the ergonomics of the environment by pulling over guest
chairs or lifting the tables mechanically for a stand-up meeting. The
proxemic transition in figure 10.2 shows a sustained meeting from
the study. It exemplifies how coworkers adapt their posture to the en-
vironment and change the proxemic relation to a colleague. A man is
standing next to a colleague’s workstation initiating a discussion on
a topic involving contents on the colleague’s screen, then starting to
lean on the table, and eventually squatting in front of the table to be
at eye level with the screen and the colleague. The dynamic is typi-
cal for a discussion involving displays. Prolonged discussions might
cause physical strain on the standing colleague due to the configu-
ration of the desk and display – circumstances that (in the example)
make the colleague on the left change posture. Hence, the above ex-
amples indicate that the temporal nature of informal meetings has
implications for which proxemic transitions might occur. In the fol-
lowing, we consider how this can be supported by shape-changing
furniture.

10.8.1 Transition Speed in Dynamic Surfaces

The design space of shape-changing furniture enables us to rethink
the way people can get into place for collaborations by providing
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Figure 10.7: A transition scenario where A (red) physically moves between
her own (left) and B’s (blue) personal work space to form a
"standing and sitting" configuration (right). This usually would
manifest as an ephemeral meeting.

new mechanisms of organizing space. The three types of informal
meetings relating to the duration of meetings and speeds of transi-
tioning can help us design for this aspect of proxemic transitions.
With the dynamic surface, speed is considered carefully in its ability
to support both quick transitions through digital spatial transforma-
tions and more radical transitions through physical transformations.
Inspired by research on speed in shape-changing interfaces with pro-
jection mapping [137, 198] and the large diversity in types of informal
meetings, the following scenario with the dynamic surface seeks to
illustrate how we can design for different transition speeds. The fol-
lowing scenario contains a quick informal exchange and a prolonged
exchange.

Quick exchange (see figure 10.8): Alice and Bob are do-
ing individual work on a shared project at their personal
workstations. They are both evaluating notes and pictures
from a large field study. Alice has some questions to the
study, and she walks over to Bob to ask for his opinion.
Bob opens up a digital space on the display, and using her
mobile device Alice quickly brings up a photo in the pe-
riphery of Bob’s vertical display surface (see figure 10.8(A-
B)). After Bob has expressed his opinion, Alice returns to
her seat.

Sustained meeting (see figure 10.10): Tom arrives at Bob’s
desk because he has finished a draft of his collection of
tagged photos (see figure 10.10(A)). Bob is nearly ready
too, and they decide that they want a bit more space, such
that they can have their personal stuff at the desk, while
sharing a larger display area for collaborating (see figure
10.10(B)). Tom and Bob can now organize their photos and
sketches together in a larger space, while being able to
maintain each their personal space.
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Figure 10.8: The dynamic surface supporting quick exchange: The digital
space is reconfigured to accommodate two users. (A) Bob works
at his personal desk as Alice approaches. (B) Bob invites Alice
by bringing his content to the side, and Alice brings in her con-
tent to quickly convey an idea to Bob. (C) Alice leaves and Bob
can go back to personal work (now with a digital copy of Alice’s
idea).

In the above scenario, the situation in figure 10.8(A-C) requires Al-
ice to walk up next to Bob in order to create a formation with percep-
tual and deixis proxemics [157] where they can easily face each other
while accessing a shared display. However, the significant quality of
the first interaction is how it involves a certain type of loosely coupled
collaboration. For quick exchanges, shape change could be inappro-
priate. Alice’s intention is not to reconfigure the environment for a
discussion, but rather getting a quick response in order to continue
her work. Notice how speeds of transitions are annotated in figures
10.10 and 10.11, respectively. This shows how the dynamic surface
provides a low transactional cost [157] in digital transformations that
only require a few seconds, while the physical transformations in-
volving shape change occur at a lower speed and have a higher trans-
actional cost – only valuable to some types of informal meetings. We
refer to the video 1 for getting a clearer sense of how speeds of phys-
ical vs. digital transformations are experienced.

10.9 stepwise reconfiguration

The second design aspect of proxemic transitions is stepwise recon-
figuration, i.e. how people gradually change their circumstances for
collaborating during informal meetings in small steps. The nature
of informal meetings is that they are unplanned, and they occur fre-
quently and spontaneously. Physical transformations, such as moving
up and down the table, are limited to a certain speed and this has im-
plications for how people might either adapt to or reconfigure their
environment. The main point of the following examples is that in-

1 See the video accompanying this paper.
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volved participants make ad-hoc adaptations and reconfigurations to
the situation while not being entirely clear in advance how the infor-
mal meetings will evolve. A series of snapshots from a time period
of only 5 minutes in figure 10.9 illustrate that along with the speed
with which knowledge exchanges occur, people’s stepwise adapta-
tions and reconfigurations are an important aspect of the nature of
proxemic transitions. People adapt their positions to better align with
whom they are in conversation with, and this occurs in an ad-hoc
and unplanned manner that involves multiple steps progressing to-
wards a negotiated resting situation for their conversation. These spa-
tial negotiations occur as a parallel activity while attention is on the
conversation. A particularly interesting snapshot from the field notes
reveals a situation with spatial negotiations involving multiple paral-
lel informal meetings.

As coworker A was away from his workstation, coworker
C came by to talk to coworker B while A was away. He
borrowed the free chair, and once A came back again, A
and C had a quick exchange, and A just lifted his table, so
B and C could continue their sustained informal meeting.

This illustrates very well a characteristic of the ad-hoc behaviour
revolved around informal meetings, namely how people use certain
mechanisms in semifixed-feature space, e.g. borrowing a chair for
quick transitions, whereas the more radical, such as e.g. lifting a ta-
ble, is used as a workaround when it is necessary to stand because
one’s chair is being borrowed. This example contrasts the example
of a colleague squatting for a one-to-one prolonged discussion in fig-
ure 10.2 in that one is about adapting one’s posture and the other is
about reconfiguring the environment. However, both involve transi-
tions that aim at changing the physical circumstances for collabora-
tion, i.e. organizing for certain interaction proxemics. Together these
examples pose a challenge for how designers can support proxemic
transitions, in that a) due to the ad-hoc nature of informal meetings
the progression cannot be predetermined, and b) the spatial recon-
figurations are complex and socially situated, implying that – rather
than alone designing for radical end-to-end transformations – step-
wise reconfigurations must be enabled in shape-changing furniture.

10.9.1 Stepwise Reconfiguration with Dynamic Surfaces

The following is motivated by proxemic transitions ending with one
in a squatting position (figure 10.2) or a gradual rearrangement of
furniture (figure 10.3) as described in the above empirical examples.
We explore how opportunities for new proxemic transitions might
be enabled by shape-changing furniture, providing the possibility to
choose different spatial ways of progressing and sustaining informal
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Figure 10.9: Stepwise adaptation. 12.57: People doing individual work,
while red and blue are in dialogue. 13.00: As blue moves back,
red puts on headphones to focus. 13.01: Green and purple initi-
ate a dialogue, while another starts between white and yellow.
13.02: Purple leaves his desk to be able to talk to green without
interfering with the others. Red could eavesdrop the conversa-
tion between white and yellow and joins.

meetings. Not knowing in advance how long an informal meeting
will take might prevent one from radically reconfiguring the environ-
ment. Being able to decide on stepwise smaller improvements rather
than making radical changes to the physical environment would pro-
vide more flexible choice and could potentially have an impact on
the proxemic transitions in situations such as figure 10.2. Design of
the transformations in shape-changing interfaces is often merely de-
scribing the start and end states of a shape change, but considering
the entire trajectory might be crucial to its usefulness for supporting
proxemic transitions.

Stepwise reconfiguration can be designed for in how the dynamic
surface can transform in a coherent trajectory between a set of con-
figurations. Prior work on comparing horizontal and vertical surfaces
in relation to collaboration [163, 197] point toward how their respec-
tive properties support different activities. We explored the qualities
of a surface that could shape into a wall and table display, while also
providing opportunities for being a hybrid with a mix of vertical,
horizontal or even 45-degree angles. We found during body storming
with the first prototype iteration with two separate rotating table sur-
faces that – apart from the endpoints – the hybrid configuration of
figure 10.10(B) provided a unique situation for collaboration. The be-
low scenario illustrates how mixing vertical and horizontal surfaces
might allow for physical transformations with multiple configura-
tions along the trajectory between two endpoints, and the value of
this is demonstrated through a scenario of stepwise reconfiguration
(illustrated in figure 10.10).
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Figure 10.10: The dynamic surface supporting ephemeral/sustained meet-
ing: The surface transformation interplays with Tom and Bob’s
stepwise reconfigurations; (A) Tom and Bob reorganize for
sharing the space around the desk. (B) They adjust the furni-
ture for better viewing angles. (C) They reorganize to be able
to collaborate closely and compare documents.

Tom wants to share an idea with Bob. He comes over to
Bob’s desk to quickly make sure that they align on the
idea. Bob responds and Tom is about to return, but real-
izes he wants to show something else. The current phys-
ical configuration allows for Bob to walk around on the
side and bring his digital territory with him, allowing
Tom’s personal display area to expand (see figure 10.10(B)).
This transition turns the display space into a shared space
accommodating both group and personal display territo-
ries. Tom and Bob discuss and compare ideas at Bob’s
workspace for five minutes. They have reconfigured them-
selves in a face-to-face formation [117] with the shared ver-
tical surface on their side and two personal territories on
the horizontal surface with each their display area orient-
ing towards themselves. As they reach common ground,
Bob suggests that they spend a bit of time combining their
work. At this point, they need a slightly different setup for
more easily co-creting documents. They bring down the ta-
ble to sit in a side-by-side arrangement [117] with a larger
space for collaboration (see figure 10.10(C)).

What is to be noticed from the above scenario is how Tom and Bob
initiate an informal meeting with a quick exchange, however, as it is
sustained they gradually move toward a more tightly coupled collabo-
ration by continually and gradually making proxemic transitions, i.e.,
either adapting their F-formations to the interface or reconfiguring it
to shift the deixis and perceptual proxemics. It further illustrates the
continuous negotiation of space as described in the empirical find-
ings. By designing for meaningful steps between the endpoints, the
presented scenario illustrates how dynamic furniture can facilitate the
ad-hoc nature of informal meetings.
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10.10 radical shifts

The final aspect of proxemic transitions that this paper brings for-
ward is radical shifts. An important aspect of people’s local mobility
was their movements between different spaces to organize with the
suitable F-formations and interaction proxemics to serve their partic-
ular purpose of collaboration and group size. As seen in table 10.1,
informal meetings around workstations most often ranged from 2 to
5 participants. A snapshot from the field notes illustrates how groups
would migrate their activity to an appropriate space when the current
one is insufficient for the activity or group size.

Three coworkers A, B, and C are organizing around a
whiteboard. The whiteboard - because of its size and ori-
entation on a wall - supports F-formations involving more
than just two, where all can easily see the content, point
to it, and switch between who has the pen to produce the
content. Also people can easily switch between orienting
towards the content and each other. At one point they have
to discuss something that involves the digital content on
A’s machine. A and B move over to A’s computer display
to continue the discussion afterwards, while leaving C at
his desk close to the whiteboard. A controls his computer,
and B has visual access, but is only able to interact with
the content through A, unless B takes over A’s seat and
control.

The whiteboard enables flexibility by its easy access and openness
towards multiple people. As touched upon by Rogers et al. [197], wall
displays are superior for changing group sizes and presenting mate-
rial, whereas tabletops support close collaboration at limited group
sizes better. An advantage of large vertical surfaces is that people can
organize in a semi-circular F-formation [117] around them with equal
visual access and deixis abilities in relation to the content. When A
and B leave C to look at A’s computer, the current collaborative sit-
uation transitions into a new situation where A and B work closer
together and C is left for personal work. If the meeting with C was
intentionally concluded, everything is fine. However, the spatial cir-
cumstances are inflexible for sustaining the informal meeting in a
group of three with simultaneous access to a shareable large surface
and personal content from their workstations. It was rare that three
people would organize around a display at a personal workstation
due to the limited amount of space. Thus, the physical circumstances
constrain the space of possible proxemic transitions for sustained in-
formal meetings involving display content. One could hypothesise
that the area does not provide the necessary physical space for enact-
ing proxemics [84], and that this entails the group to make a radical
shift of migrating the activity to a different space.
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Figure 10.11: The workplace is spatially flexible and enables reconfigura-
tions to accommodate various group sizes.

10.10.1 Radical Shifts with Dynamic Surfaces

We demonstrate how spatial adaptation is enabled by our dynamic
surface to allow for adapting to a variety of group sizes and interac-
tion proxemics. Careful attention is given towards the dynamics of
orientation and scale. In related furniture-scale shape-changing inter-
faces there is usually either a focus on vertical dynamics as in the
Shape-Shifting Wall Display [224] or horizontal dynamics as in Trans-
formTable [223] or inForm [134]. What we found to be a significant
aspect of knowledge sharing using displays is flexibility to reorganize
for shifting the interaction proxemics involving a mixture of horizon-
tal and vertical surfaces. The design of our dynamic surface builds on
the findings in Rogers et al.’s comparison of vertical and horizontal
displays [197]. Our findings indicated quick transitions between infor-
mal meetings that involved both cohesive collaboration and a variety
of group sizes. The following scenario (see figure 10.11) demonstrates
how a dynamic surface might accommodate for radical shifts in ac-
tivity that involves reconfiguring the current location to allow for a
larger group instead of migrating to another location.

Tom and Bob are comparing diagrams (see figure 10.11(A)).
Alice spontaneously joins the activity and stands at the
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end of the table. Together the participants arrange in a
semi-circular formation [117] around the surface. Tom and
Bob rotate one end of the surface to have a vertical display
that they can all see fairly well. Alice can easily bring up
her personal items on the dynamic surface using her mo-
bile device, however, it is hard for her to gesture and point
properly on the details of the vertical display. Tom trans-
forms the surface into a board configuration (see figure
10.11(C-D)). This configuration allows for a semi-circular
arrangement with all participants at an arm’s length for
controlling and pointing towards the display.

What is interesting in the above scenario is how shape change pro-
vides a new dynamic space for enacting territoriality [206] and prox-
emic zones [84] in collaborations. Scott et al.’s study three types of
territories around tabletops; personal, storage, and group territories
[206]. The above scenario illustrates how a shape-changing interface
provides a new way of organizing territories on vertical and horizon-
tal surfaces and how they can change the physical circumstances pro-
viding a different territoriality. Notice how Tom and Bob were able to
conveniently share a storage space on the vertical surface because of
its balanced orientation towards the two collaborators while having
their respective personal zones. As Alice enters they change the con-
figuration to enable Alice to become part of the group territory and
give all equal access in terms of control, deixis and perception. This
scenario is in line with the comparative study of [197]. Along with the
design proposals of [224] and [223], our prototype provides further
inspiration for envisioning how dynamic surfaces might enable more
flexibility in facilitating shifting group sizes around content. The prox-
emic transitions with such surfaces might be as radical as moving
to another work area with a whiteboard, in that you might have to
move other physical artifacts such as paper or devices. However, in
case the scenario would benefit from maintaining the same display
environment, our prototype would provide a new way of conducting
this collaboration.

10.11 discussion and future work

The presented scenarios should be seen as abstract representations
and initial explorations of the vision for how dynamic furniture can
support the proxemic transitions in collaborative work. The prototype
only touches upon a subset of the design space of proxemic transi-
tions through its limited shape-changing abilities. It serves as a provi-
sional artifact in designing for proxemic transitions, as well as articu-
lating important qualities and challenges of dynamic surfaces for col-
laboration. There are obvious limitations to the form factor, limited in-
teraction and transformations of the prototype, if envisioned as a tra-
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ditional desk filled with paper, coffee cups, devices and decorations.
In an office environment, it is much more likely that shape-changing
surfaces will replace the surfaces that are already serving as shared
resources to groups of people. Further, combining the coarse-grained
transformations of our dynamic surface with more fine-grained trans-
formations like in [64, 134], would enable other physical artifacts to
stay horizontal while the overall structure transforms. Along contin-
ued explorations of different purposes and shapes, the natural next
step would be to further explore the interaction design for dynamic
surfaces. Initial studies have been conducted in [223–225], however,
more work on participatory design and user studies is needed for
a better understanding of how interaction with dynamic surfaces
should balance user and system control to be useful in a real-world
context.

The design aspects of proxemic transitions are particular to the
design space, in that it is unfolded in coupling empirically elicited
scenarios in existing collaborative practice to potential future prac-
tices around dynamic surfaces. The notion of proxemic transitions
and the aspects of speed, steps and radical shifts are important as-
pects that are particular to both human work practices and aspects of
what shape-changing surfaces can accommodate for. These aspects
of interactions are fundamental to human-computer interaction and
have influenced previous work. Previous work has explored how tech-
nology might respond to how people move in and out of proximity
[74, 239] and similar aspects in relation to interacting with single
small-scale products [248]. With the introduction of proxemic tran-
sitions, we aim at capturing these aspects from a broader situational
perspective, exemplified here with how collaborative work might un-
fold around a shape-changing surface. Introducing the dynamics of
collaborative work within both shape-change and proxemic transitions
allow us explore the intersection between dynamic work activities
and reconfigurable physical spaces.

10.12 conclusion

Learning from theories of proxemics and implications from empiri-
cal and design work, this paper has illustrated how shape-changing
furniture can be meaningfully designed to support dynamics of col-
located collaboration. Our research through design approach breaks
new ground in the area of shape-changing interfaces by bridging em-
pirical and constructive solutions within a real-world context, and our
dynamic surface exploration provides complementary inspiration to
the area of shape-changing furniture with its dynamic horizontal and
vertical surfaces at furniture scale. It represents an initial investigation
into the exciting area of shape-changing furniture by contributing
with the perspective of proxemic transitions. In addition, scenarios
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with dynamic furniture serve to articulate the conceptual contribu-
tion of proxemic transitions as a characteristic of collaboration and as
a design quality for dynamic surfaces. Three design aspects provide
the designer with a sensibility towards specific aspects of how dy-
namic surfaces might support proxemic transitions, and thus provide
a foundation for future design work.
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abstract

A core challenge in tabletop research is to support transitions be-
tween individual activities and team work. Shape-changing tabletops
open up new opportunities for addressing this challenge. However,
research on interaction with shape-changing furniture is in its early
stages - so far, research has mainly focused on triggering shape-changes,
and less on the actual interface transitions. We present KirigamiTable
- a novel actuated shape-changing tabletop for supporting transitions
in collaborative work. Our work builds on the concept of Proxemic
Transitions, considering the dynamic interplay between social inter-
actions, interactive technologies and furniture. With KirigamiTable,
we demonstrate the potential of designing interactions that combine
transformation of shape and digital content. We highlight challenges
for shape-changing tabletops: initiating shape and content transfor-
mations, cooperative control, and anticipating shape-change. To ad-
dress these challenges, we propose a set of novel interaction tech-
niques, including shape-first and content-first interaction, cooperative
gestures, and physical and digital preview of shape-changes.

11.1 introduction

Interactive tabletops have shown great promise for supporting col-
laboration [97, 197, 204]. However, several researchers have pointed
out that a core challenge for research on shared displays (such as
tabletops and wall-displays) is to support transitions between differ-
ent ways of engaging with co-located others [34, 72, 78, 157, 205].
Recent research in actuated shape displays has begun to address this
challenge through design of shape-changing furniture [64, 78, 105,
134, 223, 225]. With TRANSFORM, Leithinger et al. [134] demonstrate
how a shape-changing tabletop can support a variety of activities.
Grønbæk et al. [78] coin the term Proxemic Transitions, considering
how transitions in people’s social interactions are conditioned by the
interplay between interactive technologies and features in the envi-
ronment such as furniture. They illustrate through a prototype how
shape-changing furniture enable people to re-organize themselves
with respect to interpersonal distance and orientation as well as in
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Figure 11.1: KirigamiTable supports three types of shape configurations:
Flat-Fold, Four-Fold and Two-Fold.

relation to displays and other artefacts. Takashima et al. [223] explore
how the shape of a tabletop display can influence users’ spatial ar-
rangements and the atmosphere around it, and Takashima et al. [225]
explore the properties of different vertical display shapes, motivating
further research on shape-changing display transitions. These exam-
ples are early experiments, and a number of challenges await further
exploration. This includes the challenges of constructing such inter-
faces, designing ways of interacting with them, and exploring their
design more specifically within the context of collaboration practices.

Inspired by prior research, we propose a set of interaction tech-
niques to address challenges of designing for proxemic transitions
around a shape-changing tabletop. We developed these through the
design and implementation of KirigamiTable. KirigamiTable is a shape-
changing tabletop that utilizes a kirigami actuator [51, 114] for shape
changes. The prototype simulates a foldable touch display where out-
put is generated via dynamic projection mapping, and display input
is simulated via Wizard of Oz (i.e., remote touch events triggered
via a tablet), allowing us to explore different touch-based interaction
techniques. The design exploration is driven by a focus on supporting
common proxemic transitions as seen in empirical studies of collabo-
rative creative practices (e.g., [86]).

With the KirigamiTable prototype and a demonstration scenario 1,
we make the following contributions:

• A novel interface that supports collaboration around shape-changing
tabletops

• Interaction techniques that combine transformations of shape
and digital contents

• Demonstration of how kirigami actuation can be used to design
a shape-changing tabletop

1 See the demonstration video accompanying this paper.
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11.2 related work

This work builds upon previous research on proxemics of collabora-
tive work, display surfaces for co-located collaboration, and shape-
changing interfaces.

11.2.1 Proxemics, Collaboration and Transitions

Proxemics is increasingly gaining traction in HCI due to the need
for increased literacy regarding the interplay between collaborative
activities, interactive technologies and spatial environments [74, 78,
84, 128, 157, 172, 233]. For instance, Interaction Proxemics [157, 172]
and F-formations [116, 149, 233] are conceptual tools for articulating
how interactive technology and the spatial environment together fos-
ter proxemic behaviours in collaborative work (i.e., hindering and
enabling certain ways of acting in relation to others). F-formations
describe spatial patterns in how people face each other through ori-
entation and spacing between each other and artifacts [116, 149], e.g.,
a group of people may arrange in a semi-circular formation around a
tabletop. In addition, a line of research focuses on transitions between
proxemic relations [78, 128, 233]. Grønbæk et al.’s research on Prox-
emic Transitions highlights how stationary computers, laptops and
furniture have several shortcomings in supporting transitions of en-
tering and leaving collaborative situations, causing people to adapt
to the environment rather than re-configuring it (e.g., groups huddle
around personal displays or stand uncomfortably for sustained ad
hoc meetings) [78]. Their work points to shape-changing furniture as
a novel research direction for supporting people’s re-configurations
of the environment during such transitions.

11.2.2 Display Surfaces for Co-located Collaboration

Research on collaborative surfaces has contributed prototypes and
studies around different kind of surfaces, such as tabletop displays
(e.g., [204]), wall displays (e.g., [180]), bended displays (e.g., [246])
and multi-display environments (e.g., [60, 219, 251]). It has been found
that deciding which display form factor is best, depends on the activ-
ity it is used for [197, 200], e.g., vertical displays are well suited for
coordination and presenting, whereas horizontal displays are better
at supporting collaboration in terms of sharing ideas [197]. Empir-
ical studies on collaboration have further shown that proxemic be-
haviour is supported by allowing for partitioning displays into terri-
tories, both on tabletops [161, 162, 183, 200, 204] and wall displays
[107, 150, 180, 241]. For tabletops, in particular, it has been found that
round- and square-shaped tables configure groups of people differ-
ently. For instance, round tables have shown to be problematic for
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some collaborative tasks due to their limited opportunities for parti-
tioning the workspace as compared to rectangular tables [204]. Fur-
thermore, the the ability to control orientation of objects and digital
items on tabletops has been found to be crucial for how we collabo-
rate [87, 129].

11.2.3 Shape-Changing Interfaces

Shape-Changing Interfaces is an emerging area of research. Up till
now, it has predominantly focused on exploring small-scale appli-
cations (e.g. [108, 192, 238, 255]) relating to the scale of handheld
devices, some of which focus on combining digital displays and dy-
namic physical shape [3, 137, 198]. For instance, inFORM [64] demon-
strates that rendering UI both digitally and physically allows for dy-
namic physical constraints.

Recent research on shape-changing interfaces has started to explore
physically dynamic form at the scale of furniture (e.g., [64, 78, 82,
105]). For instance, 2.5D displays have demonstrated how tabletops
with a height dimension can enable new ways of interacting with
multi-dimensional data [59, 135, 136]. These mostly focus on a new
form of data display, and less on ways that the display shape may al-
ter how groups can organize themselves spatially. Another strand of
research focuses on addressing the technical challenges of construct-
ing large-scale shape-changing objects (e.g., [63, 175, 201]), such as
production methods for human-scale inflatable objects [201]. A few
in-the-wild studies have also demonstrated how changing the shape
can mediate social interactions in new ways (e.g., [82, 167]). Finally,
and most relevant to our research, shape-changing furniture displays
[78, 105, 223, 225] have been built to investigate their potential for
supporting transitions in collaborative activities. These explore the re-
lationship between transformations in shape, transitions in the activi-
ties they are used for, and collaborators’ spatial organization enabled
around them – which Grønbæk et al. refer to as Proxemic Transitions
[78].

While prior research on large-scale shape-changing displays [78,
225] points to future work of combining shape and digital content
transformation, it remains largely unexplored.

11.3 challenges for shape-changing tabletops

In the following, we highlight interaction design challenges for prox-
emic transitions based on prior findings in research on shape-changing
interfaces and tabletop displays.

Transitions between Personal and Shared Work is a core chal-
lenge in tabletop research [72, 97, 205], and especially important
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for mixed-focus collaboration [83, 225, 228], e.g., brainstorming,
affinity diagramming [18] and collaborative design [232]. Multi-
device groupware often responds to this challenge by separat-
ing display territories between personal devices and tabletops
[154, 227, 257], e.g., facilitating transitions in collaborative activ-
ities by supporting branching, independent exploring and merging
across devices [154].

Communicating Upcoming Shape-Changes is a challenge that
has been addressed by enhancing shape changes with digital
contents [64, 137, 198]. Lindlbauer et al. [137] propose different
techniques that alter the optical appearance of dynamic objects
for anticipating shape-changes.

Interaction with Large Shape-Changing Displays is in its early
stages. Existing proposals can roughly be categorised as either
implicit based on tracking of users’ proximity relations (e.g.,
[223, 225]), or explicit interaction via physical buttons (e.g., [78])
or mid-air gestures (e.g., [105, 225]).

Supporting Cooperative Control is an important challenge for
tabletops, because multiple users need to coordinate actions and
resolve conflicts (e.g., [97, 161, 204, 228]). Studies further show
that users are hesitant to collide in centralized controls (causing
turn-taking) [161], and tend to not touch other people’s personal
territories [161, 204, 228].

11.4 method

We explore interaction for Proxemic Transitions [78] with a kirigami-
actuated shape-changing tabletop. Proxemic Transitions has served
as a conceptual lens scoping the challenges identified in related work,
identification of relevant activities for shape-changing tabletops, and
finally, it has informed our design explorations by drawing attention
to the dynamic interplay between social interaction, technology and
furniture.

We have adopted a research-through-design methodology [67]. Through
the construction of the actuated table and design of touch-based inter-
actions simulated on the tabletop surface, we have been challenged
to invent novel (preliminary) solutions, and as such, the prototype
embodies a number of design choices that raise interesting design
issues. In particular, we have explored how to move from the prin-
ciple of kirigami actuation, as manifest in small-scale paper models
(see Figure 11.14) to a proof-of-concept full-scale actuated tabletop
surface (see Figure 11.1). Next, (in line with [41]) we explored de-
sign of interactions for proxemic transitions through a scenario (see
Figures 11.2-11.4). We have focused on relevant scenarios from col-
laborative creative practices. This is a complex, challenging, and well-
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documented area of work, which is characterized by shifts in ways
of collaborating and use of interactive technology to support work
processes, and therefore puts our prototype design to a test. How-
ever, it should not be regarded as an exclusive application domain,
and further potentially relevant areas are covered in the Discussion
section. Finally, we synthesized the exploration into a set of inter-
action techniques for KirigamiTable (see Figures 11.5-11.13). Hence,
the KirigamiTable prototype represents a point in a design space of
shape-changing tabletops, inviting for further exploration.

11.5 kirigami table

We envision a future where foldable shape-changing tabletop dis-
plays can enable transitions between different ways of working – to-
gether or individually. We explore this vision through KirigamiTable –
a shape-changing tabletop augmented with digital projection (see Fig-
ure 9.11 and video). The table is capable of changing between three
different shapes (see Figure 11.1), creating different socio-spatial con-
ditions for working around it. The table surface utilizes a kirigami ac-
tuation principle [51, 114] to enable complex shape changes based on
minimal actuation (using only two actuators operating along a single
axis). See implementation section for more details on the prototype.

With the design of KirigamiTable, we explore how shape-changes
can facilitate collaboration by enabling proxemic transitions between
working individually, in small groups or large groups of people.

The following three shapes of the table surface support different
facing formations (see Figure 11.1):

• Flat-fold configuration can be used as any other tabletop, allow-
ing the people in the group to move around the table surface
freely.

• Four-fold configuration supports individual work, providing
a semi-private work-area for each of the four members of the
group.

• Two-fold configuration allows group members to work in pairs,
while providing a shield space for each of the two pairs work-
ing at the table. It also provides a vertical display that may be
desirable for presenting to others.

The range of proxemic (socio-spatial) relations illustrated for each
shape in Figure 11.1 (indicated with F-formation patterns [116]) high-
lights an important point: we aim to empower people to dynamically
re-organize around content in new ways. Hence, rather than mak-
ing the tabletop dictate how people can re-organize through implicit
interaction (e.g., via proxemic sensing [223, 225]), shape-changes of
KirigamiTable are initiated explicitly through touch-based interaction.
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Figure 11.2: Basic Proxemic Transitions with KirigamiTable
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Figure 11.3: Control Widget: Users can slide along the vertical axis to expose
menus of digital content re-organization for each table shape.

11.5.1 Basic Proxemic Transitions via Control Widget

Reflecting on shape-changes in the context of empirical observations
of dynamic collaboration, Grønbæk et al. [78] highlight tradeffs for
proxemic transitions: digital transformations enable small quick shifts
in proxemic relations (such as scaling up a window on a big screen for
a larger group to see), while physical transformations enable radical
shifts which happen less frequently (such as collaborators re-organizing
from a semi-circular to a circular formation). We build on this ob-
servation in our design proposals of combining physical shape and
digital content transformations. In the following, we outline the ba-
sic proxemic transitions enabled by KirigamiTable (see Figure 11.2),
showing how digital contents can be re-organized corresponding to
the different shape transformations. We designed a control widget
(see Figure 11.3) for basic interaction with shape-changes: users slide
a finger along a vertical menu representing transitions between three
possible shapes, where each shape-change supports different oppor-
tunities for re-organizing digital contents. The widget demonstrates
the following basic content re-organizations:

• Transition to flat-fold: content items can be re-organized in cir-
cular, one-sided or maintain existing arrangement.

• Transition to two- and four-fold: a selection of content items
can be divided or duplicated.

The widget is simplified to convey possibilities. Hence, it does not
represent an exhaustive exploration of the different ways that content
can potentially be re-organized along with shape-changes.

The proxemic transitions of Figure 11.2A-D all involve shape-changes,
allowing for a shift in how people organize with spacing and orien-
tation between each other. However, proxemic transitions can also
simply be facilitated by re-organizing the digital content in the same
shape configuration. For instance, the flat-fold configuration can sup-
port a range of facing formations, allowing people to re-organize the
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Figure 11.4: Scenario of proxemic transitions in creative collaborative prac-
tices: Inspiration Card Workshops (see also video figure)

digital contents in a way that is appropriate for the current task (see
Figure 11.2E). The circular arrangement distributes contents around
the surface oriented from a centre point, supporting a circular facing
formation. However, there might be instances where it is desirable to
re-organize from a circular to a semi-circular formation in order for
everyone to view the digital contents from the same direction in a
one-sided arrangement.

11.5.2 Use Case: Collaborative Creative Practices

Our design exploration with KirigamiTable is motivated and inspired
by proxemic transitions related to collaborative creative practices. Sev-
eral creativity methods take advantage of providing participants the
opportunity to express themselves by both working individually (e.g.,
using Post-It notes), and sharing the materials with the rest of the
team [69, 88, 118, 130]). More generally, it is acknowledged that a hy-
brid structure, in which individuals first work independently and then
work together generate better ideas than a team structure, in which
the group works together throughout the whole process [69]. As a
perspective on such transitions in team work, we draw from Grøn-
bæk et al.’s distinction for Proxemic Transitions, where transitions
manifest as either quick (and frequent) or radical (less frequent) shifts
in people’s social interactions. For instance, transitions in collabora-
tive ideation may be subtle, such as shifting attention without par-
ticularly significant changes to interpersonal spacing and orientation
(e.g., when co-creating via laptops [38]). However, as can be seen in
the literature above, methods for collaborative creative practices of-
ten promote more disruptive shifts between individual and shared
work, where materials need to be re-organized and developed over
time. Such transitions may then manifest more significantly in peo-
ple’s spatial re-organization, as shown by Møller et al. in their study
of collaborative ideation with physical and digital sticky notes [109].
While we have focused on proxemic transitions in the creativity do-
main, such transitions are not confined to these practices, but can
also be found in, for instance, collaboration in a learning context [77],
during surgery [156, 157] or sense making [30, 104, 228].
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Figure 11.5: Content-first widget: A card is selected for duplication, and
subsequently the four-fold shape is selected (A). KirigamiTable
splits into four-fold with four duplicates of the card, provided
on each individual vertical surface in the four-fold configura-
tion (B).

In order to demonstrate the potential of KirigamiTable for sup-
porting the more radical proxemic transitions, we have selected one
of the many design methods which inherently incorporate dynam-
ics between individual and collaborative activities: An Inspiration
Card Workshop [86] is a collaborative design method involving pro-
fessional designers and participants with knowledge of the design do-
main. As described in more detail in [86], the goal of such a workshop
is to develop design concepts from two types of inspiration cards:
Technology Cards and Domain Cards, index card-sized cards with a
picture and a title. Figure 11.4 illustrates the common proxemic tran-
sitions and workflow as it unfolds around the KirigamiTable during
the core part of an inspiration card workshop. Initially, the two sub-
teams of domain experts and professional designers (technology ex-
perts) discuss domain cards and technology cards in sub-teams. Sub-
sequently, they all convene in order to present the cards to each other.
For the core part of the ideation process, participants for a short pe-
riod typically work individually followed by co-creation in the team
as a whole. The workshop is concluded by a presentation to other
participants about the developed design concepts.

We implemented a basic application to explore how KirigamiTable
may support common proxemic transitions in the collaborative prac-
tice of inspiration card workshops (see Figure 11.2): content items in
the Kirigami UI are inspiration cards of images and videos, which are
color-coded in two separate categories – blue for technology cards
and green for domain cards – to illustrate the basic distinctions be-
tween users working in subteams (separated colors) and when they
all collaborate and combine cards (mixed colors).

11.6 interaction techniques for kirigamitable

Having described the design of the KirigamiTable, the basic prox-
emic transitions it enables and an application scenario, we now de-
scribe the results of our explorations into designing interaction tech-
niques for the KirigamiTable. These explorations have been guided
by the challenges of designing for proxemic transitions with a shape-
changing tabletop that we earlier identified in terms of how to design
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Figure 11.6: Content-first widget: A widget emerges from a selection action,
indicating possibilities for content manipulations that also trig-
ger shape-changes (A). Presentation mode is selected, and the
table transforms into two-fold (B)

for initiation and anticipation of shape-changes as well as cooperative
control.

11.6.1 Initiating Shape and Content Transformations

Apart from the basic interactions with KirigamiTable, our design work
opened up a range of opportunities for how shape transformation
can possibly trigger meaningful content transformations on a shape-
changing surface, and vice-versa.

11.6.1.1 Shape-First Interaction

The basic transitions (see Figures 11.2 and 11.3) demonstrate interac-
tion through a control widget, where physical shape transformation
is taken as the primary entry point for interaction, and users subse-
quently decide how the digital contents should be re-organized and
distributed across the surfaces. We refer to this technique as shape-first
interaction, because it starts with a menu of shape-changes, followed
by a sub-menu of options for re-organizing contents according to the
shape-change.

11.6.1.2 Content-First Interaction

An alternative approach is to trigger shape-changes implicitly, based
on digital content manipulations. This is referred to as content-first
interaction. When a user selects one or more cards, a content-first wid-
get appears that operates on the selection. For instance, the user can
choose to duplicate a card into four individual copies, triggering a
shape-change that corresponds to the content action, as illustrated in
Figure 11.5. Additionally, a user can choose a selection of cards for
presentation as illustrated in Figure 11.6, subsequently triggering a
shape-change into the two-fold with vertical display real-estate for
presenting to others.
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11.6.2 Cooperative Control of Shape-Change

The design of cooperative control with KirigamiTable builds on prior
tabletop research [97, 161] that responds to the challenge of designing
multi-user interactions for tabletops. First, Morris et al. [161] propose
coordination policies for handling conflicts of control, e.g., touching
the same item may duplicate the item or tear it to pieces, or cooper-
ative gestures may serve as a mechanism to avoid potentially disrup-
tive actions to occur by accident. Second, Hornecker [97] exploits em-
bodied constraints of tabletops (caused by their size and shape) to ex-
plicitly inhibit certain social behaviours (e.g., control conflicts) while
inducing others by design (e.g., helping and participation). Based on
these findings, we propose two techniques for designing controls for
shape-changing tabletops: dynamic distribution of controls and coop-
erative gestures.

11.6.2.1 Dynamic Distribution of Controls

As part of designing the shape-first interaction, we considered coor-
dination problems of interaction. It has been proposed to exploit (or
even overcome) embodied constraints on action around tabletops [97,
161, 204]. For instance, Morris et al. show that providing private feed-
back locally in the user’s territory can avoid social embarrassment
[161], and Hornecker shows that providing multiple access points for
control increases participation [97].

With KirigamiTable, we demonstrate that physical tabletop trans-
formations can change how digital territories are physically constrained,
in consequence making some actions possible and inhibiting others
(e.g., flat-fold facilitates social awareness and equal participation, while
four-fold facilitates individual focus). However, since the four-fold
configuration supports individual display territories, it also compli-
cates shared control of shape-changes because no-one can see the en-
tire display surface. Hence, we propose to provide multiple access
points [97] for interacting with shape-change (see Figure 11.7): con-
trol widgets are dynamically re-distributed depending on the shape
to continually provide multiple access points that are accessible and
visible from any position around the display.

11.6.2.2 Cooperative Gestures for Shape-Change

An important challenge for collaborative displays is to design inter-
actions that avoid potentially disruptive actions to occur by accident
[161]. The potential of causing disruptive effects to people’s work en-
vironment is specifically evident with shape-changing tabletops, in
the sense that when shape-changes occur it radically transforms the
space around which people work. This is further exacerbated when
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interactions with shape-changes are implicit, i.e., based on contextual
information (such as in content-first interaction).

A response to this challenge, is seen in Morris et al.’s concept of
cooporative gestures [161]. Building on this concept, we explore how
cooperative gestures can be designed for KirigamiTable: Figure 11.8
demonstrates a cooperative gesture, where the four participants col-
laboratively trigger a duplicate action of an item by all simultaneously
touching the same inspiration card. The number of hands detected for
the gesture can then determine whether to transform into four-fold
(four hands) or two-fold (two hands).

11.6.3 Anticipating Shape-Changes

One obvious challenge is how to provide feedforward regarding the
physical shape transformation of an actuated surface. As shape-changes
are disruptive to the ongoing activity, dynamic displays can provide
feedforward on their upcoming shape-change. In the following, we il-
lustrate how prior ideas of feedforward at handheld shape-changing
device scale [137, 192] can be extended to furniture scale and support
collaborators in anticipating shape-changes for coordinating their ac-
tions around the tabletop.

Figure 11.7: Control widgets are distributed depending on the shape: in two-
fold and flat-fold there is one widget on each end (A), while in
four-fold each personal area has a widget (B).

Figure 11.8: Cooperative gesture: Four hands simultaneously pulling away
from the centre of the surface (A) will implicitly trigger a dupli-
cate action, transforming into four-fold (B).
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Figure 11.9: Digital preview (four-fold): indicating transitions through dig-
ital animations that resemble the shape change (A). The folds
are highlighted digitally before the shape change (B).

Figure 11.10: Digital preview (two-fold): indicating transitions through digi-
tal animations that resemble the shape change (A). The fold is
highlighted digitally before the shape change (B).

11.6.3.1 Digital Preview: Indicating via Digital Animation

Lindlbauer et al. [137] propose the concept of Anticipating shape-change,
where upcoming shape-changes are simulated virtually by altering
the optical appearance of shape-changing objects with displayed graph-
ical animation. We extend this concept for collaborative tabletops
with KirigamiTable (see Figures 11.9 and 11.10). Here, digital pre-
views are not only hinting at changes, but can also indicate how con-
tent will be re-organized. For instance, when transforming from team
to individual work, the interface may first indicate how content is sub-
divided before it shape-changes (see Figure 11.9).

11.6.3.2 Physical Preview: Indicating via Intermediate Shape Steps

Rasmussen et al. [192] propose the concept of Negotiated control of
shape-change (for single-user interactions), where shape-change can
be negotiated (i.e., initiated and altered) between the user and the
interface. We explore this principle for designing (multi-user) interac-
tions at tabletop scale: physical previews use intermediate shape steps
(i.e., a slight shape-change hinting at a full shape-change) to provide
feedforward on a global interface transformation affecting all users’
individual activities. As shown in Figure 11.11A-B, a slight shape
change towards an intermediate step can communicate an upcoming
shape change and prompt users for preparing their cards (sorting
into private and shared) for the transition. In the current demonstra-
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Figure 11.11: Physical preview: indicating a transition towards flat-fold by
an intermediate step (A), prompting users to finalize their indi-
vidual card sorting activities. It subsequently transforms fully
into flat-fold (B).

Figure 11.12: Before shape change, a digital boundary allows for preparing
content, dividing it into content that will be shared and mini-
mized (A). The boundary is draggable (B-C).

tion, the intermediate period is timer-based. However, it could as well
prompt users to cooperatively confirm the shape-change when they
have sorted their cards.

11.6.3.3 Highlighting Edges that Fold

A previewing technique that is utilized in both of the others is to
digitally highlight the folding edges. This is not only to indicate how
the shape is going to fold in an upcoming transition, but can also
serve as a digital boundary for indicating a threshold between private
and shared or how contents will be split between individuals.

First, we implemented a digital boundary as a draggable bar (see
Figure 11.12), enabling users to prepare before triggering transforma-
tions from individual to team work: users can sort cards into private and
shared via the boundary separating the contents on the triangle UI.
This is input to the table transformation when re-organizing content
for a different shape configuration. However, in developing this tran-
sition, we further explored the idea that highlighting a subset of edges
on the kirigami pattern can indicate boundaries during transitions.
We extended the draggable bar to implicitly trigger a shape-change
to flat-fold when dragging over the physical boundary of a shape fold
(see Figure 11.13A-B). After the trigger, the folding edges below each
triangle in the four-fold configuration are highlighted digitally to indi-
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Figure 11.13: Shape change is triggered implicitly based on dragging the dig-
ital boundary below the physical fold on the shape (A). Fold
edges all around the table are highlighted (B) to indicate a
boundary between what is will be shared and minimized, re-
spectively (C).

cate to everyone that a transition is coming up, and they can prepare
by sorting cards into share and minimize zones (see Figure 11.13C).

11.7 design and implementation

The following outlines the design of the Kirigami surface and de-
scribes the technical implementation of the different components of
the KirigamiTable prototype.

11.7.1 The Kirigami Surface

The surface of the table utilizes a metamaterial strategy called Kirigami
Actuators [51, 114], in order to create complex three-dimensional trans-
formations through a simple linear actuation. Kirigami Actuators build
on the traditional Japanese art of Kirigami, where folding and cut-
ting paper is used to create three-dimensional structures. Dias et al.
[51] have illustrated how understanding the mechanical properties of
thin sheets makes it possible to generate four fundamentally different
forms of actuation: roll, pitch, yaw, and lift, using the same linear ac-
tuation. Building on this work, Kaspersen et al. [114] further explored
how the same principles can be utilized when thickness is added to
thin sheets. The Kirigami surface utilized in the design builds on the
foundational work of Dias et al. [51], and utilizes some of the tactics
proposed by Kaspersen et el.

The starting point for the design process of the Kirigami surface
was to explore different ways that the surface actuation can be con-
trolled. Figure 11.16 illustrates how creating a simple cut down the
centre of a piece of paper, allows for an up- or downwards actuation
of the surface when it is pulled, creating a soft curve on the surface.
By introducing folds into the surface (see Figure 11.14), the direction
and placement of the actuation can be controlled. Figure 11.14 illus-
trates how different aspects of this basic principle have been explored
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during the design process. This includes different patterns of cuts
and folds, and combinations of patterns, different shapes of the table
(eclipse, rounded square), and different combinations of surface ma-
terials (cardboard & tape, wood & textile, 3-d printing on textile, glu-
ing laser cut elements on textile). In the process different shapes and
proportions of the surface have been experimented with, to achieve
a surface that works in each of the three shape configurations and
where users have equal access from all sides.

We sought specific inspiration from common proxemic transitions
that occur in collaborative creativity methods such as Inspiration
Card Workshops when generating design ideas. Finally, using the ac-

Figure 11.14: Prototypes of different kirigami patterns.
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tual shape (affordances and constraints) of the Kirigami Actuator as
inspiration for generating UI concepts, we approached the challenges
of designing a segmented UI that consisted of, not just rectangles,
but also triangles and bends with unconventional UI edges. This fur-
ther led to the idea of using its transitions from flat-fold to the other
shapes as a metaphor for ’splitting’ content.

Based on these design considerations, the KirigamiTable surface is
constructed out of individual cardboard segments, which are taped
together to create hinges. Figure 11.16 illustrates the different compo-
nents of the surface; hinges with valley and mountain folds as well
as cuts.

11.7.2 The Actuation and Frame

Figure 11.15 illustrates the construction of the frame and actuation
mechanism of KirigamiTable. The frame underneath the table con-
sists of four linear actuators (Linak DL17) for height-shifting the ta-
ble between a seated to a standing table. To change the shape of the
table, two linear actuators (Linak LA14) actuate from the centre and
outwards. Two rails have been used to create an attachment point
on a central axis and to support the actuation. In principle, the sur-
face actuation could have been carried out by a single actuator, but
to maintain the symmetry along a central axis, allowing the table
to expand from a central point, two actuators have been used. The
Kirigami surface rests on a wooden surface mounted on top of the
frame, and is connected at two points to the actuator.

11.7.3 The Projection Mapping Setup

Projection mapping is achieved using a single projector mounted over
the table. A virtual 3D model of the Kirigami surface is rigged inside
Unity and the Unity physics system is used to simulate the physi-
cal deformations virtually, and custom-designed calibration software
developed by our research laboratory CAVI [85] enables the digital
model to be projected precisely on the Kirigami surface according
to the physical transformation of the table. Unity receives events for
virtual deformation through a USB interface to the Linak actuators.
The actuated state is continuously communicated as events with a
new integer value from the actuators, indicating its current actuation
along one linear axis. These events can then be applied as a virtual
linear force along the same axis in the virtual representation, conse-
quently resulting in a virtual deformation that resembles the physical
deformation.
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11.7.4 The Interactive Application Setup

A host PC runs the Unity application and displays it through the pro-
jector. The Unity application is responsible for rendering the graphics
using the estimated projector pose from the calibration. The surface
of the 3D model renders a texture with the real-time updated contents
of a Chromium browser, allowing us to embed a Web application on
the Kirigami surface. The same host PC runs an event bus applica-
tion, responsible for USB communication with the Linak USB inter-
face and WebSocket communication to the Web app running inside
Unity. The Web application is implemented using Webstrates [121],
which synchronizes DOM events between open browser clients. Web-
strates thus serves as infrastructure for Wizard Of Oz, enabling a
tablet to remotely trigger multi-touch events in the Web app, which
in the Unity Web container translate into both 2D content manipula-
tions on the projected Kirigami surface and table events that actuate
the table surface.

11.8 discussion

Through the design and implementation of the KirigamiTable, we
have come to identify a set of challenges and opportunities for shape-
changing tabletops that point towards future work for this new and
exciting type of user interfaces.

11.8.1 Designing Interactions for Proxemic Transitions

Designing interactions for proxemic transitions with a shape-changing
tabletop is complex. With the KirigamiTable, we have demonstrated a
set of novel interaction techniques, exploring how shape-change and
re-organization of digital contents can provide new opportunities for
meaningful proxemic relationships in collaboration around a tabletop
interface. However, these techniques should not be considered as final
solutions, but rather as initial explorations. With the control widgets,
we have, in particular, presented shape-first and content-first interac-
tion techniques as different approaches to initiating shape-changes.
But there are rich possibilities for combining shape and content trans-
formation and this topic invites for further investigation. There may
be a potential in exploring different forms of negotiated shape-change
[192], e.g., where content and shape are manipulated in parallel, ei-
ther in a stepwise re-configuration of shape and digital content [78],
or perhaps by concurrent, continuous manipulations. In addition, the
demonstrated control widget only conveys a preliminary mapping of
shape-change and content transformation.

Our particular design choices then serve as inspiration for the re-
search community, inviting for more systematic exploration and map-
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ping of possible combinations of shape and content transformation –
including future evaluations of these.

11.8.2 Automatic Re-organization of Contents

One of the obvious design challenges with a shape-changing table-
top is that, when shape-changes occur, contents often need to be re-
organized to accommodate for the new shape configuration. This is a
challenge since the ability to manage orientation of shared objects is
crucial for how we collaborate [87, 129], and it has been shown that
no single digital orientation and translation mechanism is best for ev-
ery scenario of interaction in collaboration, however, each presents its
trade-offs [87]. It is further complicated by the fact that organization
of digital items on KirigamiTable is not merely a matter of pure 2D
translation and orientation. The digital display is only consistently
flat in the flat-fold configuration, however, in both of the other con-

Figure 11.15: Technical drawing of the Kirigami table, top: side view of table,
below: view from bottom up.
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figurations, there are multiple horizontal and vertical parts on the
display surface. This creates a complex interplay between shape and
displayed contents, which only adds to the potential confusion in
perceiving contents that are being re-organized along with shape-
changes. However, as there are many possible ways that contents can
be meaningfully re-organized (as well as confusingly re-organized),
we suggest that the menu options are scoped by designers for partic-
ular applications with widgets and controls that only provide action
possibilities meaningful to a particular activity.

11.8.3 Transformations with Global Consequences

We have proposed the interaction techniques of digital and physical
previews to align expectations among users regarding transformation
with "global" consequences (i.e., consequences for everyone using it).
There are trade-offs when comparing digital and physical previews.
Physical previews make good sense when not all users can see the
entire display (as in four-fold) because the change of a shape is more
visible to everyone. However, digital previews work well for transi-
tions from flat-fold, because the entire display surface is visible to
everyone – and in case objects like cups are resting on the table, they

Figure 11.16: The Kirigami surface. Top: top view of kirigami surface. Bot-
tom: section side view of hinge structure
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can be safely handled before the transition. Furthermore, a conse-
quence of the kirigami pattern of the KirigamiTable is that, when
the shape changes, it changes for everyone around the table. This is
in contrast to TRANSFORM [105, 134] which enables "local" shape-
changes. KirigamiTable, then, has its limitations with respect to the
proxemic transitions that it supports. However, it would be feasible
to design a different structure, e.g. with multiple, local kirigami struc-
tures.

11.8.4 Potential Application Areas

As aforementioned, the kirigami pattern on KirigamiTable mostly
facilitates radical shifts [78], in that the transformations have conse-
quences for everyone around the tabletop. We believe that this is most
appropriate in situations, where synchronous shifts among everyone
around the table is relevant. This could be in structured processes
such as collaborative creative practices, but it could also be in educa-
tional settings, where it would be relevant for pedagogic reasons to
facilitate certain proxemic transitions. Informal feedback from teach-
ers and educators based on demonstrations of the KirigamiTable have
pointed to its potential for facilitating group activities in classrooms.
Furthermore, considering different time frames points to other po-
tential application areas. In the Inspiration Cards scenario, we have
focused on transitions happening within minutes or hours, however,
it could also be relevant to consider transitions over several hours or
days. This could be classrooms or other public and private spaces that
are used in different ways throughout the day.

Finally, while prior research on Collaborative Coupling Styles (around
tabletops [104, 228] or across devices [30]) exhibit less radical prox-
emic transitions, it can inspire future work for exploring how the
combination of shape-changing tabletops and people’s mobile devices
can support Proxemic Transitions.

11.8.5 Limitations of the KirigamiTable Prototype

An important next step is to evaluate shape-changing tabletops with
users in collaborative activities. The KirigamiTable prototype has cer-
tain limitations which prevent us from further evaluating its poten-
tials. In particular, the touch functionality on the tabletop is simulated
in the current prototype. In order to conduct user studies, we need
to further develop KirigamiTable into a fully interactive prototype.
This involves developing and integrating a multitouch-enabled dis-
play surface. As the first foldable touch-enabled OLED displays have
already been produced (e.g., [119, 133]), we are not far from being
able to cover shape-changing tabletops with OLED displays. And we
believe that kirigami principles provide an interesting approach to
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enabling this future, in that an actuated foldable display surface ide-
ally can be manufactured from one or two ultra-thin foldable display
films that can cover the two sides of the cut in the kirigami pattern.

11.9 conclusion

We presented the design of KirigamiTable – a shape-changing table-
tops for supporting transitions in co-located collaboration. Our work
has started to unpack the potentials of emerging interactions that
combine physical shape change and digital content re-organization
to enable new ways of transitioning between working individually
and collaboratively. Our research-through-design process has high-
lighted a set of novel touch-based interaction techniques for support-
ing proxemic transitions: (1) Initiating Content and Shape Transforma-
tions (shape-first and content-first interaction), (2) Supporting Cooper-
ative Control (dynamically distributed controls and cooperative ges-
tures), and (3) Anticipating shape-changes (digital previews, physical
previews and highlighting edges). Our summary of novel opportuni-
ties and challenges with shape-changing tabletops outline an exciting
new direction for supporting transitions in co-located collaboration
via interaction with the combination of shape-change and digital con-
tents.
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